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Commissioner Luring lots laid before
tin- President the report of the eommissinners appointed tn examine into the
swine industry of the l 11 ited States.
The report is emphatic that there is no
condition surrounding the industry which
tends to propagate disease or render
pork unhealthy. He finds the number
of lings raised annually to be about
do,000,0(10. making a total of cured meats,
laid and other products, ol 4,7f!.">,(111(1.00(1

I
I

A most thorough inquiry seems
have been made in handling of pork
Irom the farm to the port of destination,
and
from
the returns from railroad
ami transportation companies, slaughter
houses, packers and shippers, confirmed
by those Irom the hoards ol health, humane societies and experts
employed by
the commissioners, it appears that (he ut
most eate is preserved throughout : that

pounds.
to

1

old sexton, "the bell tolls the age
•i
ii
departed.' "How unlike the society belie
dial eomes and goes,” added a graveyard
wag—
-he who never told her age.’’
Take

Ayr’s 'sarsaparilla in the spring of the
.r to purify the
blood, invigorate the system, cxte the liver to
action, and restore the healthy tone
and vigor of the whole physical mechanism.
Brighton

Uattie

Market.

Tuesday, March 8.
Amount of stork at market: Cattle, 7b*>; sheep
and lambs, fiSl-ki; fat swine, 14,040.
Prices of beef cattle W 100 Tb live weight, extra
75g7 50; lirst, #6 00g(j 62*a ; second,
(juality,
#5 00 g 5 FT?,; tliird, #4 25.g5 57
; poorest grades
of coarse oxen, bulls, etc.,
00 g 4 12%.
Brighton Hides, 7&7%c V tb; Brighton Tallow,
.V lb: Country Hides, light ones,
V tb,
heavy, *i-a «7r fc'tb;Country Tallow, 4&5c lb, Calf
"kins, 11c **• it) Sheep and Lamb Skins, 85cg$l 50
each.
The supply of Cattle brought in from the West the
jn.-t week has been light anti the demand for butch
<•!•' Cattle inactive. The larger portion of the Cattle
brought In were intended for the export trade,
many of them costing from 7g7^c V lb, live weight,
"an
of Cattle to butchers ranged principally from
37‘4 c if tb, live weight.
Sheep and Lambs—Those from the West were
nearly ail owned by butchers, costing the same
prices as those noticed one w eek since. Sheep cost
from 5% a7c, Lambs, 7i7c IP tb, live weight.
Swine—Western Fat Hogs are costimr, landed at
the slaughter houses, from 7gbc V ib, live weight.
1

and

did not

advised, or. which
impossible then

is more

ionud it

of tile agricultural department, seems to
be largely removed by the processes of

curing. The commission deny that the
hog cholera is dangerous to human health,
and assert
meat even

impossibility

of

curing

such

deceive the most
superficial examiners. The commissioners state that their examination proves
our pork is fully equal, perhaps superior,
to that of France or Germany, no general disease exists, and tne occasional
presence of trichime is comparatively unso

as

to

important.
England neither Indian corn, nor
potatoes, nor squashes, nor carrots, nor
cabbages, nor turnips, were known till

after the beginning of the sixteenth century, and Queen Catherine was obliged
to send to Holland for salad to
supply her
table.
The poor peasants subsisted
chiefly on bread made of barley ground
in the hand mill, and the tenant peasantry had no security whatever for their
property till after the middle of thefifteenth century.
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There

and
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hand-carts which they pushed or drew
was

a man

along, sad and silent, as one of their
number fell dead by the way. Some
men had wheel burr >ws.
I.very day we
dead

passed

cattle, deseilnl

wagons,

iages, by the roadside. Kv ery night
iittle stream we camped amid
new made graves.

can

by

some

Lilt

then

a,as

conveyance, and
all ibis mass of

one

traveller, too,

one

in

moving, si niggling, dy ing humanity. that
was iudrsri table.
This vehicle was not

carriage,

hand-curt, not a
barrow,
r was a long, natiovv. thin,
black eoliin set on two wheels and pushed always by a tall, gaunt, and silent
giant. And if then was anything more

a

terrible
of tin

eoliin

not

to ns children than the mention
Lanites, it was the sight of that

wheels, and

on

the great

and hollow eyes of the
and

sullen, pushed

man

it

bony

face

who, silent
15y and by,

along.
or gradual steps i
know not. we began to associate him
with that dreaded order. Maybe it was

and by

what

means

because the Mormons had made their
great journey by the adroit use of liarlows ol ail kinds;
may be ;l was because
lie
looked, in his stern and severe
silence, as
lo >k, that
Danite.

a

that,

thought

we
we

a

Danite should

suspect him to be
Know.
I only know

ime to

r

I do not

that long, siim, black eoliin
crAwled along the tawny sand in the sun,
or

stealthily along in

crept

the

our

track as

rose, that great, gaunt, hollowed-eyed, and silent giant pushing,
moon

plodding on alter it, was the most weird,
ghostly, and fascinating sight that ever
froze young bl rod.
it

night

me

was

noticed that this

gaunt, leaning creature could
hardly reach camp, lie was seen to
push his burrow with effort to the hank
of tlie stream a quarter of a mile away
great,

from

us,

stand

a

as

was

his custom, then to
an end of it.
Then

stick under

rolled his heavy bag of hooks and
provisions out of his singular bed, and
with great effort got in and laydown,

lie

lie was evidently very ill, and my father
took me by the hand and went to see
him at once. As he came up he readied
out his great bony hand, and as it fell

have

must

There was

follow

w

here I (all,

like

on

in

w

ho

judged

his

journey to
people, lay

"serpent by the way“an adder

a

in the

path."
forgot to mention that my father had
doii" a iittle something in his iptiet
tjuaker-like way to help, or try to help,
1

barrow-bed like a eoliin, sir, because
-because 1 have had a grievous disap-

my

pointment,

beautiful young woman who had come
listless to our camp one evening, while tented ii. the eld Mormon win-

done

and

fear it

wrong

in

may
my

he that

day.

I

The

monks of Koine sleep in their eoliins for
1 am doing penance.
sir.
penance,
And then, y ou see, it keeps idlers away,
and gives me time to think and to read
Looks.

Hooks

body and soul,

bread -ttread

are

sir.

for

Sit

down, and when
I have a little strength 1 will read you
from the holy book of Mormon, sir.”

a

‘Copyrighted

liv C.

11. .Miller. Isst.

in great

the hanks of the Missouri.
But surely he had no cause to fear
evil for good.
ter

quarters

I'aets

The

on

simply these. This
beautiful, black-eyed little lady was one
of the ten thousand emigrants starting
out in a long weary line toward the remotest West.
She was with her people
were

—her parents, brothers and sisters, and
some other relatives, if 1 lemember correctly. This young lady, a girl of eigh-

gifted, graceful, good to her paraffection, was suffering from

teen,

ents. toll of

mtmllable fear of the Mormons.
Her people she told my father in terrilied
whispers, were from the same settlement
the Mormons originally started from, and
she knew that her people would he
an une

“judged” by the 1),mites when they c^me
to Salt Hake, on their journey to California.
It

appeared, however,
told quite all the truth.

subsequently

that she had

not

There realty had been serious trouble
between her father and the Mormons
a year before.
And this was the
nature of it.
The Mormons had grown

nearly
up in

the settlement where the girl’s
people lived, and were all mixed up
It was not easy
among the neighbors.
to say who was a Mormon and who was
not.
Converts were new and numerous.
a

might he

a

AN1»
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GOSSIP FROM ALL OVER THE STATE.

lU'RNS

OF

“Gentile” to-day and

Mormon to-morrow.

Une of the busy women
one of the
meddlesome and mischievous kind found
in all camps—who knew this poor girl's
history better perhaps than she suspect-

ed, told the secret of her marriage to one
of the new Mormon elders. It was a forbidden marriage too— a marriage on discovery of which her father had become
very furious, and loud with threats to all

Tin* Laconic proverb “Know thyself* was
t In advice of one of Greece’s
early philosophers.
1' is just as little heeded to-day as when uttered
over two thousand
years ago. To know tin*
merit in Jadwin’s Tar Syrup is to recognize a
good family medicine. Sold bv A. A. Howes A
< <>., Belfast.
Mrs. Mary Brown, widow of John Brown,
notoriety, died recently at

of Harper’s Ferry
San Francisco.

The steamer Great Eastern lias been purchased by the English Government for a coal hulk
to be stationed at Gibraltar.
An American ship lias been seized at Gibralanchoring in Spanish waters, and lined
charge of breaking hulk.

tar for
on a

Judge Hilton has purchased from Mrs. A. T.
the Stewart Building at Broadway and
Chambers street for $2,100,000.
Stewart

The I'nitcd States Senate has agreed to a
joint resolution thanking the English government for the steamship Alert.
At the Salmi Morse inquest in New York
Friday the jury returned a verdict that he came
to his death by accidental drowning.

Florida is tilling up with settlers very rapidly, and it is claimed that the population of the
State has nearly doubled since 1NS0.
The foot and mouth disease, alleged to exist
American cattle imported into England,
is asserted to have originated at Liverpool.
among

The debt of Helena, Ark., to the amount of
$2*0,001), has been compromised at 50 cents on
the dollar, eight-tenths of the creditors agreeing.
It is estimated that about thirty million hogs
annually raised in this country, making a
total of cured meats, lard, Ac., of 4.725,000,000
pounds.

are

Members of the Dominion Farliameut arc
putting their heads together for the purpose* of
ascertaining the best means of controlling the
liquor traffic.
Tiie commission appointed to examine the
swine industry of the i’nitcd States have made
a report asserting the healthfulness of American

pork products.

It is said that Simon Wolf, ex-Consul General to Egypt, was the author of the Lasker resolution, which Jongressman Ochiltree introduced, and which has caused so much talk.
Bob Ingersoll, the noted inlidel, says there is
bell, which, no doubt, gives comfort to a
great number of people, but if you want to defer realizing the truth or falsity of this belief,
use Jadwin's Tar Syrup when troubled with
Colds or Coughs. Sold by it. IT. Moody, Belfast.
no

\! tin* recent Fneampment of theti.A. H.
a! \\ aterville, the
question was asked me maiiv
limes, “wlmr* .an weget guns and quipments'.
and how much will they cost y*’ The
I
COllId tell, t he /n >r, I eoilid not.
Post
of
<;.
a.
tlxIP
Any
by sending to the
”i lii’ f of (trdinanei
P. <. A., Washington,
D. C.” tor i! je no tuber of guns and equipments
they wish, and enclosing Post Office money
order for Sl.-fn. for eacli set will have them

shipped.
1’he prohabh.. will not la- over t»-> (/■'//ms
forearh gull and set of e<|Uipni* Ills, ii/i'in/s //. /,••-•<'*/ that the freight on
./
;/'*/,.>• in a
■

will be abuii! tin* same as that on t>« nr
The guns probably will come from the
Arsenal at Bock Island. III., and. if sent by

ease,

tiejght wMl- take about

months from the

t ime the <n d r is received.
1 hope that e\ cry paper in the State, favorable
to the (i.-A. IP will copy this, as there are
more than sixty Posts interesti 1 in it.
Yours truly.
II. a. Tutrix
I/He I Uspt etotx I )e|.*t. of M* < F \ IP
Bluehill. peh. g‘»til.
IM.NOUSl

in

HOOD

I KM I’l.AUS.

annual meet ing of t he Penobscot district
of (iood Templars met in Bangor Feb. gsih.
Fourteen lodges were represented by an attendance of nearly gut). the largest attendance
for five y ears, and there was a greatly increased
interest.
\Y. (
Templar. B. C. Torsey
was
present and made an address. Officers
were elect. M as follows; District
Templar. F.
F. (.ip'on. Sjetson; Distiiet Vice' Templar.
Mrs. N. F. ( uslimau. Bangor: < oiuieillor. F.
II.
Oregon. Hampden, Secretary. IF W.
May o. II unpden : Marshal, F. IF Chick. Brewer:
Chaplain. F. c. Winchester. Orrington:
W. F
W. P. Burr. Brewer; W. O. (i.. C.
A. Baker, orrington: District Deputy. Daniel
"mall. Charleston. The installation of officers
took plae,- in th• evening.
Dinner and supper
were served at tin* hail to over two hundred.
The

1>KM<M'itA

I

LC .JOBIIKKY

IN 1’oKTI.AN 1>.

The Portland Press charges the democratic

mayor of that city with jobbery in supplying
tile city with coal.
A« cording to the Press, although a Mix Sargent was tle* ostensible contractor. Mayor I Jeering supplied the coal himseit and s,,|d lh*. city soft coal at tin* price of
hard cal. Tie* Press a!-o charges t wo democratic aldermen witli selling goods to the city
in the face of a law which provides “no member of any city government shall be interested
directly or indirectly, in any contract entered
into by any such city government while he is
a
member thereof; and any contract made in
\

iolalion hereof shall be void.”
I in: KIM

suois

mist ho.

h is sometimes said in opposition to strict
temperance laws that they will drive many
men out of luisin ss. meaning of course the
rum
business. Well, what if they did? A
rmnseller was once asked by a noted temperance man to stop selling intoxicating drinks,
wlii’ii lie replied. “You know I must live!”
But tin temperance* advocate responded. “I do
not see the slightest necessity for that." So in
lb* ease of liqllOl* seiiillg. We do Hot s,>(> tile
slightest necessity for grogshops, and whatever
shall tend to lessen the number is >u much
in the interest of sobriety ami moderate taxation.
[Maine Farmer.
an Kin

ion’s

n

tkadk.

A lady from the country, who oeeasionailv
markets agricultural products in Augusta, beli'Acs in
/'/.'acting every cent. She supplies
I he lamiiy of a well-known
newspaper man in
the city with articles from the farm.
The
other day sic brought in two dozen and eleven
eggs and' disposed of them to the “knight cf
the quill."
When it came to settling up, tin*
woman demand' d pay for three dozen, as one
Was a doublc-yolked egg.
< )ur friend
paid over
the amount without remonstrating, but with a
■

wry fan
l»* I"’--- the

Tin

X

year lie
Maine Press
\t

Tw.n Fgg.”

as

lay through or by Salt
no escaping that.
We

ever

Cake

FAYS

a

into father's two hands., he said, “I made

A man

In

to

had any
part or hand in their persecution ; hut
this terror of them was in the air, it was
over all tilings
We knew that our road

his had

or

their track lid we came in our
\

■

the

Quaker,

either

■■

■

said

was a

whom he could look in
But he did fear the lianites,
man might see till
they did

no man

whom no
their bloody work.

dead hogs are never transported, except
to otlal rendering establishments; that
diseased hogs are refused transportation ;
that humane laws mid sanitary ivgula
tions exist in all stuck yards, enforced
by local inspectors under penalty of
fines, etc; that a rigid scrutiny is enjoined at ail slaughter houses; that
methods of slaughter and packing, qualil. unbkin -ays the only sure preventive against
ties of material used, inspection, etc,.,
'tern rivers rising would be for him to own a
are regulated by rules of chambers of
w shares in
’em.
commerce and trade, and constant care
New lung- cannot be made by medicines, or the
"1 ph'-n uaiis, but the old ones can oe
strength- is exercised to see that no unhealtbful
he
mo
preserved l>\ the use of Adamson’s means are employed in any branch.
Boimil
Balsam, a sure cure for roughs, colds,
1 'thin, i, and all diseases of the
lungs, i'rice So and* Even the extremely small percentage of
cuts.
Trial bottles 10 cents.
trichinosis as shown by the investigations
“Yes,

My father

’.'cleared.

lie feared

1 doubt the fact: 1 believe that
neither the one nor the other contributes
to this effect, and that the eattses of
colds are totally independent of wet and
even of cold' (‘‘.Miscellaneous Works,”
The Remedies of Natp. ghi).
[from
ure,'’ by i>r. Felix 1.. Mwald, in Popular Science Monthly for March.

nun

a-a'-..M-tant-ulferer with
.unloving di.-ea-e. dy-pepsia.
nured- u dollar.-, the only
! I'onel mat w-nild do me anv good waPitt"’\ tioul, .-Mired me.
Now I --an
uid .on happy .oid hungry.
KDITOlt.

■"

■;

Hi

Inov high everything else
I'ottle oi perfumery fora

No matter
u

Ulle

Mt.Vi

gnuit pain-n lie\<

iiig no

•! i. ot>of
urmg pain in the

'■!’*■

;'

Mark-.

like a

well that it became a part of my life:
that we were in peril. It was not Indians

cause

No

mottled

its

lather

r

asiib- and seek another route, and so
crossed the Missouri, as if i- were a sort

■

>y ei
1" I'
pr.v.er meeting, 7 p. m.
corner *d M uk.-I and
Ro--, pa-tor. rr-ue nmg,
i.
p! ,y
iiieetiug
•'

II.

lit to In

he had

I.

■

mat

lor months.

likely,

,.

of laaintfaetii• ers.
whatevet
pies, me
oth'O causes ot ditleieliec may prevail
The presence el other
idlls' ties givis

lay by Salt
Surety this was not much. Vet
it was enough to put our little
Sunday
train in perpetual terror of •■.judgment”
lrom th" 11 mites as we pushed on aer iss
We did not see this MiSs
tin plains.
Lake.

see

such laborers are m
S'idbpei "I Pi" weary pilgrims journey ing to the
and the averagt value ot taritt
remote West, you rail we]] see how the
lands oti.y sgll «| p( p
t.
.Mormon eider> put their fingers on iills
'T n evu iy Stale." M
D !ge say s. "Tie
j
rate Id vv ago
u,Heeled
oratily b. the text, and told their ignorant following

ges o|

mote West than this oik- that

Lane, the Motnion elder's “wife," again
I'l'inlcM

annum,

more
!

ai the shouts of the sailor-,
'The boom of the frozen sail.
And the creak of tin ie\ halyards
"■ r.i
ning against the gale.*
*< on
rage :** the captain t rum pels.
“'Tin'} are sending help fi oin lam I!”
Cod bir-s the men of ill*' eoa-l-guard.
Xml hold their live- in Hi- hand!
Lmil\ Huntington Miller, in Sr. Nienola- for
M.rdi.

I In

|

lit that pait of the rep it which deals ;
o. n
it it the v\ .iges t
:
M :. I >., pgr
submitted Statistics to s|: w
nil lio'|, t|.,.
value of the farms
III. wages oi agricult ttrai labor are greate
in those states
where industries an in
di\ ersitieil. 1 a j
ih(‘ imuiutiH-tuiibg -tali
Mas-aehtt- !
Cm
ci lieu!.
1 >i it
setts, Khoch
\ewj
4 rk,
\'er. .Lose.
|sy raiita and
11 i a are. where oa1 v I
t cent. ,d
all I
i.i1">: el s are engaged la a g irt; : are. eaei,
v earns S157
nit
it,
uid tin av, rage value
* i; .44
:
e
aeie.
Ill
:
ai
s'.stes. 1.11
agrieit
|>ft
tile other hand, vv hen 77 , to 1 cat <d the
1
la 'orers arc 10ig tged in l.on n
the wa-

will when

women

msy

Matters.

Maine
N

MAINF”—DAVID 15AUKFK.
idle in camp, that the Mormon elder to
Tin* editor of the Aroostook Republican
:
David Barker's best poems were insjnrnwhom she was "sealed" had never quite >ays
They were suggested by common incigot possession of her: that her father dent* and were the involuntary expression
of the thought and feeling of every lav life and
even did not know his daughter's precircumstances. “The I‘mpty Sleeve” was sugtended husband, had never seen him in gested on seeing (Jen. Howard in B angor, during the war. earnestly and eloquently addressfact.
Hut for all that, the girl had been ing an immense
tlining of people and urging
them
to -go to the front." from which lie had
married or "sealed" to a Mormon elder :
just conic himself, with an empty sleeve. Anand trouble was going to come of it. ! other short poem, -Prayers and Kisses." conThat was why her father was taking her taining a most beautiful thought, was suggested by noticing a little boy in a chureli in Auout of the country and away to Califor- gti'ta. throwing ki*-es at a little girl in an adjacent
pew. while tie* clergyman was ottering
nia. hissed this garrulous and meddleprayer. We were sitting near Mr. Barker, and
some woman; that was why she looked
observed him wiiting upon the lly-leaf of a
book. On our return to the Augusta
so sad
and seemed so frightened all the hymn we
House,
asked him what he had written,
time, continued the gadding and garru- when lie handed u< the little poem. We sent
ii to the Whig A Courier, in which
paper it was
lous woman, mystei iously.
tir^t published.
the I'nder Dog ill the tight.”
was
the
of a passing event, ail inNow all in lin- world that
my lather spiration suggestion
of the moment.
David Barker, the
did on hearing the story of this beautiful “Burns of Maine." was a true genius. His
and terrified gill, was to go to her peo- poetry llowed from a heart full of humanity,
and il goes to the heart of mankind by the law
ple, who were camped close by our tent, ol attraction. 'Hie attempt to roll David Barker of one of his children, has proved a
signal
and advise,
even
protest, that they failure.
should take some otliei route to the reK <a \S and mg lr.MKMS.

"

77

sueli

as

true, this busy and
said, as she gadded

was

woman

••

w

K.tirii'.dd

!•

su

and

1

I"-,

Horst-.>7i«
Mi.'*-.
Milch ''o\v,-.
< Ken ami otHei <ML,|f.

shipwrecked -ailor

a

Thai drew idm away from death.
Xml -o. wle n the wind i- wailing.
Xi.d tie air grows dim with sleei.
I think of tin- fearless waieherP wing along their beat.
I thii k *j
w
rk. fast breaking
I a lie -ui f of a rocky shore.
And tin1 lif“-boat leaping onward
To !)• stroke of the bi nding oar.

1

>

man\

Thank- Cod. with his gasping breatb.
For tlie-turd} arms of the surfim n

I'llTt'a'O,

..4a,_7u,o>'i

waves

■

■

sii.ee Febtuatv. i~-:4.

about,

No matter what storms are raging.
X
matter bow wild the night.
Th gleam of their swinging lanterns
<hine- out with a friendly light

increased

has

the eountiy

1

It

meddlesome

I

wages of farm labor.
>

Mormons.

Coast-Guard.

And up and down in the darkness,
A nd over the frozen sand.
hear the men of the coast-guard
Pacing along the strand,
Beaten by storm and tempest.
Xml drenched by the pelting rain.
From tin -bores of Carolina.
To the wind-swept bays of Maine.

Dodge, statistiy-

iatt of the \gi leiiltural 1 > ’purtnmit, a report u{ 1011 the number and values of (arm
animals in the Tinted States, and the

Boston,and I it appeal

state m.,

in

o

Labor.

Farm

The Commissioner of Agriculture has

\Y’ asfii ng ton >ireet,

ami

and

Animals

just received

Wa-!dugton st., Boston.

•>
■

an».

l’Kt

'I

Hr
111 Mi
;

V"

i.i.v

K'

Farm

authorized agents for the .I.uir-

ire

The

I>o you wonder what I am seeing.
In the heart of tin* tire, aglow
Like dirt- in a golden sunset.
With a slimmer sea below?
! see. away to the eastward.
The line of a storm-beat eoast.
And 1 hear the tread of the hurrying
Like the tramp of a mailed host.

will deliver a poem
Association entitled
[Kennebec Journal.

IN i.knk.uaI..
>" •nnmin ren r-on
>1 \\ mthrop. a eenunant.-il dead March 1-t.
’l'lir Metli<idi-i of Bridglon want tin Maine
Conference to meet with them in DS,-).
'i lie Kennebec Journal says that the usual

e\i.dii- West, from Augusta, will not occur
this spring.
li-Thei1 ,|. BanPm.of Bangor, ha- been lined si<»" and eo-ts for u-ing tin* mail- for fraudulent purpose*.
1 he Flying Yankee train, -•» popular la-t
year, will he put on the rout* bet wen St. .John
and Boston about tie- 1-t of May.
L-mgfellou *s
was celebrated

birthday

<

Xej'ejses in

by ap-

the normal schools

at

(ioriiam and Farmington.
A
noteworthy feature at done-port i- the
bogs, which contain millions of ton- of the best
quality of peat, for fuel.
Mrs. Joseph Cummings, of Greenwood, between eighty ami ninety years of age. ha-had
several new teeth.
Five deaths from diphtheria have occurred in
the family of Mr-. J.--,* W. Malta-t. of Bidde1'ord. within three months.
B i- reported that tin* amount of green corn
to he packed next season
by the Portland concern- will fall far below the usual
quantity.

Bangor '1'heologieal Seminary

ha-

profes-

resident licentiate,»; senior-, 7 middlers,
10 junior- and two special student-.
»hie Maim* town finds it hard to deeid**
whether to have a cliecse-factorv or a skatiugrink, but i- inclined toward the link.
Sliaw Boot hers have a-ked for an extension
"I tne time of payment for two months
beyond
March 1, tin- time previously agreed upon.
Mrs. Blither Lord, of Fast Surry, whose
death occurred on fhe 21st ilist., was ino greatgreat-grandmother of the first settler at Last
-or-.

1

Surry.

Bourbon

Electioneering.

IT IS CONDCCTKD IN VIRGINIA AND
MISSISSIPPI. .Tl’DGK BLACKWELL GIN KS HIS
STORY OF THE DANVII.I.E MASSACRE.

HOW

witness in the Danville investigation
Nvas J. D. Blackwell (white), judge of the corporation court of the town of Danville. He
witnessed the entire riot from a window opposite to the position of the whites, and described it logically and clearly. He was called
to the window of the room by cries of murder,
and saw a white man beating a negro over the
head with a stick. The negro was crying
A recent

"murder" at the top of his voice. This word
"murder" was tin* only articulate word he
heard from beginning to end of the riot, lbsaw two other while men with drawn pistols
standing by the combatants. A powerful
negro crossed the street and attempted to take
Lea's pistol from him. The two fell, and the
negro, for some reason, immediately jumped up
and ran.
Lea arose, took deliberate aim at the
negro, tired, blit did not hit him. The whites
and blacks collected fnun all quarters, the
negroes in the street and the whites on tin*
sidewalk. Several whites were gesticulating
excitedly and angrily toward the negroes, apparently trying to disperse them, and three or

four of tlic n. groc. were gesticulating as excitedly in return. Fvvo or three of the whites
nnere then seen in close consultation, and short-

ly afterward the wiiites formed in an orderly
line, om* end being curved slightly, owing to
obstructions and the shape of the crowd of
Pistols w* re drawn and levelled.
negroes.
The negroes turned to run.
Possibly all had
not then turned when the volley was tired. The
discharge was like that of a drilled body of men.
Witness had never h *ard a more orderly discharge in battle. Tin succeeding discharges
were like those tired "at will."
The next tiring
nv it ness saw was by Cap*. Graves, who stood on
a neighboring street eoriPT, and turning about
discharged hi- pistol time times in di tic rent
directions. Witness could not in either ease
s* e the
object aimed at. '1 he next tiring, and
the closing feature of the dit urbane* was by a
man named
Blunt.
He ren into the street
swinging his ham! ami shouting, and dually
discharged his pistol in the air. turning about
two or three times.
He acted like a man beside
himself with excitement. I'ndcr cross-examination by Senator Vance, witness said that he
had no personal acquaintance witli either Noel
or Lawson,
lie repeated explicitly that the
white man he saw heating a negro was doing
“o with a
stick; this notwithstanding the fact
that all preceding witnesses had sworn that
Noel hail no stick. Witness said he was sure
of it. and that on reading the evidence to the
contrary he had reached the conclusion that he
did not set- Noel and Lawson on that day at all,
but some other pair of combatants. Witness
was surprised when the smoke cleared away to
see that no execution had been done
by the tiring. The whites bad aimed deliberately at the
crowd of negroes, with a purpose, so far as
w itm ss could judge, to do execution.
Senator Sherman handed to witness a copy
of the Dan\iile Circular, and asked if its statements wa re true.
Witness replied that some of
them were, but in bis opinion the great majority of them were false. The negroes were n a
large majority in every ward of Danville.
There had never been a tine* nv lieu they could
not have elected a negro to till every position in
the town council. As a matter of fact, the
whites had always had a majority in the council. and the power to remedy the evils complained of in the circular. It was in the power
of any man who signed the circular to learn
that certain of its statements were false. Witness did not accuse all the signers of intentional
falsehood. Men became so blinded by passion
as to be unable to judge
impartially. Witness
was a native of Virginia, and served for four
years in the confederate army.
MISSISSIPPI METHODS.
ED

aiK

propriate

The iee harvest on the Kennebec has just
closed, and an extra tine crop has been gathered. The ice will average about IT inches in
thickness, and is as clear as crystal. The crop
has been rather an expensive one on account of
a tine sand which silted in on the ice almost
the entire length of the ice tields, thus causing
much additional labor in scraping. It is estimated that a million tons of ice have been
housed on the river between Hallowed and
Richmond this season.
The Thomaston Herald has found 100 men in
Thomaston who can be reckoned as “sea cautains" active and retired, or nearly one-sixth
of the voting population of this number, 53,
just half are, or have been, ship masters.
Quite a sensation has been caused at Bar Harbor by the claiming by heirs of Goodwin and
Severance of Orringtoii of 4000 acres of land on
the West side of Eagle Lake, now held by
Hale. Emery. Brewer, Greely and others. The
claim is based on an old deed.
Captain Horatio A. Ratten, of Brunswick, a
well-known retired ship master, died suddenly
of heart disease Feb. 20th. He was a public
spirited citizen and much esteemed. His age
was about sixty.
The new <4. A. R. Department Commander
Beni. Williams, has made the following appoint*
incuts on his start':
D. Horace Holman, Post
T. Lewi-ton, Assistant Adjutant General; B. F.
Beals. Post 4T. Auburn. Assistant Quartermaster General; John F. Foster, Post 12. Bangor,
Inspector; Geo. X. Jenkins. Post 4S, Togus,
Chief Muster Officer; II. II. Burbank, Post 30,
•Saco. Judge Advocate.

PEOPLE

THEY DARED

SHOT
lo

1'NOl'FKNDING COLORBEATEN It EC A M.
TO THE KKPPBLl-

AND

BELONG

CAN PARTY.

Although the peculiar methods adopted by
the Bourbons to carry the election in Copiah
county last fall had been shown up by a large
number of witnesses, Senator Frye announced
at tin* opening of Saturday’s hearing that he
had

a

few

more

ho

desired to examine, and tin*

minority temporarily rested their case that he
might put them on the stand. Frank Ilayes. a
powerfully built colored man, with a leg in
splints and using a crutch and cane, came for-

ward and narrated what In* knew about Bourbon electioneering. He had lived in the county
for the past live years and his voting precinct
is Spencer's .Mills. Throe nights before election a body of armed men came to his house,
broke in the door and shot him and his wife.
He was hit in the leg and badly disabled. Jle
asked them to help him up after he fell, but
they refused, one saying to him: “That is
what you good men get/'
Witness has always
acted with the Republicans, but was ordered
not to vote at the last election and did not. He
has been unable to work since lie was shot.
Fannie Hayes, wife of the preceding witness
showed the committee where she was shot in
the throat and shoulder at the time of this raid.
A. »J. Hurd, a white man, now living in New
Orleans, was residing at llazlchurst at the time
of the last election. On Monday before election
a party of Democrats asked him to go with
them to take the Republican ticket from tin*
colored men. hut In* refused. He publicly denounced tin* killing of Matthews soon after he
wa> shot, and was waited on by a party of men
who presented three cocked pistols at hi> head
and demanded that he take back what he had
said and leave town. Fnder the circumstances
he thought it best to do hath.
On cross-examination by Senator Jonas, witness declined to give the names of the men who
threatened and drove him out of town, and a
discussion arose between Senators Jonas and
Frye about requiring him to do so. Mi. Jonas
said the odium of these affairs rested on the entire county, that he wanted the guilty parties
prosecuted and tin* slanders on a law-abiding

l'our memhers of the Mechanic Blues of
Portland arc to he eoun-martialed for calling
the company' in uniform the other morning
to quell a bogu- riot out of town.
Mrs. Bet- \ L. Moody, of Livingston i- ln-j.
Shy has living three children. fourteen grand
children, thirty great-grand children and six
irreat-great-grand children. She retains her community to cease. “Law-abiding communfaculties well.
ity,'’ ejaculated Mr. Frye; “why, sir, if my life
it was found necessary the other day to depended on the pleasun of such a law-abiding
set
of men as those who perpetrated the hellish
tin
prove
marriage of an old lady in Vassalboro. and three creditable witnesses were found outrages in Mississippi as this witness has related 1 should consider its tenure mighty uncerwho te-titied that they were present at her
tain.*’
wedding sixty-three years ago.
Senator Hoar thought the witness could not
Tin lumber cut on the Passadumkcag Up*
be compelled to divulge the names, and lie was
pres* nt sea-on i- estimated at 7.loo.ooo feet, of
dismissed.
which Lohu.dim feet will be pine, 1 lo.imi) jumper. 11*0.000 cedar. 2,.‘F)0,000 hemlock and iL’MiO,ooo spruce.
Most ol‘ the doctors will try from one to sixLewiston lias been in the band- of the Demoteen prescription* on si slight cold, when a 25
crats the past year.
The list of voters lias just
been printed.
About sixty names are in cent bottle of Jadwin's Pine Tar Syrup would
duplicate, a number of prominent Republicans cure you. Sold by Poor Son, Belfast.
have been dropped and wrong initials given in
the names of many others.
Fires in January destroyed $12,000,01)0, nearA Portland Democrat writes to the Boston
ly all of it by 2S4 fires.
Po-t :
“Our N w England politics are in a
The statement that glazed pots are detrimenpretty had state, 'fin* conlrt 1 has genie to Ben
Butler's disgruntled Republican-, and tin* Dem- tal to plants has been exploded in England.
ocrats an* divided, and many will not vote or
The United States is invited to participate in
will vote the Republican ticket in preference.”
an exhibition of
dairy products at Munich next
'flic annual ne-eiing and banquet of the October.
alumni of Colby ('Diversity of Boston and viAn election in Kansas to till the vacancy
cinity was held Friday ev-ning, in Boston,
about +0 being present. Addresses were made caused by the death of Congressman Haskell
by Rev. Dr. Pepper, president of the universi- resulted in the election of F. II. Funston by an
increased Republican majority.
ty. and others.
1 tie town ot Dresden i> now out of debt, and
A substitute for the Morrison Tariff will be
will soon have a legacy from the estate of a
former resident. Llewellyn W. Lithgow, who reported by the Democratic members of the
and Means Committee. It is identical
i<*ll by his will, about §20,000 to be
equally Ways
with the Morrison bill, except that the free list
divided between Dresden and Augusta.
He
is
con
lined
to salt, coal and lumber.
also gave the town and Pine Grove Cemetery
in Dresden §5000, three for the cemetery and
Irish population of the earth : Irish at home,
two for tie* town.
1 TJX),000; Irish in England. 2,500,000; Irish in
A new missionary ship, to be named, like its
Scotland, 2,000,000; Irish in Canada, 2,000,000:
predecessors, the Morning Star, is to he built at Irish in Australia, 1,000,000; Irish in America,
Iiath. She will have auxiliary steam power,
52,500,000: Irish elsewhere, 5,000,000.
will have a measurement of about 425 tons, and
will cost about §45.000.
The official count of the votes cast at the reAn appeal for subscriptions is meeting with a ready response. cent election in Philadelphia give Smith, repubThe children of the Sunday schools will raise lican, for mayor, 0,112 majority over King,
tie- money as they did for the former vessels.
democrat. The republicans have a large ma|
Past Department Commander Shaw of the G. I jority in both branches of the city council.
A. IL has presented to the Department an eleProf. Bell, of telephone fame, having heard
gant inspector's badge. It is of gold, and con- that white cats are
more liable to deafness than
sists of a hand with the word “Inspector” endark cats, applies the principle to higher anigraved upon it, and to which is attached a
shield of the same metal having the State mals, and finds that white people are more attacked by the dread disease than negroes.
eoat-of-arms engraved upon it, while upon the |
reverse side is the inscription, “Presented to
Mr. Gladstone, in advocating a bill extendthe Department of Maine G. A. II., by E. M.
ing the rights of franchise in England, declared
Shaw, Past Department Commander.”
in the House of Commons that the United
Among those whose names are suggested for States recovered from the effects of the civil
delegates to the Republican National Conven- war so quickly because of universal suffrage.
tion. are Gov. Robie, Hon. J. IL Bodwell ot
To-day, only two states, Massachusetts and
Hallowed, Hon. J. S. Wheelwright of Bangor,
Hon. Sidney Bird of Rockland, lion. Albion Rhode Island, annually elect a Governor and
Little of Portland, Hon. E. F. Webb of Water- Legislature, and thirty-two of the thirty-eight
vilU*. Hon. Charles McLaughlin and Hon. states hold biennial sessions of the Legislature.
Josiah IL Drummond of Portland, Judge Wing It is probable that Massachusetts soon will fall
of auburn and C. F. A. Johnson of
Presque into line.
Isle. Other names will be suggested.
The New York Sun says that a majority of
Representative Boutelle presented in the
the Democratic National Committee defeated
House for reference, resolutions of the. Grand
Army of the Republic of Maine in favor the proposition of the Nebraska member to put
of equalization of bounties; asking that pen- a “tarifl'-for-revenue only” declaration in the
sions granted shall commence at date of dis- call for the National Convention.
charge in all cases, and requesting Congress to
increase pensions of widows from §8 to §12
In paying a dollar fora bottle of Jadwin’s
per month, with §5 addition for each child Pine Tar Syrup, you receive a box of Jadwin’s
under (J years; also a remonstrance of the Qui Vive Stomach Pills,
making it only cost you
Grand Army Post of Rockliqul, Me., against 75 cents for your Svrup. Sold by A. A. Howes
transfer of the pension agency to Washington.
A Co., Belfast.
out
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Blaine

First

the
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Parties

.Literature.

and

Platforms.

The methods of the two great parties are
clearly shown in the preliminaries to the holding of the national conventions. The Republican National Committee met w ith
open doors,
while the Democratic National Committee held
secret sessions. The Republican Committee se-

CAREFUL POLL OF FIVE GREAT STATES. THE
PREFERENCES OF I'HK REPUBLICAN VOTERS
OF NEW YORK, PENNSYLVANIA, OHIO, INDIANA AND ILLINOIS.

The (Ji kstion of Ships. The Navy anil the
Merchant Marine. By J. I). Jerrolil Kelley, Lt.
1'. S. Navy. This is a valuable and timely pub-

For several weeks the Erie Dispatch has been
carefully collecting Presidential preferences
from prominent Republicans in the States of
New York, Pennsylvania, Ohio, Indiana and
Illinois and the result is now published. These
States were selected because they contain, by
the Gartield vote of 1880, Republican voters to

lication, inspired by a worthy motive and based
upon study and experience. The book should
be reail for itself, and to indicate its scope we
as the place and the :M of June
give the chapter headings as follows: 1. Our lected Chicago
chances for maritime success. 2. Rise and fall i as the time for holding tin* Convention. The
of our commerce.
The causes of our decav. Democratic Committee, “playing second fiddle*
as usual to the Republicans," as the New York
4.
The navigation laws. 5. Free ships, 6
Marine disasters. The importance of a thor- Herald remarks, also selected Chicago and fixough training for officers and seamen. 7. For- ed the sth of July as the date for their conven-

the number of 1,025,497, Hancock voters numbering 1,7>S5,003 and a population in 1880 of 17,010,990. or over one-third the total in the l uion.

Lying contiguously, they comprise a large,
wealthy and intelligent portion of the country.
Three of the live States are classed by the Democratic party as doubtful and by tile Republican party claimed only by meagre majorities.
To carry out its idea of reaching the people, not
the politicians, the Dispatch asked the chairman
of the Republican committee in every county in
the five States the following question :

In order to get the general feeling of the party each chairman was asked to give, to the best
bis knowledge, the public feeling and preferences throughout his county. This inquiry was
also put to thinking and observant Republicans,
not chairmen, in all the counties of the live
States. Epon tin* replies of these gentlemen
the facts and figures that follow arc based. It
was imposed upon each person to whom the inquiries were put that great care must be exercised in giving out the opinions, that tin* election
of delegates to Chicago was close at band—this
year to be done by the people themselves and
not the State conventions—and that their replies would have great weight as indicating the
drift of tin* Republican sentiment of the coun-

lars; second, the admission, duty free,

of all
materials to be used in the construction and repair of vessels over three thousand tons; third,

of

the

THE

FIRST

of new tonnage measurements,
actual carrying capacity, and « xcluding the space occupied by eugines and boilers
and accommodations for officers and crew:
fourth, exemption from taxation, local and national, on all vessels engaged in the foreign
trade for more than eight months in the year:
fifth, permission for all American vessels in the
foreign trade to take their stores and ship chandlery out of bond duty free; sixth, a general revision of tin* laws relating to seamen and tic

UHOIUE.

40!) counties in the live States named and Blaine leads all competitors, with 151
eo’unties in hi> favor. Pennsylvania is almost
solid for him and be beats the Sherman brothers
in their own State. The following table shows
the names of the different candidates and tin*
preferences expressed by counties:
are

..

..

..

Total counties

service; seventh, individual liabi ityas
ownership: eighth, a general and equitable
postal bili. with fair compensation for earning
the mails, and ninth, a change in the pilot laws,
modifying eompul-ory pilotage and permitting jects and prim iple-.
masters and mates when properh qualified to I
When it ono
to adopting a platform the
pilot their own vessels. These measures are ! Democrats an- likely to have trouble. 'Their
all excellent, and well designed to accomplish
j leading “organ ", tie New York World, recentthe desired object, save the first proposition ly declared, in a double-headed editorial, that
concerning free ships. But as the limit is plac- i “Only on tin- Seymour platform of lsfis. or
ed at over three thousand tons we should be j something like it can New York be carried
by
the Democrats in 1nn4." The
willing to concede that and support a bill tha
paragraph quott.d
would embody the suggestions as a whole. The by the World for imitation i- in tin
words:
author gives an intelligent history of the rise
A tariff for revenue upon f >r ign
imports
and fall of our commerce. He points out that and such equal taxation u.idt-r th*- internal revenue law
as w ill at) >rd incidental
protection to
the American steamer is no longer on the
dome-tic manufacture.- and as will, without
ocean in the transatlantic trade.
With refer- impairing the revenue, impose the least burd* n
ence to the eau-e of our decay he thinks it iupon and best promote and encourage the great
due to the substitution of -team for -ails, to the | industrial inter* >i- of tin country.
A D 'iiorrat of tin < arlisle-Morrison
wing of
Use of iron instead of wood in -hipbuilding, to
the party was unkin 1 enough to point out on
the non-.-iibsidizing of American lines, to the
reading this article that Seymour was beaten,
navigation law.- and to special government and :
and he further >ai I: "If w-- are to he hound by
state restrictions.
Another reform which the j
author thinks is vital and urge- strongly is tic I old platforms why not go back to 1S04. when
the part;
was
otikey enough to make the
importance of a thorough training for officers
and seamen. To bring this about he is inclined following declaration :
lb solved. That this ( oti \ eiiiion does explicitto favor the system of training -hip- which exly declare as the sense of the American people
i-t- in Kngland. and lie has al-o warm word- ot

42
14

.Hu

H7
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7
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2

2
|
1
1
22
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For second choice the following preferences
arc

expressed

ty. They invite to participate in choosing delegates—
The Republican elector- of the several States
ami all other voters, without regard to past
political differences, who are m favor of elevating and dignifying American labor, extending
and protecting home industry, giving free popular education to the ma-sc* of the people, securing free suffrage and an hom -t counting of
ballots. clfccttiMily protecting all human rights
in every section of our common country, and
who desire to promote friendly feeling and permanent harmony throughout the land by -(-curing a national governin'-nt pledged to these ob-

to

..

..

on

consular
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BLAINE

it is guilty of an innovation of very questionable policy in injecting the adjective “conservative" into the title of the Democratic party. It
invites to participate in the choice of delegates—
All Democratic conservative citizens of the
I'nitcd States, irrespective of pa-t political associations and differences, who can unite with
us in the effort for pure, economical and constitutional government..
No “radicals** need apply, -av> the Herald;
nor is tariff reform even hinted at.
It is of
some interest to contrast this colorless summons with the lb-publicans* call for their Convention of June 3.
Their committee at l« a-1
had the courage to display the colors of the par-

for the restoration of our merchant marine:
First, the admission to American register of all
ships over three thousand tons subject to tiie
same
laws regarding ownership which now
prevail, save in one or two important particu-

Among the dozen or more gentlemen mentioned
in connection with the oltice, who is your lirst, and
who your second, personal choice for the Republican Presidential nomination?
Who for Vi<v President ?

There

tion. The Herald also points out the contrast
between the two calls. That for the Democratic convention.it says, is colorless, save that

eign systems of administration. 8. The training of British seamen. 9. The Navy and the
merchant marine. 10. Union of the Navy and
merchant marine. 11. The ease briefly stated.
Lieut. Kelley advocates the following measures

:

praise for the Lngii-h method

of

administering

1

44

2

44

mercantile marine. The book should be i
read b\ all who are interested in this que-tiou. j
whch is one of vital importance to tic e.>untr\
and of special interest to the p «»p:«• of this

21
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ICK PRKSIHKNT.

For V ice President Lincoln has a long lead in
all of the live .stales. Harrison, Hiscuck ami
Gresham are the next fawmites. The manner
in which the foregoing figures were arrived at
was by taking the average expression of each
county in the live States, as indicat d by the
several replies received from each. From some
of the more sparsely settled counties but one
opinion was obtained, while from counties like
Cook, lllinoK; Hamilton and t uyahoha, Ohio;
Marion, Indiana; Allegheny and Philadelphia.
Pa.: Frio, Kings and Albany. New York, from
two to a dozen opinions were obtained.
A
majority of ;b»se determined for whom the
or
he
counted. Gicat care
county
city should
vyas exercised and where an opinion came unsigned no attention was given it. Several
weeks have been given to tlie work and ii ibelieved to be the most elaborate and exhaustive of anything of the kind ever attempted.
The central idea throughout it all was to get the
expressions of ilie pcuplt -not the politicians.
It i> thought thi- has been accomplished.
A
question which was also asked was.
“What is said in your county about Arthur and
hi- administrationThe
general feeling
throughout Indiana is apparently one of qualified satisfaction. Of one hundred atul tort}-two
replies from every countv iu tin* State eightyone say the people are generally satisfied with
tlm national affairs, but nearly all hasten to say
that Mr. Arthur’s name arouses no enthusiasm".
thi:

r.Ki.iNr,

a

hoi

\ k runt.

Many of the replies received from Illinois
Republicans are exceedingly voluminous, each
seeming to have a great quantity of advice to
bestow upon Mr. Logan and Mr.’.Vrthur. The
general opinion of the President and his admin-

istration is favorable.
In Ohio the general
feeling regarding Mr. Arthur i- not as favorable
a> in Indiana and Illinois, though ncarlv all
say
they are contented with his administration*.
There is noticeable in the replies, however, a
disposition to bring up the Arthur of tlm winter and spring of issi and the general opinion
is that his nomination would he a mistake.
Of all the chairmen and prominent Republicans in the live States, those of the
Fmpire State
are hy far the most conservative, the least inclined to express any opinion one way or another and the loudest" in their complaint at having been asked to make the exert Ion of replying
to a letter of inquire.
If the tenor of the replies is to t,c taken as a fair expression of
Mr.
Arthur
is
opinion.
regarded with less favor
there than in any other of the live except
Pennsylvania. The eight counties that favor
him for first choice include New York city and
Kings. In the others, Suffolk. Orange, (Queens.
Hamilton. Jelfeisoti and Clinton, the'-.- is a
marked disposition to dodge the inquiry regarding the administration. The fe -iing in Pennsylvania regarding Arthur’s administration ione of approval, but it goes without
saving
that he i> not wanted for another term, lie
has no following to -peak of among the people,
who are emphatically for Blaine.
AN I N I lf SIASI U

INDOKSKMI

NT I Ho.M A A! \S-

SACIIl SKITS MAN.

Representative Bayne of Pennsylvania recently boomed Blaine in an interview published
in Pittsburg,
li has greatIv increased Representative Bayne’s mail, lie says he has already

received several hundred letters from
people all over the country, commending his
views and stating that they "are held by most of
the Republicans of their respective states. The
following sample letter from \\ illiam II. Hunt
of Chelsea, Mass., throws Midi a flood of light
on tie- preferences of the Republicans <>f eastern Massachusetts as was recently thrown bv
Congressman Rockwell on the choice of the
Republicans of western Mussaehusetls
“Having seen an interview with you upon the
presidential nomination, w nidi, 1 {nisi, f a true
expression of your feeling toward that great, glori
ous, nobh, stalwart statesman, James G. Blaine,!
take the liberty of extending to you my approval
«>f your choice, and I assure you I mi only one oi
thousands of individuals who laue no part in polities, except ;•» vole, who would hail with jo\ such a
standard hearer. 1, like many, believe he was un
justly deprived of the nomination in 1S7H. I! nom
mail'd, he would show the people oi the rotinlr.v
such a campaign as has not been seen since i-'le.

'There are many of the young men of this nation,
like myself, who would take hold with that inspiring name and hurrah him in with a vote so large
and emphatic we should never need am electoral
commission. I do hope in your grand old state of
Pennsylvania jou won’t falter, hut send delegatepledged to vote for him lirM, last and under all
K, mv state the politician.-- are not
cimimstances.
friendly, hut the common people, who do the votiug, would hold up both hands for him, and the
‘hoys,’ so called, would roll over with delight. I
am yours,
A Lincoln Rkithijcan.’’

Prohibition

m

ture of the Governor is in the
ment to the liquor chapier

form of an amendof the State code.
Its essential part is as follows:
Whenever the words “intoxicating liquor”
occur in this chapter
the same shall be constituted to mean alcohol, all wine, beer, spirituous,
vinous and malt liquors and all intoxicating
liquors whatever, and no person shall manufacture for sale, or sell, or keep for sale as a
beverage, any intoxicating liquors whatever,
including ale, wine and beer, and the same provisions and penalties of law in force relative
to intoxicating liquors shall iu like manner be
held and construed to apply to violations of this
act, and the manufacture, sale or keeping with
intent to sell, or keeping or establishing a
place for the sale of ale. wine and beer and all
other intoxicating liquors whatever.

California stands fifth in the list of States in
the manufacture of salt, and is the only Stale
in the Union where the distillation or salt from
sea water is carried on to any considerable extent. This industry has increased rapidly during the last t wenty’years. The production has
risen from 44,(KM) bushels in 1800 to upwards of
880,000 bushels in 1883.
Richard Golden and wife, Dora Wiley, will
America early next season. Although
having a splendid engagement, Mrs. Golden
cannot stand the damp London fogs,and is constantly suffering with throat trouble. [Dramatic News.
return to

The decrease of the public debt for February
is $2,582,587. The heavy payments during the
on

account of

pensions, amounting

notes.

Tin- March number of the Popular Sei.-mNow- contains a portrait and sketch <>f MM,;.
Faraday, and theiMid quota of entertaining
and ilistrueiivo mailer.

to

nearly $13,000,000 prevented a greater reduction.
The iccrease of the debt since June 80th, 1883,
is $07,500,074.

■

tnloubtedly th<

I

Work! expressed the sentiof its party, which knows no
change, unless it is for the worse, which docs
not comprehend the changes twenty years have
made, nor realiz-* the growth of tic country in
that titin
The average Democrat looks to the

February nuniher of the American
Aquatic Monthly fully sustains tin promise of
the initial i»ue.
It i' a bright and hive/y.
chronicler of yacht ing ami niiim mg. and should
command the patronage of all who participate
in or feel an interest in aquatics. Charles A.
lVverely. editor, Hearne A to., publish-!'*
ITn Broadway. N-w York.

the

ot

ment

The

mass

past for inspiration, and docs not rct ogui/,. tin
xistctice of any statesman in his party since
Jacksi n pel haps with re tson. That tlie j
<

1

ty boasts of more progressive and aggressive
men i' admitted and when the men of this ty pc
meet the old Jacksonian Democrat' in council
at < Tie;,go. then will conn* tin* tug of war.

U. W ►rthington of 7Tb Broadwa\. N- w York,
has issu 'd his 2lst unti l! spring catalogue of

hnghsh and American books: also tin- publicaL. Worthington. Mr. W. having pur-

tions of

Tin* figures showing tin* rediiet. u of t In* publie debt for each year sim-e the close of tin war
are of interest.
The deb; culminated in the
year lsw;. and on the 1st of January, Dh7,

chased the entire stock of hooks except paper
Library) of tin d. W. Lovell A Co., the catalogue contains all the Standard sets of books,
red line poets etc. of that company.
Charles Scribner's Sons. N'ew York, make

amounted to s*j.77;’,.•>:](*,.it.:, >n the first of J mtiary. DCS, if was SJ.U7*.pjti.iu;;. being a reduction 'luring ps*'.7 of s:*o,l |o.u7o. !•'.»r tin suc-

an

interesting announcement. They will sle rtlv
begin the publication of “Stories by American

volumes of 2<>o pages ca-di, I ce»<ling year*, up to tin* 1st of January. DM.
cloth. Price per volume tin* reduction w as as follow s;
i ln* collection will include tic mo-t

Author.'" in lb

mo.

handsomely hound
On cents,

in

•>
D‘:;'.
I "7".eg ,i '»• • *.. 1
I "71.M,:'.*-7.7»;;,
I'T..
t i, U'l
• '7;.
D7I.
1.7 a-. I7_*
D7a.
1

cent
noteworthy short stories written in
years, and they will Im* published bv arraugeineiit

with the authors.

The American Journalist for February e
ta:n> an article showing that hook publish

mng

gravita'ing westv ard, with por.
f rails of
enterprising western publishers. This
i' followed by a sketch of the Chicago rim"'.

ci‘liters

he editorial and newspaper note*, arc inteivs-as usual and the newspaper director}
a
valuable feature of ibis publication. Am- re in
Journalist Co., .St. Louis, Mo.
1

itig

Those who want good whole-one
reading
will lind it in Fverv Other Saturday, pubhshe I
fortnightly at 17 Devonshire street, Boston.
Price 5*2.01) a year. F.Mi numb r contains
sermon, stories, sketches, notes and qianliterary notes, hints about cooking, and ediP-rial items ami articles. The typography ot tie

paper is excellent, and in e\cry resp.
mends itself t-» the reading public.
We

have entered.

upon a
directed

rhey

new

are

to

a

sa\

s

the

ct

it

Poston Advi

com-

scattered all

the country.
influences that

over

111«■ y

characteristic, if

es-ay. iu>t short

Papers," or to what Matthew Arnold did in
his
“lMsays on Criticism." Characteristic
literature is beginning to appear in unexpected
The Bread-Winners” is a specimen:
quarters.
Mr. Fable's “Old Creole Days" is another speciMr. MaeMasteis’s
men:
•History of tin
People of the Cnited Stales" i> another: and
Mr. Harris’s “Cm-le K- unis" is still another.

The writings of

our new

distinct enlargement of

people of letters

are

bome business men do in" mi DiMam! tin
relative value of ad\ertising. Tin a tpr.uame
of a paper lias a goo 1 deal to •(.. with it. but
the most important consideration, with other
things tapial, i' circulation. Several of oiir«'\ehanges vvliieh print only from pin to non

copies weekly charge

7I011 for om
oiunm one
'Hie Journal, with a ireul ui -i of t. ooo.
asks but SloO. A< cepting tin* l.asi- ,,f thes,
\
changes, the Journal's price sliou1-; be sjito p, r
•'*11111111. W< 1 iaim that tin J irnal is th
year.

cheapest advertising

s.-.y s

hatching house, provided lie will place them in
the Penobscot Liver. Mr. Stillwell has accordingly made arrangements at the State, hatching
house at Futi 1-1 for their reception, and in the
will place 200,000 salmon fry in the
Penobscot Liver.The Fish Commissioners

making war upon the catchers of the trout,
togue, land-locked salmon, black bass and
white perch, as the close time does not expire

are

till next May.V few days since a trout was
caught ill a creek that empties into Grand Lak<
which had in its stomach an undigested squirrel.The Boston Journal says ; A good catch
of shad is anticipated this year.
Fish in the
cheaper grades, as cod, haddock and herring,
are abundant, and Lent will be well
supplied.

medium in

other respects second 1

in other

*'

at

o..

|’>

and

Mate.

n*

1 ,m-

\| chins l

u

u

;

Miss Ilatinali. daughter of Mr. Bairn k ( aMit i-i't .M.n liias, is thought t*» be h-- :,;i
Bread Winners" a s, n| published in
the ( ut 11 ry magazine and \v 11 n ii attracts much
attention in the literary world.
Mis> t ailigan's letter in tin \|arch t
ntury
was evidently a further and \
ry <•!- er attempt
!
add to the perplexity of the critics. s,» we
•vi11 scon* another victors fora Maine author.
gati,

thur of

But
tin*

a

•*

little while ago tin

re was a

wail from

correspondent.* of Washington l.c'■ause of the allegt i discourtesy of sc, ret
ary
1* 1 eliughuyseii.
Now "Newspaper Bow"
is
said to have been snubbed by tin Tresideiit.
In other words he Inis given a series ,,f formal
card receptions ami 111 i r* !y ignored ••the hoy
1

women

lien* will be blood

on

tin*

moon

shortD

Clippings.

our

Fisti and FI.s111n<,.
Cnited States Fish
Commissioner Baird has informed Fish Commissioner Stillwell that lie could have about
>0,000 more salmon
fry from the Or land

J I'
171 ..fog
s,;,;.|
..l.'.'T'
d»i./t;.»'»
Digs i.
p-o.s72,7a;
g j.

the l't of January. 1"M. the debt amount5»1,4S!».«>41.71*4, and tin* to al reduction
since and including Dr,7 to s 1 ,-J7'». !M. I to

a

native literature,
and are the promise of resource and
strength
that have been hoped for, but were hardlv
believed to exist, p would scnili as if we were
nearer to a truly American literature than we
have ever been before.

|s>.
I '7;<.
I s>i >.
issi.
l"f.
i"".:.

to

The secret

not creative, work; not
stor} simply, he work 'im.coin kind to what Dickens did in the “Pickwick

mt

j

D77.'

bti

ed

tis-

literary period, ami allenth>n is
marked degree to new authors,

stand for training and
liiv•
nothing more in common tban a general nationality. The best of them, those who begin t->
look to literature as a vocation, are bringing
•

!

are

spring

Iowa.

The prohibition hill proposed by the Iowa
Legislature and which has received the signa-

month

and -ertion. 12 mo. p. 22'J.
l’riee sl.2*i.
rjiarles Scribner*-S.uis, publisher-. V w Y »rk.

o
;

that after four years of failure to restore th•
i nion by tin*«• x|icriment of w ar. during vvliieh,
under tin* |»t*«• t«*n*of a military necessity or
war powr higher than tin- constitution.'the
constitution itself has been disregarded in everv
part, and public liberty and private right alike
trodden down and rh
prosperity of
th
country essentially impaired. Justice, huand
fin*
w.
'fare
demand
manity, liberty
puoin*
that immediate hurts be made fora cessation
>f hostilities, with a view to an ultimate convention of the Mates or other peaceable means,
to tin* end tliat at tin* curliest
practicable moment peace may be restored on the has > of tinfederal union of the Mates.

lien. Frederick Robie is one of tin- most
popular governors that Maine ever had. Noth
ingbut good is spoken of him. [D< xter (ia/ette.
l'ii« I>* inorratie organ at Washington ha* thi<
“dilorial advertisement: ••Wanted, very, very
badly, a Democratie leader in the House of
Repie-en atives." It the Rader were found,
wouldn't he he advertising fora parly as soon
a* the taritl
question come* up'.' ! Boston Herald.
N it apparent to
veryoiu* who knows anvlime business that
taking off the tariff would not affect it at all.
[Rockland Opinion. Do the Democratic lime
manufacturers who have signed a protest
against the Morrison bill, know any thing about
the lime business;
rl.ewiston Journal.

tliing whatever about tin

The Bangor Commercial admits that the
Maine lumbermen would have to suffer a loss
one dollar per thousand "it lumber bv
the Morrison tariff blunder. Well thi> is quite
an admission and a sufficient lo>* to make
every
Democratic lumberman vole the Republican
ticket for protection.
.Journal.
[Fairfield

ot

There are many Maine (ireenbaekers who
will again take their place this year in the
ranks of the Republican party. If they favor
free trade and tree rum. .apologize for Southern
outrages, or advocate a two-sided policy upon
the tariff and other important questions, tliry
will vote with the Democratic party. If former (trecnbackers and young men
easting their
first ballots, nelieve in protecting and extending home industries, in temperance, equal
rights, free suffrage and an honest counting of
ballots,—they will step into the Republican
ranks.
[Eastport Sentinel.

Pile l nited States Supreme Court has made a
important decision in the legal tender
ease.
It decides the legal tender act valid and
constitutional, and that Treasury notes reissued
under it a re a legal tender in payment of all I
During the controversy between Represendebts. This is the noted greenback ease made
tatives Hatch of Missouri and Eaton of Conup by agreement in which Gen. Butler was at
both democrats, in the House. Tuesone time so active.
Justices Gray and held necticut,
dissented from the decision. Secretary Folger day, Mr. Eaton said, “New York and Connecticut
elected
Mr. Tilden President in IsTti and
was an attentive listener in the Supreme Court
when the decision was delivered. He remarked will elect the next President/’ which caused
Mr.
Reed
of Maine, to interject tin remark:
that in his tirst annual report he discussed the
“And he will be a republican/' After the
subject at length, and arrived at a different eonlaughter had subsided, Mr. Hatch endeavored
elusion.
to respond, but made a failure.
Mr. Reed
arose and said that he agreed with both Mr.
General John C. Fremont lives at New Hatch and Mr. Eaton in
their criticisms upon
Brighton, Staten Island. The oldest son, Jack, each other,because he knew that it
took
is a naval officer. Frank, another son, is in the two democrats to tell the whole always
truth about
regular army, and is stationed in Montana Ter- their party.
ritory. Mrs. Fremont, the Jessie Benton of
ever so many years ago, is still handsome, ami
a noted pianist
About twice as much of Jadwin's l’inc Tar
says that her hand on the keys
is the most beautiful hand in New York.
Syrup for your money as that of any other, and
every one admits it a hundred times better for
A good staple patent medicine like Jad win's Folds, Croup, A:e. It is about the oulv Cough
Tar Syrup may be trusted with far more safety remedy made on scientific principles. Sold bv
R. II. Moody, Belfast.
than a doctor’s prescription. The former has
been tested a hundred thousand times, while the
hitter may effect and may not. Sold by Poor &
Mr. Blaine writes about one thousand words
a day.
Son, Belfast.
very
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m about tin* only temork
\\ Iu> has end< avon d to show by
ii-'iiri
d,.
ff* <-t «.f t!>. prohibitory law
tliis'a'l..i>t summer ix- made a careful canvas'
of di Mate !•> a'o rtaiu how many places there
werewlxiv intoxi ants arc kept on 'ale. ami
hi' com-in-ions formed a strong argument in
favor **f retaining tlx- present prohibitory law
I one ring it' future efficiency by iucorft
law iu the < ’ong tl
'dmti -u of dx Mam.
A' his conclusion' have
li n i” atediy published We Will Hot include
da in h* r*
A
of hi' figures show the effect
; dx
aw without show ing how the rumselier
siness by tli persistj li id. n of tin statute law to his case.
l*o as
this 1
.1 mrnal's n p resen taha' n a le
art ful examination of the r«
it'
:
iliUiofix
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neral
for a number of
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y
yi »r>. an i tin following table will show' the
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Republican Journal Publishing Co.
Single Copies of the Journal
may he had at the following places:
Helpast.—journal Office. .1. S. Caldwell A Co.,
M aii. -trot. M. 1*. Woodcock A Son, Main street.
I) IV Palmer, Masonic Temple, High street.

he Post Office. Mr. C. E.
Adams is authorized to receive subscriptions and
advertisements.
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k*i out.—R. H. Emery A Co.
Wintkrport.—E. M. Halt.
Camden -F. Lewis.
Hot i.1'»n— Geo. Carleton.
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The Heinoeratic state committee met in
Watervilie Thursday evening. It wa- voted
that the state convention meet at Bangor June
isi- of repreumi
in In ?m« nt' and tlx- rav-s
disposed IT at 1" o'clock a. M.;
tixe11 on the vote for tin
la-t
s
.Slate by fines -•ntation be
’• hnpri' mix nt. ami tlx amount and number
presidential election—one for every town and
one for every To vote-: that tin democracy of
Maine and ali others win* propo-. to-upport
In.: L*
Fines and
< one
>
m.
( O't'.
C:i'cs.
initials. tiie deinoeratic nominationinv it.. 1 to -end
delegate-. Resolutions were adopted denounc4 V..; t»
ii
ing the present tarilV system, and approving
i:
the action of the eommiiit e on wav and meaniv-.
-M
:;i
i:*
:ii Congres-: tliat tic--amj iv-ented by th**
state convention t*» the committee on iv-ointion-. and to it,- recoinim-nded
favorable
consideration. Tin- s:at> ■•••mmiltet of di
triet- w.-,s autlnvriz-d to eal! di-trie; conven.VI tion-.
Tin executive commitfe* wa-appoiir< !ia-.
ed a- ft-iiovv-:
H. Chase. Portland. F.
: ’■
;
;
B. loriey. Bath: s. s. lin-wn. Watervilie:
1 Pav id straw, i, uiifoi d.
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Monday morning. Mayor King in his address
give.- the municipal debt sl>o*j,.")Oo: building
i ui bondio; railroad bond- S-.-4o.o0n ;
-TO— d !•• >l.:;Tl.ooo.
R.
availab!. -eeuritie>1.1'T'.fJd: ii■ t debt s.pt.'.o.Counting ’In
-iidnirg railroad nothing, the gr<>— d* b!
:
that fix- \ ot< upon the j-on.'titutionI" II !--iuc. d the pa-t year SlTd-Too.
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it will be below the average.
Hon. lliraUl H. liohb-. ago d sLh one of the
"ld*--t and mo-t re-peetcd citizen-, di-l -uddenscot

...

1> in south Berwick March h!h.

lb* wa- a
tiu- Bowdoin ela-s of
and adurk county 1-ar vv ith the late Judge
Nathan Clitlbrd of ili- I 'i;i*ed s.iate- s„pr* me
court in i'-gc. ,-ine» which time he has followed
his profes>iou a m aid* counsel. Ib- U-avt wo children.
Dr. I»allr\
i-terniary •‘lirg. oa of the Ma***
•'attic committer. eoUt Pat i ic; > til** >t at mellt
that
72
animal- in tin* vicinity of
printed
I’-Ttland are afflicted with the toot and
mouth di-ease.
II*
>a\
that at tlii- time
fhere are
le— than tweuiv
.-a-.
within
",:li the i nited Mate- ami Mate
quarantines
and no tew ea-e- have he, tt n-portcd in tie
a.-f in day-.
A- no animal lm- \et died witli
•la- di-ea-e. tin **ut!•»«*iv i- most
encouraging
for tin earl;. .-u;*pr«
m.
The following dan-- ami place- have heel)
agree,I upon for lending the
publican di-trict
w>uv« ut ions for the fleet ion of
delegates to the
nation• mention. t>. I*. h* Id at Chicago;
i'ir>t district. April Mih. at P-utiaml: -,,-omi
Ji-triet. Aprd 2Dc 11, at Auburn: third district.
\prii 24til. a: W ate v iiie : I'., n th district. April
2bih. at Bangor.
\ Bowdoiu college quartette
eotllpOsed of
Butler. Partoit. Ai'-xand'i an ! \\ alker propos*
to give in eompaux with Mrs.
Miirgisof i'ortland, a short -eric- of concert- in the ea-teru
part of lie Mate. In ease suitable arrangements can
made tle\ will \i.-it Bangor,
Belfast and Kllsworth.
Tin water of tie lYnob-rot at Bangor lias
hiteiv been analyzed by Prof. Marker of Boston
and Prof. Bobinson of Bmuswiek, each of
whom ha- pronounced it -uitable for
drinking
md doim stic purposes. The anal} -i- was ma*!e
on account of chargi
mad, several months ago
that the water had become impure and unlit tor
u-e.
l'he reports show no material cliange in
the condition of the water since ls7L before tin*
building of the dam.
A Boston *1 urnal Washington
dispatch savs
that Maine ('ongressmen are of opinion either
that District Judge Webb will he promoted to
till the vacancy
au-»d by the resignation of
•Judge Lowell, or that Judge Peters of the
Mate Supreme Court will be
appointed. Should
Judge Peters receive the nomination, (iov.
Kobie will not onlv have more work in nominating Judge- p* the b« m b but vv iJ| be called ou
to nominate another ( hit t Justice.
lion. W. \V. Thomas. Jr. has been elected a
member of the Sw< di-h (.eographieal society.
I hi- i- an honor rarely conferred
upon a foreigner by the Swedes'and tends to show the
estimation in which the American minister is
held in .Sweden.
A Portland com -pond* nt of a Boston
paper
suggests that if Chid Justice Peters of Maine
be appointed to a seat on tin* l\ S. Circuit
bench, (iov. Kobie may make Judge Walton
Chief Justice of .Maine and John B. Cotton,
L-q.. of Lewiston, an Associate Justice.
1 he (Governor and Executive Council were
in session Thursday. Hon. Bnccli poster, Jr.,
of Bethel, was continued justice of the
suprem**
judicial court, to take effect March 24th. Ai.-o
Hon. i’hos. 11.. Haskell, of Port land, as judge to
take effect March Jl-t.
The resignation of
aduale ».f
mitted to 'i

g>

_

a.iM'

<

nril BAII.KO\]»>.

From tin

Jbth annual report of th* railroad
onmii'si'.in :■- o! Main-, it appear- that there
:‘e ;;7 railr-ad- in tin's -tare,
including branch
in ', and tin.'i lnu-sr railroad*.
Nine ol these
t oad' nr*
managed by the Maine (Vntrul ami
three by the < rand Trunk. '*» that,
practically
’be number <f railroad' is much -malic’•.
l iter- ar- l*»7!*.r>i! mih
of railroad in Matte
The mileage ha- been incrca'* d but little the
1*7* year _o mih-by the eon-truetiou of the
I’.ridgton A mi-..
,, Mountain. 1\<•nnebunk
A K* nnebunkport and M<>n>on railroadbut

«

following are in process of construct ion :
Rangin’ A- 1‘i'eatmjtii'. from Rlamhard to

the

M'-oseh- ad ink*

17.a mi!•■': Mt. I>csert branch
Main*
rai. I1' inti-': International A
M'gantie railway It-tn Knox'ill-. (am.
ia
Lake Megantie ami Moo'-liead Lake, to a conw
nection
ait tie Luropt an A North American
railway at or m it* Mallawamkcag. 'The stale
ha- been remarkably five from accidents tic
past year. It I' noticeable that of :{s slight
* ejit

ideiil'.

ae.

a

large

nm

rity.

have happened

railroad' lying partly ’outside the-late, the
At-ant
A SI. Lawn in
ami Huston A Maim
An import ant .-tigge-t ion in relation to starting
nw loads i' made i.y tin eoiiiliii'-ioner-—that
i-- that raiIr<<a«l corporations should not be
obliged by law to make a large expendit lire for
an act 11 a I survey, plaits,
speeitication-. etc., beio|e th.
<j11e'11<>ii a' to whether public nmven-
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requires the eonstriieiion of' smdi a road
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1 here was no eiioie- for Mtivorat eiiv election in Rangor la-t Monday.
The total vote of

tlie city w as increased d7G over the special lection last spring, and the Republicans made a
grain of GG<>. .fudge Humphrey only falling 7>
you
'hort of an election, while the Democrats
gained G’.'xotes. Mr. Woodbury, the prohibition candidate, only received 1 Ob votes against
bf7 last spring.
The Repubiicaiis elected their
"aid ticket' in four out of the seven wards.
W arrants have been signed lor a special election to beheld on >aturday. March 22d, when
the Mayoralty question will come
up again for
settlement.
An Augusta di spatch says: The election today hinged entirely on local* issues, resulting in
a drawn battle a* regards the
Mayoralty question.
I be Republicans have live Aldermen
and the Democrats two. 'The result, however,
indicates
all Mate

a

Republican majority

of

fully

#no

on

National issues. Augusta is as
strongly Republican as ever and no consolation
can be drawn by tlie
opposition from this election.
1 he vote was :i' loilows: Alden W. l’hilbrook. Republican. 7GG: Lemuel R. Fowler,
Democrat, otuf; Seth C. Whitehouse, Citizens'.
2m.
No choice.
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A Pm band linn ha-nine-need the iin-.iiufactur« of ai: kind- ot gia-s u- d for ehun-le s. h:* 1 :■and dwelling-. Thi- is tie tir-t attempt ev*r
lua.h to do thi- kind of work in thi- state.
M. r. Bancroft, of tie- firm of Kastman
Brother- and Bancroft, died in Portland March
4th. after a lung kite --. II-- wa- it on*- time
in the dry goods nu-im-- in Bath, under the
Style of p feey A Bancroft.
A meeting ,,f the tn.-tof tie- Maun s ate
1 -i’;". w ili be li'-lij l'u---day, Mareii isth. at Portland. at t le*
.-retary'- uilit-e
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Judge Symoods was accepted.
I he people of the whole State should feel

BUSINESS,
Journal publishes ail intore-ting and valuable -alement of Maine’s iee
It estimates that the total
crop for lt>K4.
amount of iee cur in Maine this winter was
!t.Vi.(KM) tons, v hieli with 2AS.O00 tons of old ice
amount to 1.188.000 ton--.
I.ast year's total was
1 .Jttl.luo. The .lnurnal concludes that the ice
industry ol Maine is steadily increasing notwi: hslanding the sum lot I on hand is less Ihan
last year. It says tin* K. nnebec does not carry
so muel) old iee by li.tSiOtons, and lias harvested I .otto toil- more. Tiie Penobscot got eleur of
Ts.Iihi ton- of old iee and harvested 2.1.000 tons
mgr- than last season. The Catham-e makes
tie poorest showing, having lost 11.Too tons,
with a report of m- shipments during tiie summer.
The coast Jrops behind somewhat, owing to an increased harvest south, vet their
stock of old iee lias diminished
during tiie summer by oo.ooo tuns. A more wise course in harvesting this season was taken. In not cutting so
much this year by du.ooo toils as last year.
I UK I( K
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Mr.
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Bros., of this city,
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making
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The protectionists of both parties in Alabama
have organized what they call “the Alabama
Industrial League." and. while its purpose is

very handsome polished granite tablet, to be erected to the memory of the late Hon. N. H. Hichborn,
of Stockton.

ostensibly to encourage manufactures and the
development of the resources of the State, it is
really to oppose free trade and to secure the

Quite a number of Bel tasters went to Searsport
•n Friday evening, t< attend the presentation of
tin'cantata of F.sther by local talent* and all were
much pleased with the entertainment.
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county farmer who is now
California, writes that there is no

for

and stock in that state
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well iille l with dancers. Sanborn’s
tra lurnished the music.
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"tin- li-t.-ha-. been stricken off.

An

repairs.
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.Monday Mr. Bay, ot New Hampshire, from
on claims, reported to the Hou-e a
to pension Susan I. McKenney, of this city.
widow of the. late Charles o. McKenney.
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home in
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tor bring a vagabond.
Sen
day s in uiMittimus suspended.
Will. Fawcett, for drunkenne--, \va- -enten-a-.| to
fifteen days.

len-fd

w ould not support the present board, but
fal-e, and in behalf of hi- ward lie moved
the nomination of Mr. -Johns,

j

Belfast.

:i-before

;5 were then nominated,and arc
last year, with the exception of constable in
ard >. The names of the nominees may be
found in the li-t of candidates elected, t
Edis,
of ward live, staled that a rumor had prevailed that
same as
w

it

Edsvvorih with the fam

.•

of Rev.

»f
tinLibby. ..Mr-. Deo--rail Murpln
pensioner of the war of ISI2, will be
y.

The Masons had
A

KicpouT.

sociable

a

at

Tuesday evening.

on

report it to have been a first class time.Mr.
Freeman Littlefield ha< returned from New York,

Murphy, of this iry.
Freuton, making his
>

at

Mon

good number
were present, and a very pleasant time was enjoyed
by all. A nice treat of coffee, cake and ice cream
was served during the evening_The War Songs
C oncert wa> repeated with some change of programme on Wednesday evening to a full house.
The affair has been quite a success tiimncially as
well a- ffherwise. The receipts of the two eveA supper and ball was given at
nings were
C urtis’hall on Tuesday evening for the benefit of
Warren I’o-t it. \. U
Tho-e who were present

his ward

|

L. Wood-

Boardman, tins week,

eucuin- I

'Vin

their hall

( otlieers for 1, 2 and

the committee

a

hut

sent

engine has

on

At the annual meeting March 10th 1SSI,
Moderator,
following officers were elected
Gilman Roberts; Town Clerk, Clarence II. .Smith;
Selectmen, Assessors and Overseers of the Poor,
Samuel Kingsbury, J.
Littlefield, A. L Simmons;
Treasurer, Samuel Kingsbury. Supervisor of
schools, Wm. It. Cammett, Collector and Constable
Cyrus Hubbard.

ties are also attended by disadvantages, of which,
I however, little is known save by actual experience
| on the part of the emigrant.

the

elected

the

communion-

The spare engine on the Belfast branch railroad
disabled on Monday while going to Burnham,

given by the 's me cutter- L'nion on
Thursday evening of last week, wa-a very pleaswas

telephonic

has

were

officers for the

Waldo.

One crop succeeds the other and
constant labor is necessary every month in the
year. After all, Maine will do to tie to, we think
Tin* advantages offered by other states and coun-

was

The ball

affaiv. and netted about

Thompson

following

ensuing year: V
It A Hen wood, moderator; NV. A Morrill, V It. Allenwood and J. S. Sprague, selectmen, assessors
and overseers of the poor; O. C. Cammett, clerk;
M. It. Hunt, treas.; Frank Wilson, supervisor of
schools; Wm. 1*. Farrar, constable.

The city caucus on Friday evening was called to
I order by R. F. Dunton, Esq. Charles Baker was
tton between his residence and place of business.
made chairman and .James >. Hardman secretary,
Henry ltray, Mr. Thompson's clerk, engineered the (ieorge E. .Johnson was nominated for Mayor bv acwork suceessfuilv.
clamation, this* being his third nomination. Ward
Mr. J. C.

The

day as municipal

months here.

indebted to J. ti.

shipyards are mostly empty
poets for that industry are not

our mar-

C. J. Hall stopped
work at his stone yard in this city on Monday, but
resumed again on Wednesday.

I k

are

JtEi.MoxT.

eve

present.

owing

hall

most

(Jur

kets.

4.4S5, but he received 1.225 votes less than
the combined opposition vote.

they have the

copy of the annual

repairing their traps, ;

are

that shell ilsli will be

soon

our

prices.

the order of the

A former Waldo
Journal sell the

Paris I. strout, on the east side, is making preparation to burn 100,000 brick the coming season.

1

are

Don’t forget the 1'ifiversaliat Sociable to-morrow
evening, Mar. 14.

out.

cause

Charles W.

•Sociallies and dances

nings.

of the year when the coal bin

season

Advertisers in the

next

Monday.

was

election of members of Congress next fall who
in favor of protection. The Legislature
which will be elected next November will
choose a I’nited States senator to till the >< at of
Mr. Pugh, and, with the co-operation of the
colored people, the league hopes to control that
body, and secure nut only a l uited Stan senaAnothtor, but several members of Congress.
er sign of the times N that thirteen Democratic

“Mother may I go out to skate/”
Yes, darling, but I think
You’d better shun the icy Helds
And try the roller rink.”

Vicinity.

semi sample copies of

the Journal free t<» those who write for them with
view

free trade or protection. The result was that
the Democratic free trader was defeated, the

are

Blaine and Beaver. 1.
Blaine and Hoyt, 1.
Edmunds and Lincoln. 2.
Arthur and Lincoln, 1.
Logan and Lincoln. 1.
George T. Edmunds, 5.
John A. Logan, UK

iruits of his labor before I

and

We will

lit

Mr.
:y.
old

his

found

rheumath
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daughter Annie very

lever,

sick

with

but left her somewhat better-

Nil-. \N liter Liisdell was in town a few davs last
we«-k for the iir>t time for several years. He lias
iv. ei11.
.--t his w ife and had been to U>Hakland, her

ars

the 24th of the present month, she i- -mart and
| active and hills lair to liv e many year-. Her hit-i and
wa- Robert Murphy
.Mi
Mice t ope. omof Belia.-t’s promi-iug singers, i- now -applying
on

oine. to bury her-Mr. Fred C-'. Atwood
promoted t » second clerk instead of lirst—as
Mr. Walter Littlefield was
reported 1 i-t week
elected supervisor of schools
His name wa- accidentally omitted from me list >>t officers last
lormer

—

was
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Mr. Randall was the Speaker- statement before the Star
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l'hey are the Richmond D
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idency. we shall cast no vote for the presiden- page of a daily newspaper iu announcing his
A Handy Atlas. We have received from
classes
has
been of a superior character. Faithful
tial ticket at tlie coining election. Both are
votes each. Ward 2, Joseph C. Townseml and
request that they would be present, and there were day last week, rcocivlngslight injurii
.Mr. Fred and
wise work has been done; much valuable
good men, with clean records and wc should be entertainments. He introduced Miss Margaret the publishers, Ivison, Blakeman, Tavlor A Charles W.
Haney til each. Wartl 3, George Cb in all some live hundred persons in attendance. Collins has gone to Kent's Hill to attend the spring knowledge has been gained, gathered from a
indeed loth to vote against either of them. Mather to the public and is the present manager Co., New York City, a copy of “Handy Atlas
Harding and Isaac T. Bowen 122 and 123 lespeet- The interior of the rink was brilliantly illuminated term of school... .The old folk- concert given at
[Farmington Journal.
of this brilliant tragedienne. Miss Mather is to of the World."
It has thirty-two pages convariety of sources. 1 consider Prof. Chase one of
and presented an attractive appearance. The floor
ively Ward !, Calvin II. Monroe and Willis G.
the M. K. ehureh on Wodnosdis evening, March the
This is very sad; and in case the National
very best Instructors anywhere to lie found.
taining thirty-five maps and several valuable Hatch 20
play in Bangor March 14th and 15th.
was soon tilled with skitters who glided gracefully
each. Ward 5, George Hardy and Sewel1
bill, was asueeess in esvry particular. The house Coo. \\ Jewett says "I have never found better
Conventions do not take some steps in the matstatistical tables. Among the maps an* one
V. Black 14 each.
over the smooth surface to the inspiring music of
Our home talent w as as
was tilled to overflow lug.
work anywhere than Prof. Chase's classroom
The Colossus of Rhodes must take a back
ter, the only remedy we can suggest is that our
showing the standard railway time; most rethe band expressly organized for tills place of stated b\ l>r.
FOU CONSTABLES.
Young and wife, and Alien Miller, of affords.” The spring term promises to be
fullycontemporary vote for himself. He would seat. Bartholdi’s Statue of “Liberty Enlight- cent polar explorations; a commercial map;
Want I, Samuel Norton 5'i votes. Ward 2, elms- amusement.
It is composed as follows: 1*. A.
Viler the concert the company ad- attended as
Llneolnville
many of the rooms at the hoarding
then have a candidate worthy of his warmest ening the World” is a revelation. New York railway map of the world and
special maps of T. Richards til. Ward 3, George O. White 73, Sanborn and Mark knowlton cornets, Will stud ley journed to the store of James Moody, where tables house arc already engaged. Mr.
Rogers the stewis to be envied.
And in some smaller degree New
admiration and support.
York, Boston, Philadelphia, Washington, Jacob L). Tucker. 5(5. Ward 1, Stillman Kllis 20. and .Joseph Trussed altos, and It. P. Chase trom- were found well lllled with niceties, prepared by ard of the Hoarding house is very
popular with the
we may be envied.
We have just been prebone. The flue music and the evident enjoyment of
The net proceeds of the
the ladies of the town.
and St. Louis. It will be found to be Ward5, Geo. A. Patterson It.
Chicago
students.\ private masquerade on skates Is to
A Democratic exchange publishes an article
the skaters caused many of the spectators to desented with a superb picture, 2(>x3G, by the valuable for
FOU WVUllKN’S.
and levee were $70
concert
..The
>f
lovers
off
on
reference.
come
Thursday evening at Kmery Hall Rink.
captioned “Springer’s Exposures." This refers Travelers Ins. Co., of Hartford, Conn., giving
Wanl 1, Albert L. Mudgett, 57 votes.
music, consisting of home talent, arrotnjmnic I Us Quite a number of invitations have been
Ward 2, clare their iuteutiun of learning to skate, and it is
accepted
to the Illinois Congressman, whom wo
Neuralgia has very properly been called “the Charles M. Craig til. Wanl 3, John N. Stewart 121. evident the mania is spreading. Mrs. It. P. Chase Liberty and Llneolnville Latent, assembled at the by Bangor parties. The girls are to 1h* home
grieve a capital representation of the majestic image.
from
twin sister” of Rheumatism.
Both arc equally
is thought by many to have currlcil oft* the pal in on
Ward 4, Leonard 15. Cohhitt 20.
to say does resemble the
house of James Moody, where the> enjoyed them
Ward
5,
George
monkey. He ought to
A
udover.There Is a hole or two in the Ice some*
painful, alike stubborn, and results of tin* same
this occasion as the best lady skater. The noise
If we were looking for decapitated poultry cause, Athlochoros
W. Patterson.
selves for a time-The roads at this time of writ
where near Ahimonsook from which K. P. |Kmersit down, and stay there.
that
both
totlie
yield
proves
FOU GI.F.UKS.
-on. Isaac Britton, Bvron Webster and t«eo. Patter
made by the skates is trifling and cannot be beard
we should apply at the Frog. Age office.
The same treatment. Says Mr. •)■ K. Reed, of Los Angeing (Monday'1 are almost Impassable. The Winslow son to*k 22
salmon trout last Frit lay.
les, Cal: “I Cannot tell you bow glad I am that I
Wanl I, Lcndall T. Shales 57 votes.
One
Ward 2,
from High street, and the best of order was mainSpeaker Carlisle’s hired man continues to spring elections have beheaded a good deal of found
nfllil carrier left here this forenoon with the mail measured 17 large
ibis great remedy, ATin.onioHos. I had a
inches in length_The train was
Bancroft II. Conant til. Ward 3, Robert P. Chase tained throughout the evening. The
of the
bug on horse back. The Saturday mail from Bel- from <> \ m. to I 1* m. Monday getting t"
violent pain in my face and took tin; remedy accordabuse ex-Speaker Randall in letters to the Bos- Democratic
opening
and
there are more to
Bangor.
poultry,
ing to directions. Before 1 finished the first bottle | 126. Ward 4, Llewellyn Gay 20. Wanl 5, Byron M. Belfast Kink was certainly auspicious and it prom- fast did not arrive until Sunday ...Coo. B l> or, < id. Putnam went on again as conductor, hut had
ton Rost.
who for the past season has been running a freight
follow. The slaughter has just, begun.
Bay on, McDuff.
tbc pain was gone and lias never returned.”
1" take his bed on their return at 2 o’clock in the
1
Rogers 41.
ises to be a favorite place of resort.
team from here to Belfast, has sold Ills team.
night. He was more injured than first thought.
was

taken from
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in the fair for the benefit of the

l'he Thomaston Herald is informed that the
Dcnny-ville contains about .Vh > inhabitants, bo republican and P2 democratic voters.
i Has had the same minister for twentv live
years,and lie still gives satisfaction; lias a' temperance hotel that has not sold any liquor for
B> years; no death between the ages of 1 and 20
1
for lb years: none of its citizens in Maine State
Prison. Has not had a lire for (JO years.
town of
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Constitutionality

of

the

Greenback.

The Ion;*: standing question of die constitutionality of the greenback, whether issued in

peace or war. has been settled in the affirmative
by the supreme court in its decision just rendered in what is known as the Chitteiiden-Butler
test case. This decision virtually establishes
in our
I manentcurrency system the greenback as a pertreasury paper money, legal tender for
the settlement of all debts. "The decision,”
the
says
Springfield Republican, “affects no \ alJ oes
and w ill scarcely influence the financial
'pol1
of the government.
It came too late for the
icy
glad TO HF.AIt ir.
deathbed of the Greenback party and passes inHe printed a statement from Mr. Kri Drew, to history as one of the new questions to which
the wood buyer of tiie Maine Central, the other the war gave rise and which that great convuldin to the effect that wood is
growing in this ! sion settled, either directly or indirectly.” The
•State faster than it is being cut. Several
of the court was delivered bv Justice
papers opinion
have denied the statement and the Belfast Gray, the Democratic Justice Field dissenting.
Journal says that while it may Ik- true in other !
sections it is not in that vicinity. Mr. Drew 1
Tor-1 >i:i:.ssin(,. When mowing lands get so
sa\s there may he and
probably are Sections i run out, or. as some term it. "bounci-out.” as to
similar to Belfast where the decrease is greater 1 render them unprofitable, it is quite
expensive,
than the growth, lint take the whole State and 1 in many cases, to break them
up, manure ami
tiie gain in growth is very marked (o one I reseed them, and tit them for
mowing land
watching it. A few years ago he savs the road 1 again, especially when circumstances make it
used wood altogether while now the amount used 1 inconvenient to cultivate such lands in hoed
is erv small in comparison, coal having taken I crops.
Such lands may be usually restored
its place. Then there was not a farmer on the
without reseeding, by "applying 300 to 500
line of the road who thought of any other fuel pounds of Bradley’s Phosphate per acre,
early
than wood, while now a little wood’for an
open in the spring, just Indore a rain, or upon a light
lire with a good Din of ioal does the business. fall of snow; it can also be
to advanapplied
It would seem that Mr. Drew is
clearly rigid in tage immediately after mowing. The applicaliis original statement. [Somerset Reporter.
tion of 200 pounds per acre to old pasture laud
will be found highly beneficial,making a belter
“LITTLE FISHES I1II.KD IN ILK.”
growth of sweeter and more nutritious grass.
The Brunswick Telegraph has been maligning
tin Yankee herring. We call upon Herring of
Hon. Seth L. Millikcn, our efficient Congresstiie Dexter Gazette to retaliate. Very likely man. has done a verv
graceful act in recombrother Tenney has bad some inferior imported
mending Harry Brann, of this citv, for the apsar dines palmed off on him for American sarpointment of midshipman at the Naval Acadedines. It is said that some of the French
my. Harry is IT years of age, a very bright
factories use cotton seed oil. There ought to and
promising boy. and a great favorite. He
Ik- a law against allowing imported sardines to lost his
father some three years ago and he lias
have the same label as the superior American been
employed as messenger in the Western
product; and then Tenney always eats with a Union office earning his living and at the same
knife. It spoils sardines to eat them with a
timekeeping up his studies. [Kennebec Jourknife. [Kastport Sentinel.
nal.
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Maine (.ieneral Hospital to be held in Portland
Mayor Staples by :UJ4 majority.
April lUth, 17th and 1sth. This t- a State cliarN". Mender, r« publican, was ejected lirst .se- | ity, and the fair is to be a State
enterprise, and
lectman by 122 majority, at Watcrville town no more liumaue or deserving enterprise will be
meeting Monday.
projected t his winter.
•

place being given).
Blaiue am) Lincoln. 72.
Blaiue and Logan, 1.

of Belfast

News

sample Copies.

■

I S.

>

re-

integrhy.

OKNKKAI..

“Campnieeting John” Alien
tysspeia-.

1 :x- redtx don of town and city lialu'lities.
which ha' 1h.ii steadily going on’in tiii' State
tor '* \. rai yeai'. .' mniei uhiy appan nt in tlx*
debts thus i;ir ;. { orted tiii' -priiig.
l’iie financial 'landing <•! 'evr.il towns has already l>e» u
ree”iv«”i by I'll-- I’.ovu.n Journal's .-orn-spond”ni. and tin d.-bt d
as.
for the year appeal's
to have been ;i' follow-' ;
!*••!'(.

for his

th

The election in Kansas to choose a successor
to the seat in the House made vacant by the
death of Mr. Haskell, turned upon the issue of

-.

law

IhWN

(iartield eo
lb Wa- liniv e;-ai!v

Bab--student- have organi/'-d a bra—band.
Pubic ha- d---iglliled the IT1I1 ot April.

is ivlalli'il. its good .J
i> must
ultimately b. eonx- apparent, tor of t he divoives
graiP-.i aru-r th” :;tw wen; mto elb t seventyfive p* r e* nt. w• re -b-ereed ndi. w hich do mu
be.- me abst.ii,:,- tip The expiration of six
month' from dx- dab of their entry, and not
hen if tli” emirt so order'.
I mler tlx- new
law the party oil WliOse petition the divorce
was granted >-aimot marry again within two
y» ai' after dx- entry ol tlx- linai decree, except
oil p« ! ini"ion granted by th” court.
The party
against who! tin di\ »rcc was granted canuot
two yt rs lioin tIn < ntry
of 'aid d'eree. alxl ix.T afterward' except oil
permis'ion grante*! hv the eotiri.
de

Pres
Waldolioro.

'•oV
-t

To; a.-.447

If

of

IN

27
11
2.1

luated from

spected and highly .-steenied

HI

-.

W

Is

!•>

...

'Va'Mng;....

I'

sJ4

1 niv.-r-ity. then Watervi!,. « allege, in
1 SIJiI.
H. Was appohlte.l speeia depllt v e..,ii,-et<-i of c.i-tom- at \\ aid
n o in lsc,:;. and vv as
regarded bv the r a-ury departin' nt a- ..n<* of
the mo-t rtiei'-nt ofti.-.-r- in tie
rvie.-. honingthis posui-m me i: tie- resignation of
n. J:.s.
A. Hail.
\s|. wlu n lie

:

1;

No

oiby

very favorably, mb considerable fault is
found with
1
show
1 he numb, r ot dicore* s for the past t
it'”if

saw

or

almost to his picking when suddenly.
by standing on his toes lie fancied ;
he could si,* the successful consummation of
bis plan*, it was snatched from him and all his i
labor was worse than lost." The “it" which
him ript

..

i.I•

Two

friend, “and

—

2'.•1

of

sadly disappointed j
his Congressional

three years ago, it appears. Mr. Randall devised “a deeply laid plan
for the defeat of the Republican party in the
IV: sidcntial election." “lie had been working
on it lor two or three years." continues his

associates.

..

•.

a

Tariff Topics.

small type and in an obscure part of The Press
a communication proposing that the Republican voters of Pennsylvania signify
to their
favorite paper by postal card their ’preference
as to the presidential
ticket which shall be
nominated this year. The request has been
complied with to an enormous extent. All of
the votes received are counted, provided they
are accompanied by the name and address of
the voter.
The following is a statement of votes received
so far as they have been counted:
For James G. Blaine (no choice for second

Statesmanship.

Ex-Speaker Randall is
man. according to one

■

Boom.

Republican protectionist being elected over him
delight. Evidences of his strength multiply iu by a majority of from 45tX) to 5000 votes.
every direction, and place him far in advance Chairman Morrison and his colleagues felt sure
of all ihe others named in connection with the of a victory, and the result is. therefore, an unnomination of President Arthur's successor. A expected and a grievous disappointment to
late issue of the Philadelphia Press publishes them. In 1SS2 Haskell received *J:U>01 votes,
the following concerning a postal card canvass the Democratic candidate received 10.110 votes
of Pennsylvania on the Presidency:
and the Greenback candidate 5.710 votes. HasThree or four days ago there was printed in kell's majority over the Democratic candidate

CHARLES A. PILSBURY.Editor.
RUSSELL G. DYER.LOCAL EDITOR.

-•

Blaine

“Blaine the choice of the people,** is the
caption of an article on the tirst page of this
issue of the Journal, whose text fully warIt shows that now, as for
rants the head-line.
the past eight years, the people are for Blaine
and would hail his nomination at Chicago with
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REPUBLICAN JOURNAL

lie N« w Fngland ami Acadia Steamship
Company lias just b*•< n formed in Bangor for
tin- purpose of establishing a line of steamers
between the Sullivan terminus of tin Maine
Central Railroad and Annapolis. N. s.. touching at some intermediate points in Maine, and
making close connection lor Halifax, making
the time some six hours ie>> than th, all-rail
route from Bangor to Halifax via si. John.
From Montreal and the Northwest v ia the International Kail way, now building via Moosehead Fake and Bangor. Halifax is made twenty hours nearer than by the present route, via
tin- Intercolonial Railway of Canada.
The
president of the company is Hon. Kdward
lushing. Two splendid -learner- have been
engaged for immediate use. and the scheme i>
barked with a capital sioek of sjoo.ouo. Mr.
Tyler R. Wasgatt will be connected with the
uevv company.
l
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Wednesday a force of eleven assist- No cessation in the MONSTROUS BARGAINS offered the public. The GREAT EXCITEMENT continues, and the GRAND RUSH of patrons at our store still unabated.
The knowledge of this MAMMOTH SALE has spread
employed to wait upon the
to all parts of the State. Goods have been mailed and expressed to localities that never
crowds that visited our store. When the
patronized Belfast before. We simply advise all who have not fully supplied their wants, to purchase immediately. These
public realize the fact that three clerks
PRICES will not prevail a few weeks later. Already goods are
LOW
astonishing
constitute the regular fore* of help duradvancing and higher prices demanded from the manufacturers. The over-produced market assumes a healthier tone, and firmer
ing the dull season, some conception may
will
follow.
The
GENEROUS PATRONAGE accorded us during the month of February has been
prices
assuredly
be had of the advantage the public are
exceedingly gratifying, and we propose to give you the sublimest benefit in the way of low
taking of this GKhAT MAlik DOWN in
on
prices
DRY GOODS tfc CARPETINGS ever chronicled in this State, as the following scale of prices will demonstrate:
We present the trade the largest asprices, by the additional force employed.
hie word in regard to the arguments
sortment of CAKl’ETIXON ever displayof mimk of our competitors.
Statements
ed in this city. We placed our orders
are made that are calculated to deceive
for the Sl’KIXU STYLES early in the
and mislead our patrons. Misrepresentaseason and have received them.
I'hose
-no vels. I.INKS'
tions may have temporary effect, Out in
CRASHKS, do in. wide, Straw Tickings 5e. per yard, heretofore I Case HATHAWAY'S
intending to purchase CAIM’ETS this
d,doo yards of BLACK and COLORED
75e.
make,
only
time redound to their own disadvantage.
worth
10c.
only So.,
Dress Goods at I lie. and ldie. per yd.
Spring will study meir interest by selectsold at 10c.
50 doz. Ladies’LINEN HEMSTITCHED
each, worth A 1.25. The trade on
We .i.-K the trade to investigate and exing at once, as indications are strong of
these
been immense.
has
Hdkfs.
at
.700
tine
25c.
SSI
A
worth
Rl
goods
CRASH.
I2|e.,
Sc.
The
yds.
goods,
amine this 1MMLNSK STOCK and con£.">0(1 worth of llamburgs placed upon our
Spring Style of Curtains are now on
an advance of lUc. per yard.
1 Case Atnoskeag A. C. A. l-'eather Tick.100'
I
Case
.[<)e.
SHIRTS
INLAENDERED
:i7ic.
exhibition.
vince themselves of the truth of this ancounters at prices ranging from 5c. to
at Idle., heretofore sold at dOe.
ing
10
doz.
Ladies’
COLORED
looo
BORDERED
TOILKT
CRASH.
Ac.
Linen bosom and Culls.
nouncement. rather than abide by the
£1.50 per yard. In this department will
lldkfs. at I2ic. each.
Ol’AlJl K SUADKS........ ode. each.
I Case l NL.U'NDERED SHIRTS
criticisms of those opposed to us in trade.
be found splendid values.
75c.,
I Lot at.
I
die.
at Ide. and
title.
per yard.
sri'Eiuon gr.u.tTv.
hi

ants

were

CRASHES!

-’(Ill

yards

I’l.-ers lflack Silks at..S
1

s7i

..

1 75
IT!
i .77 J
1.474

“......
..

5

Nuns
In COLoRs.

Toe si 474 lflack .silk is a curiosity at
tile pr ce. and
worth Sg.iHl per yard.

\

nn i

i;i:.w

Thi-se silks

goods

va

<‘lily

s

l .(Mi

All-Wool, splendid etleets. only

on

Shall close them
per yard, north SI.g.'i.

at

of

>

FRIEEI>

an

1 i RKIS1I TOWKI.S, (colored
stripes, do in. long, do in. wide..
Idie. each.

don

I'uikish Towels. 1S yds long, dd
wide, splendid quality, only .70e each.

TABLINGS!
I'iecer ALL LINKS' l'AHLlNn. IS,-,
per yard.
I I’ieees All Linen, nice quality, doc.
per
I aiding at .10.
Are superb

,.

tide, and 7.7.

Brocade Silks!
at die. per

Dim

yard.

d

yds.

1 tress ('ainDi

at

a

Tablings

7c. per yd.

j
i

PRINTS!

Velveteens !
I .nil and s I d.< per

yards MERRIMAC MIIRTIV
1'iints. best make in America, at
only oe.. worth 7e

AIM! yards FRENCH FOFLF All-Wool
Press ..Is. Id in. wide, Spring shades.
at •'((. per yard, worth (id;c.

;de

at

yard.

0

P

r,

d

splendid All-" ■<d (ittomar.s.
at ■‘1.00 per yard, worth -I d.A.

".-

in.,

•'ioo

1.50,

Sc.,

bales Id in

cheap

at

Remnant Cotton

Flannels.

IOe..

81 & 83 Main

CEO.

Belfast.

W.

<

at

M

ill<juiit>.

iM

worth

.") <Jo/.

(guilts

Wti'iLKX

SHAWLS, DuLliLl-7,

••

less than

W.

81 & 83 Main

Belfast.

IRISH LACES from 12 !-2e. to BOe. per
doz. yards.

■■

I Bale (’< >L< >BKI >

50 (■ 1111.1 >Ii K X

;s (; A li M K XT S at
saeriliee in price.

a

IOOER.M \N RED COVERS, 5-4,
10
0-4.
10
7-4,
“
o
“
10
15-S,

great

St.,

Belfast.

W.

50e.

CEO.

W.

81 & 83 Main

Belfast.

BURKETT,
Belfast.

St.,

Searsport
lie

Singe

■

lid

pul Ul‘l

h

Locals.

Next Mondav

litilil 1 o’clock

c

place

Sunday

M T!"'l

T T

A.

-•'i!

a

p..-a:-ure

yacht

•-'l-f

arrive

.«

‘•••urge I.. Merrill i- aw,/;.
the thread manulaeturie- in

W. E. Grlum-li returned

an.

rain

Hem.. K"I ;i-wini
man

n

takes

■

are
,•

getting popu
Twist, a.-kin-

j

Lincoln vili.k. Mr. John French, a mucli respected 'ili/cn of this place, «lie-1 Lei., j.'iii, «.f
pneumonia. Mr. French at one time represented
t:ii* town i11 the Mate legislature besides
holding
■ilu

r

town offices

at different times. II.- wa* buried
or-ierof tin* Masonic Fraternity, of which
wa*
member. The services at the house were
performed h\ Hev. Mr. Gregory. of Belfast, who
*l) ’ke ui.nl* ol truth from these words, ‘‘There is
u"'ur tue

Hum.it

B

a

vil 1

eek later than usual.

t or more.

yrii- True.
■

W

building

ar>-

w

The clock fund enter tv. ament.iar, ami the cilizcii-ar-, ke

norning.
t■ *r

one

turouv.
uas

train

li(“>i:
>

u

•»ki::_

lor

orders

Pauiucket. If. I

at

md

N«*w ark, N. .1.
mate

"f Bark

(

arrie

George Hamm

unlay.

E i-rar M.

Barney ha* gone to Hartlun! wilii
cf -pening a tailor shop in that town.

Ma-.-aehusetts U
a

aether

tins
ver,

and

an-

w.

atla-k of

-wr-

diiid

it

will take

him away this time.

i

:i

natural and

missed

v

spiritual body. Mr. French will be
the community at large.
a

N"lir|i Havkn.

At the annual town

meeting .for
following were elected for
Hi-on <>;.k* y, w in* has been at work in a tailoring
!;if ensuing
year—lfen.i. Ames, Moderator; K. ('.
e-tai.i;-nit., n in 1*.inland, is home n a short \aea«
rabtree, town clerk; >. y. Crockett, Harrison
leverage and Geo. f. Lewis, selectmen, assessors
< apt. Aits.- Auspiaund lias taken command of !
.ml ov.-r*eers of the poor; 11. L.
The tax payer- were congratulating- themselves
Smith, treasurer;
<
h.
htk Grove, ami Laid. Isaac Clossou will take on
L. <
raiitree, pound keeper; Lewi* Lead belter,
very little road breaking this winter, but it looks
sen Earle of Belfast.
a- though there would be
plenty /•! it yet. Tiie •'F., auditor; L. ( < rabtree, George Dyer and
Alexander, superintending school commit.
h'divw 1
rri’in-r
is
purchased the printing snore road was broken out Sundav, and it took
b*e; Mark ( alderwoo.l,
several days to make the cross-roads passable.
Hem .J Nieb
George Wooster and L. C.
1 ’I'uiii, fence
iewer*; Lewis McDonald, A. (..
oi—. arid 1- prepared to do jolt Work.
The ride from Belfast mentioned in the l.t-t
beverage and H. L-Caldcrwood, sun eyorsol' wood
week's issue, which was to consist of old maid.-,
n
-learner K itau 1 in
Ikt trip down river last
■m
lumber; Frank Waterman, tax collector and
1 nur-iay fonii
up
hi-: ice in our harbor. Her w illow and ladies w hose hu-bands were ab-ent, j
unstable. H was voted to raise $!kK) for town
a ti« n.pi
'Make a passage w a.- a ban lulled and took place rintrs<ia> evening. The large barge
■barges; $i;:*o for the support of schools; $5(10 to
w t,j. •! t■- iiui'k out ai 0 lake the track uncle
“City of Belfast was chartered and twenty-two
expended on roads and bridges; $15oo to pay
:im day la P n
and a landing was at last made.
supposed to la strong minded women took pa—
bridge debt and interest, and $150 to clear the roads
1 in* lutrlioi i- fret* now to the steamboat wharf, hut sage, hut it was discovered before the party arrivsnow•
The valuation of the town
last reM.

u

hy the ladies of the Cong,
society at their fair \va> $2,.i,.t.2<i, and t11.- net pro.
'•*•»•/is were $lh.'».7'2. Thi- i- a very g >»■<•! -hewing
v.
taking into consideration tl
ry stormy evening.
The total

amount

taken

the choice

.11

officers the

Brooks.

The

heavy storms have badly
nearly all the available teams
have been employed in breaking them. As it is
they are barely passable-Town meeting passed
oil'quietly, the old oilbvrs being nearly all re-elected with little opposition, ('apt. J. s. lluxford,
who has so faithfully performed the duties of town
clerk for the past ten years, asked to be excused
recent

BELFAST

drilled the roads and

from further service.

A

vote

of thanks

was

Weekly for the Journal.
By C. H. s.viKiKN i, .No. S, Main Street.
i'koditk

ten-

place ...The officers of “Marsh River” lodge
dul> installed last Wednesday afternoon by
D. 1). G- M. Benj. Ames, assisted by 1*. M., M. -I.
1 »ow. They are as follows: W. M., G. C. LevanA. E. Davis; J. W., Clias. Levanseliseller; s. U
er: T., Leonard Rowe; Secy., O. W. Lane; S. 1).,
James Harding; .1. I)., Emerson Davis; s. S., lidwin Jenkins; J.
,j. H. Webber; Tyler, Win. C.
..

she

horn Feb. 2‘Jth.

-•

<

-'

1

■

d

ha

"'k-

to
1

solid, and ti.c kiln wood fleet will
wait tor a thaw.
arc

aniat

ot

Esther

given

at

1

ed in town that
ment-

ho

of female attire

and that

Union hall under

two w

a

base fraud

w

were

clothed in the habili-

the genuine article,
played on twenty un-

ere not

been

per

port,

12", 12o—real estate $7b,s5o, personal
Pulls 150. Tne total indehtedof the town is $2,5‘.iL15.
was

^

property $LV,2.'-,.
ne.**

Every farmer should read the Bradley Fertilizer (Vs. pamphlet for issj. as it contains
much valuable information for farmers.
Ray mu ini Excursion

to the Pacific Northwest.
In addition to the grand Colorado and California
N' tirsion- already announced for the 24th of April,
Me-srs. Raymond and Whitcomb have arranged a
tour to tiie Pacific Norl.hwc.st, a picturesque region
recently made accessible t<» tourist travel by the
opening of the Northern Pacific Railroad. The
party will h ave Boston Thursday, May I, and pro.
eeetl to San Francisco by the Southern Pacific
route, riu Kansas. Colorado, New Mexico, Arizona
and Southern California, making a wide detour
among the Rocky Mountain wonders in Colorado
and New Mexico. After visits to Los Angeles,
Monteoey, >an Francisco, and the Yosemite Valley
If desired, the party will proceed to Portland, Oregon, and thence through that state, Washington
Territory, Puget Sound, Vancouvers Island, up tin*
Willamette Vallev, bv steamer up the magnificent
Columbia River, and homeward
through
There
Idaho, Montana, I'tah, Wyoming, etc.
will
he
visits
to
the
principal towns and
cities, and to all the great points en route, with
carriage-drives to place- of interest, etc., all these
and many other incidental features, being included
in the excursion ticket. There are over 10,000
miles of pleasure travel, and 7.; days are appropriated to the regular round, with frequent slops, Purest and sight-seeing. This time can be extended
it desired, and side trips be made at low rales to
Alaska, and the Yellowstone National Park. The
tour will include visits to 20 diilerent stales and
territories, and to two widely separated divisions
of the British possessions—provinces of Ontario
and British Columbia. A circular giving full details of this magnificent excursion, may he obtained
of W. Rav.MoNP, 240 Washington Street, Boston.
\

females. * >n examination one of the inf Dr. J. A
Bee« her Friday evening protected
ami*kn.
I lie Camden
|
Republican- )»ut in a
a.st 1 -r the a uctit <d tlie I'nu n eloek fund was an ; terlopers was fi'uud to be a J’riest belonging in the
I go.,1 day'' u<*rk Monday,
electing Clerk, Second
and the other a man by the name of Hiram of
city
onpi.tented success and w:t- favored with otic j
Colleetor
and
School
selectman,
Committee. No
the tribe of Nnphtali. A council uf war was held
up- largest audiences ever gathered in Union
on First >eieetman.
opposition
The opposition
and It w as nearly decided t * a-l them into the sea,
u.
everv
s.-ai a;
h m-e icing suid. A new
on
1
reasurer
was
.Majority
six, and small on
only
but
were
absolved
from
their
henious
crime
they
tcature in o
arrangement- was the selling of
Third Selectman. Five of the eight officers elected
by giving a solemn oath that it should never occur
••mV seat by
uiniber, and much credit is due Mr.
an- Republicans.
Following is the list: clerk, c.
agjtin.
J'ricsts
and
men
the
name
of
Hiram
by
A
( lenient wh'i L td charge «d it for the ad'
Ik Vcazie; Selectmen, J. 1*. Wellman, .J. W.
lugrahave
themselves
into
.-mailer
serious
.trouble
got
by
udrahle manner iu wiiieh everything was conduct.
am, u. A. Fi-k; Tr easurer, Janies IVrry; Collectmisdemeanors titan this and we advise them to be
:. aii !m ing seated without an error.
The cast of
Llliot
Urberton....
or,
At the annual meeting of the
uara' ters w
ver\ Judiciously made.
Miss Nellie carcfpl in the future. The party wen- the guests
v°tcrs of Camden Village
Corporation last week
of Mr. and Mr-. A. .1. Biather, who bad invited
Bi.iisdeil as (..jueen Esther gave evidence in the
the following officers were chosen: Clerk, M. T.
manner iu win h she executed tile different solo- of
quite a number of their neighbors to meet their
Crawford; Assessors, Isaac Cooinhs, J. (j. A.
up- part that s ic i- not only a cultivated
singer but friends from the city, and at eight o’clock about Knowltou, J. C. Curtis;
Treasurer, K. M. Wood;
'Icvc! a LrciMiss Annie B. Colson as Mor. j forty sat <town to a bountiful repast prepared by
Collector, Citas. Murphy.The steamer Lewistheir hostess, and which would tempt any epicure.
d'-'ai's si«ter never appeared to better
a-lvantage
ion was unable to make her
landing at Rockland
ii.a
were very sweet an<l pretty and living ! The party broke up at about eleven, and the return
>unday on account ,,i drift ice and landed her
an tit u 11
rcudere'l were fully appreciate*.! by the ;| trip was made without any more astounding di—
Rockland passengers here.... Rev. Gibson Smith
.dience, a- w i- evinced by the rapturous applause ! coveries,
lormerly «
amden, now of Ayer, Mass., lias been
u.ai foiiowcl ,.il her efforts.
Miss Colson bids fair
-pending a week in town-J lit- Orpheus Club of
Monroe. The Masquerade Bad last Thursday
to take high rank as a singer, as her
every appear- j
Rockland gave a concert last
Monday night at
an< e before tin* public here has added fresh laurels
\ night, directed hy Fred II. Cunningham >>1 Swan- Megtinlieook hall.Miss N-dlie F. Brown will
her reputation as a soloist.
The Prophetess was j vilie, was a grand success. About 7.‘> couples were
give a nailing here to-night (Wednesday).
a-signed .Miss Lena Blethen who not only looked present. Mr Lovel of Bangor, furnished um.-t of
j
the part but sweetly sang tin* prophetess chants the costumes....The severest snow storm so far
Lihkim \. A large number of the citizens of
;
and solos in a manner giving evidence of a perfect I was last Saturday. The roads through town were
this vicinic met at the meeting house in this vilunderstanding »f the charai*ter. Miss Ella M. generally blocked and none of the mails arrived lage on Tuesday evening March 4th, and formed
Trundy was as usual a favorite. Miss Trundy Is j Saturday night.... John Webber ha- been -.rawn themselves into a Law and Order League and
THIRD CONGRESSIONAL DISTRICT.
the fortunate possessor of a delightfully clear and j juryman to serve at the April term of court.
elected the following officers: viz. L. C. Morse
The Republicans of the Third Congressional HisJohn & Walter Twomhlv have gone to New
accurate contralto voice, which together with, a
Hamp- President; Q. F. Bean, vice president; Geo. F. trict of Maine, will moot in convention in Town
Hall in Waterville, on Thursday, the 21th
line stage presence, rendered her success in the shire to work in the woods with their teams, 0
limit. Secretary; A. A. Brown, Treasurer. The
day of
April, 1X84, at 11 o’clock A. M., for the purpose of
horses.
character of Zcresh fully assured. Mr. George I.
following preamble was read by the secretary and nominating a candidate for Representative
to the
Merrill as King made a very courtly appearance and i
>riK’KToN
The town meeting Monday was not
adopted: In view of the fact that -intemperance 40th Congress of the Fnited States; also to nominate
a candidate for presidential elector, and two deletii*- difficult part gave added evidence of the ; largely attended on account ot the snow storm. All
prevails to an alarming extent in this community,
gate- to tIn* Republican National Convention to lacapabilities oi his powerful has- voice. George the <-Ulcers were elected unanimously and the and beingsolieitou- lor the welfare and prosperity held at Chicago, June J, lStd, and to elect a district
in
»e
always
depended upon In whatever whole meeting lasted but little more than an hour. of our people at large, particularly the safety of committee.
The basis of representation will be as follows:
be undertake-..
The difficult part of Hainan, The nominees of the citizens’ caucus were chosen
our young men, and
recognizing the right of every each city, town and plantation will la* entitled to
t aken by Mr. it. P. Chase of Belfast was
finely as follows s. B. Littlefield, moderator, If. K. citizen to fortify himself and family against the one delegate, and for cacti 7a votes cast for the Recandidate for Governor in 1SS2, an adThe efforts of Mr. Shiite, F. s. Ifarrimau and Wilson Partridge, sesung and gracefully acted.
dangers resulting from the illegal sale of intoxi- publican
ditional
and for a fraction of 40 votes in
Cl^ase in aid of our musical entertainments have lectmen, J. G. Lambert, clerk and auditor; W. F. cants and his privilege t » protest against the viola- excess ofdelegate,
TP votes, an additional delegate.
a'w ays been at ten*led wit h success and are thanktion of law and the demoralization of
Waterville, Feb. 215, 1SS4.
Griffin, treasurer; F. 1£. Daggett, collector of tax
society.
Kdmi'M) F. \Vkius, Waterville,
fully appreciate! both by managers and the public. es; J. F. lliehhorn, town agent; C. f Black, super
111 ere fore W e, the citizens of
j
Liberty and vicinity
Jamks B. Dascomh, .Skowhegan, ,,
W B. Sawyer i.s the Scribe, was fully up to the re
visor of schools. Mr. Littlefield being absent liubt.
agree to organize ourselves into a Law and Order
■I. W. lUltMON, Unity,
1!V*
'pilreinents of his part, and is also deserving of Small was elected moderator. Sami. Jl. West, F
OSCAii \V. I’lTOHKi;, Belfast,
League for the suppression of the illicit sale of
CmmmUec.
.1. II. iVkst. Franklin,
especial credit from the fact that the performance K. Daggett and J. W.
alcoholic
liquors and hard eider. With malice
Staples were chosen eonsla
•I. T. IIinki.ev, Hlucliill,
J
of the Jewish boys and Median maidens in the
towards none and charity to all, we further agree
hies. The following appropriations were made.
triumphal march, was mainly due to the efforts of $2500 for support of poor and other expenses; b> use every effort and all legal means in our
powMr. Sawyer, wh** had patiently and skillfully drillBoston
Market.
$1237 for school^; $300 for payment of indebted- er for the annihilation of this evil, that we wil
ed them for the occasion. The singing and acting
stand “shoulder to shoulder”
ness. $2300 in labor for highways; $200 in cash for
Saturday, March. 8.
in
working
together
Butter—Market
has been improving through
of Mr. F. A. Colcord as the Herald, was character- roads
and bridges; not more than $r»o for 100 feet
brotherly love and zealous devotion for the cor- the week and prices have advanced on ail grades,
ize*! by a fervor and earnestness that proved him
of hose. It was voted to tax owners of dogs one
rection of abuses that now exist in the
is this true of the choice selections of
liquor especially
to be fully imbued with the spirit of the part.
fresh made creamery and dairy stock, Vermont
Mr. dollar each....John W.
Mudgett was drawn Mon- traffic, in this community. We also agree to use all
lots, 23325c; northern New York dairy, 233
dairy
Frank G. Lunt, of Bangor, made bis first appearday to serve as traverse juror at the April term of the influence that we possess in building up a 25c; fair to good, 15320c; common. 12c; Franklin
ance before a ‘searsport audience in the role of
Co. (Mass.) 30&33c; 5-lb. box packages, 25330c.;
moral public sentiment that will sustain those
court.
10--lb. packages, 25328c; packages put up in '4 to >
Mordecal. It is safe to say that a finer male voice
who may labor for the abolishment of file
-Sandv Point. The following from a Worcester,
lb. prints, fancy, 35g70c. and upwards according to
than the splendid tenor of Mr. Lunt lias never been
rum selling and Us attendant evils.
gal
of kind and quality.
After
reputation
of
Sandy
Mass., paper relates to a former resident
heard upon our stage.
With such a voice, aided
is well worked off even among
adopting a wholesome set of by laws and ap- theCheese—stock
Point “Mr. W. F. Black who has been fora long
holders thereof; choice New York factory
as it is by the advantages of a splendid
largest
physique time connected with the
a committee of seven to confer and
pointing
in
this
report
w
15gl5>ac
tt*; fancy sells higher in small lots; fair
telephone interests
and line appearance upon the stage, Mr. Lunt should
as to the proper method of
attacking the enemies to good, 12,2 §141ac for northern; choice western
vicinity, has tendered his resignation as Superinhave ft future. Miss Emnm Simonton presided at
factory 13gl3.l,c; fair to good 12a 13c.; skim hgllc.
.J. o. Johnson was instructed
works,
a
vote
of
by
the piano, and is upon other occasions her skillful tendant of the Worcester Division of the New
Kugs—Receipts are large and quotations change
the league to prepare the doings of this
meeting to- almost every day from *a to lc lower; eggs to-day
This
performance left nothing to he desired. The sing- England Telephone and Telegraph Company.
eastern and western, northern anil
with the preamble for the press and that a
gether
comprising
is to take effect April lat. Mr. Black ha*
southern are
at 22c. 4P doz. and easy.
ing of the chorus was very fine and well timed change
reported
copy he sent to each of the papers published at Belare large and prices are weak
and gave evidence of a strong hand at the helm. accepted an appointment as General Cashier of the
Beans—Receipts
fast and to the Rockland Courier-Gazette, with the
at
stock
comes in considerable
quotations;
foreign
A pleasing part of the performance was the in- Northwestern Division of the Erie Telegraph and
request that they publish the same, that others see- quantities; choice northern hand-picked pea $2 953
troduction of twelve girls and twelve boys at the Telephone Company, with headquarters at MinneV bush.; choice large hand-picked pea $2 553
0
ing our good works may go and do likewise_The 2 79; German
pea $2 303 2 50; mediums choice handreception given Mordecai, who notwithstanding the , apolis, Minn. The territory covered by this people of this
village arc waking up to the impor- picked $2 50 3 2 05; medium Germans $2 2032 35;
crowded condition of the stage, marched by files i division is Minnesota, part of Wisconsin and all of
yellow eyes, eastern improved $3 3(»«3 35; Hats $3
tance of thoroughly repairing the Baptist church.
Dakota. Mr. Black has had charge, in a great
and twos, wheeling into line in a manner that
15g3 25; common mixed lots range from $2 75,g3
Strong efforts in that direction are in contempla- bush.; red kidneys $1 253 4 50.
measure, of all of the trunk lines in this section of
would have done credit to veterans, and their sing
tion.... A public meeting of the Law and Order
Potatoes—The farmers and holders of stock are
ing too, was harmonious and very pleasing, calling the state. By his tact for business and his gentleshipping hither freely and the supply exceeds the
will be held at the church in this village on
demand even at the depressed prices; Houlton
forth storms of applause. To Dr. J. A. Beecher manly manner, lie has made a host of friends, who, League
Sunday, 10th, at 7 o’clock p. m. A short address rose, 45347c, the latter for fancy selections; Verbelongs the credit of the Inception and successful while regretting his departure from his present will be
given by Geo. F. Hunt-Mr. Joseph Boyn- mont do, 40343c; tmrhank, 35340c; prolilics, eastpresentation of l.hc Cantata here, notwithstanding position, congratulate him on Ids appointment to a
ern, 40343c; northern do, 40c; hehrons, 40345c;
ton, a much respected citizen of the west part of
Willie J. Peaqueens, 40345c.
the adverse opinion of several of our musical crit- more lucrative one elsewhere.”
this town, is a great sufferer irom a sore leg caused
Apples—The market is steady and linn alquotaics. The Doctor proved on this occasion what body of Dixmout, one of our former teachers, ami from a jam between two logs some two months
tations; No. 1 Baldwins, $4g4 50
bbl.; choice Spy
ago.
lie will probably go to the Maine General Hosclear grit and perseverance may accomplish and at Allen French of Manchester, N. H., were here durand King $5; fair to good Baldwins $3 50§3
pital for treatment-On account of the blocking common $2 50g3 ^ bbl.
the same time s howed himself to be a director of ing the storm-The ice which had closed the river
snow storm of Sunday night, the town
Hay and Straw—The supply of hay exceeds
meeting was
to sailing vessels fur more than a week left during
no mean abilities.
The piece was also a financial
adjourned for want of numbers to Monday, Mar. the demand and there is a tendency to accumulate
the storm of Sunday.
A considerable quantity of
17th, at 10 a. m-Up to this writing, Monday at *2 on the hands of dealers; fancy eastern timothy $17
success.
The receipts were $106.84 and though the
kiln-wood awaits shipment to Rockland_Mrs.
p. M., no mail has arrived from Augusta since Fritf’ton; fair to good do $15310; line hay $13315;
expenses were arge $:«.29 were left to add to the Augusta, widow of the late Otis Colson of Monroe,
day. The mails due from Waldoboro and Belfast swale $9§10; rye straw $13§14; oat do $8 50a 9 50 W
clock fund wldc.'i now amounts to $87.79.
is now with her father, Levi .Staples, Esq.
ton.
Saturday arrived Sunday p. m.
d'

<

1

■

Republican Convention.

—

:\ui>

Hay P

ritonrt'KKs.

ton.

11 ides p lit,
Lamb P tt>,
Lamb skins,
Mutton P tti,
Oats P bush,

s.oog 1

i.ini

a1, (i t)
OgO

l.oogl.au
<»«7

43g4(>

Potatoes,

a

.50

Round Hojr p it,,
sgsy.
TOOats.oo
Mraw P ion,
Turkey P tb,
Is g *2*2
nail
Veal P tt>,
27
Wool, washed P It*,
*20
Wool,un\vasliedPtt>
4.00a.Too
Wood, hard,
.S.(K)<i:;.:»0
Wood, sott,

I

Lime p bbl,
>at Meal P tl>,
Onions P i,

a

i.Io
a In
>

Ml,Kerosene,Pjral,I-

y in
a 1 '•>

PILLS
MAKE

POKT OF IJKLFAST.
ARRIVED.

March lltli.
loiM

RICH

ELOOD,

And will completely change the blood in
the entire system in three months. Any
person who will take 1 Pill each night
from 1 to 12 weeks, may he restored to
sound health, if such a thing be possible.
For curing Female Complaints
these Fills have no equal. Physicians
use them in their practice.
Sold everywhere, or sent by mail for 25 els. in
stamps. Send for pamphlet il'IlFF'.
I. S JOHNSON & CO., Boston, Mass.

S H i F5 N £L W 5S.

l'

NEW

Sells. ( .1. sihlev, PaUlett, Po.-ton;
(•riinlle, Sargent, Mi. cescrt.
AMERICAN FORTS.

Uriiiiswiek, Feh.-iutli. Arrived sell. Flora Cond"ii, Freneh, Jaek-onvillr.
Nevvea>tle, Del., March 1st. Sailed sell. Helen O.
Mo-elev, Holt, Portland.
Outside ('olnmhia ltiver, Fell. *2»ith. Ship Sumner K. Mead, Park, New York for Portland, Ore-

to ode. per

Philadelphia, Man'll 4th. Cleared srh. St. .Johns,
(.ilmore, Portland.
March Pith.
Arrived »eh.
Peiiohseot, ( a.rter, •Jacksonville.
Portland. March nth.
Arrived sell. Helen (i.
Mo.-elev, Holt, Philadi 11>hi:i. Cleared sell. Odell,
Wade, Pel fast
.Jaek-onvill
March .r»th. Cleared -eh. Meyer A
Muller, Perkins, New York. March Till. Cleared
sell. Dione, Patterson, Philadelphia. March Nth.
Cleared sell. Fannie A. (iorliam, Ferguson, New
'i ork.
New York, March nth. Arrived sell. Lester A.
Lewis, Pensacola; Laekawana, Closson, Point-aPitre. Arrived .March !i. Pri.M L. staples, siowers,
Cardenas IS* day.-, with molasses. Was 12 days N
of t ape 11 .tleras with severe northerly and westerly Male-; lost and ,-plit sails, .-tove hatehhoii.-c.-,
water casks and hulwarks; carried away uutinhooiu
and Mail' and broke wheel; hark Coor^e Treat,
Treat, Turk’s Island; Seh.Fanny Flint, Warren,
Portland.
Poothhay, March ♦*». Arrived, srlir. Jennie K.
Morse, Coieord, Path for Wilmington.
San Fi-inciseo, March 7. Arrived ship A. J.
Fuller, Coieord, New York.
At the Preakwater, March 7th, sch. St.Johns,
Oilmore, Philadelphia, for Portland.

to

FI LE ASSORTMENT

Robert’s
make, bile. to title, each.

lvrlO

1817.

tile, to btle.

“

hand, in fact great attention has been
paid to the selection of Drapery Goods,

and

shell sell them way below Boston
In stock will he found FRINGES
to march.

we

prices.

CEO.

W.

81 & 83 Main

**

Sttilr* Oil only

CEO-

Belfast.

I

Yeaton and Mi— Lrnc.-tine
l*arkcr, both of Islesboro.
In Winterport, March 3d. la Rev. <
I Mills, Mr.
Newman A. >avagc and Mi-'- Idella I. Cummings,
both of Prospect.
In Bangor. March 4th, S. C. Webber, o| s. huvlcr,
Nebraska, formerlv of Roeklaml. and Alice' M..
daughter of s. C Hatch. »>f Bangor.
In Rockland, Fc!>. Jt'th, Sim.. A. Adams and
Annie 15. Rave, both of Rockland.
In I.amoine, March’l-r. Mr. Walter A Young, of
l.iimoinc. ;i;i■ i .Mi-- Annie }.. \ a-tin. ..| Lli-worb.

W.

**

Mattings

fn>:t! •,*’>(•.

••

r"

."ilk*.

Rugs, Carpet Paper

Lite, pn*

I'nNSI AMI.’,

GEO

W.

U\

li AML

BURKETT.

Belfast. 81 & 83 PfSain St.,

St.,
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Mont/ai/, ft

STORES
;

Hervey's Jeweiry

A

Newly Organized Band

ON YU

i\ mm: (.01

FI M, I:iz

Evening, March 5th.
MUSIC

and
"i-:

PUBLIC UN

>•

EAR

&

RINGS.
I 5< i J:

01

.«•*

t

of Skates

lit ets.
tt>

ft ettnestin if ttfftrntton
Itttlhs amt Misses.

e.re/nsire

Satnrtftnj

\ tiffernoons for Hot/s.
Attniitfanet
tar. for ti f ter noon session s.

ilrenintj

Sessions 7 to IO.

sessions

noon

itt

*-

/»'. //. COOMItS.
i-i.

After-

a.

l*rofirietot‘.

tjn

VACATION

EXCURSIONS.
All

Traveling Expenses Included.

hi a<Idiiii■!) m (h.- Colorado and California Excursion* of April 10 ami 21.
ica\.
i are. u
ID.-t-m THIBSOAV, May I, Mr

Would

A GRAND TOUR OF 73 DAYS
niLniiuui. \k\v \imro, \ui/.o> v
C ALIEOHNIA
"v.-r tin* .-•ime r■ .t.• as far iKrnncixo thence through the I *i• iur<■ -<|u• K•

this part of the

Pure.

This powder never varies. A marvel of purity,
strength and wholesomenes*. More eeonomieal
than the ordinary kinds, and eannot lie sold ineompetition wit h the mullil tide of low te-i, >hort weight,
alum or phosphate powders.
Void onh/ in rans.
Koval Bakinl I’owdki: t o.,
I vr >7

ini;

m.i

cash

-»ti.
1■

11

THE PACIFIC NORTHWEST,

POWDER
Absolutely

specially announce thaS
just secured lor ready

he has

Wall si., N. V.

Antiquarian Supper
SALE OF

LADIES OK THE VOBTII CIll'BCH AT

h

1000

ip including

Oregon, Washington Territory, Puget Sound, Vancouver Island,
Idaho and Montana,
uilh visits in
( ity, < >rcgnn;
Mu Tcrriton

\-toria. I'nrfland Salem and Dalles
New Tacoma and Seattle. WashingVictoria. the ( apital of Itriiisn <
uml'ia the \\ illumci to \ allc\ a steamer vo\ age up
the noble Columbia Kivcr, etc.
Che Daily
re
hirn over lie Northern lie ilic and Tiali and North‘in Railroads, vi-iting salt
Lake < itv, in Kiah.
Carriage drivesat M.ihiMu, 1." \ngclc-, >an Kran
cisco, Monterey, Portland and Victoria.

1

Send

Thursday Evening, March 20th.

*2\v 11

or

call

lor

Descriptive Circular.
W. RAYMOND.
*2tO Washington St., Boston.

Moquettes,

Skirts!
Hoop
Axminsters,
All the LATEST and MOST I’ol'lJ-

LAK STYLES of

SCRAP PICT

The

55c. per

colors

yd.

tidtsiMf.

Blue,

Brown,

Navy
Bronze

shades.

These
thin

Myrt.’e

and
silks

quality

real Dress

are

quality

!

Garnet, Seal

are

Green,

but

Tile LAHUKST anil CHEAPEST
stock in the city.
li. W. AVELLS.
l:l, issi.—Imll

only

cheap,

Beautiful
lull*

at

|

Incidental Trip to the Vosemlle Valley and the Big
Trees ; Side Trips, If Oesired, to Alaska and
the. Yellow stone National Park.

Peirce’s Parlor Theatre,

yds.

(iiloml Dross Silks

■

3m 11

33c,

RAYMOND'S

Charade Ac.

558 k 560 Milton 81,

20c.

Sapphire. Amethyst. Garnet.

Belfast. Kd.. •_>.

Admission, with supper.
30 ( Is.
15
Admission, without supper,
Entertainment, consisting of ( ountry Wedding,

Reasonable Prices.

“

THE NEW

Supper served from 11.30 lo S.

And every grade and variety of Foreign and Domestic Carpetings. Oil
Cloths, Mattings, or Oriental Rugs,
for sale at

“

18c.

<

years and 3 months.
In Rockland. March 2 1, Kdilli
daughter of
Adelaide W. and the late ('apt. Willi.- S. Keating,
agrcd 7 years, 2 iiomtli- and l*‘> davs.
In Rockland, .March I -1. Willard s. Rlackington,
aged 7b years, 3 months and Is days.
In Bangor, March 1st, Charles Larle. of Waldo
boro, a native of Worcester, Mas-., aged ;i3 cars.
In Vinalbavcn, March l-t, Lottie A ivy, aged 1'
\ cars and b months.
In Brooklyn, S'. Y
!•(•'•. 2btli, Nellie
wife of
Walter Blaisddl, daughter of the late Orrin I'.
Mit«“hcll, of Rockland, aged 2b car-. 7 uu'>.. 2b da\ s.
In Kllsworth, March bth. Miss Mary A. I»avi-.
nomt!
aged It* years and
In Bar Harbor. March 2 1. Mr. William I. Sutnins
by, aged about »>0 years.

BY THE

Saxony Rugs,
Art Ingrains,
China Mattings.
Woodstock Squares,

“

Straw

••

BURKETT,

81 & 83 Main

Islesboro, March 2d, by dames 15. William-',

Ks«|.. Mr. Alanson

“

yard.

BURKETT,
St.,

Ho.
_:»oc.

•*

Superb quality.«iv!Ac*.

MARRIED.
In

WITH

Wiltons,
Brussels,

**

1.50.

per yd.

1..
I
I

“

Hemp Carpetings

OIL CLOTHS.
only.

Carpetings $1.25.

Brussells

OL

USEFUL & FANCY ARTICLES.

BOSTON,

77.".. ~7 l--Je. and si.IK-1

!■*><>:ii>.«». I'ei liiinei-, and an endendless variety of goods which we
have not space to mention.

SHADE PULLS l TASSELS.

M AKITIME MISOELI,AN V.

j

I Si-ii.-xIm-m

Hair

TAPESTRIES,

ISi-iisIii>n III,-. t,i it,-

Tootli

Superfine,

LOWELL, 1’AUKs and KID
DEKM INS I'EI; makes, pr, n,, pat
terns ai),ft the latest Spring .icyiK,
77>e.. sold 'll Huston at !'7,i■.

so,on.

to

>L, onl', i!7 I

a

In

Scissors,

Chains and Cords,

Drapjry,

MAKE HENS LAY

ESTABLISHED

| .(Ml.

from si.oo

SCRIM in Riain and Mexican
at Boe. and BOe. per yard, for
Cottage Curtains.

JOHNSON’S VNOUVH: I.INIMl:NT(/(,r
In/' rualaml E.eternal too •) will instantaneously
relieve these terrible diseases, and will positively cure nine cases out of ten. Information
that will save many lives sent free by mail.
Don’t delay a moment.
Prevention is better
than cure.
!. S. Johnson & Co., Boston.

Rosario, Jan. 24th. Arrived brig J. 11. Lane.
I
Shiite, Buenos Ayres.
Buenos Ayres, Feb. 2d. In port bark Augustine
Kobbe, Cosligan, uneharlored.
Liverpool, Mareli 2d. Arrived ship Elizabeth,
Pendleton, ban Francisco.
Las Palmas, Jan. 2.7th. Sailed sell. E. H. ilerriinan, Wood, St. lb-mingo.
Matanzas, Feb. 2<!tli. Arrived sell. Florence Lcland, Adams, New York.
Queenstown. March 4lli. Arrived ship Win.
McCilvery, Dunbar, San Francisco.
Sourabaya, Jan. 11th. Arrived bark John M.
Clerk, Conant, Passarong.
Port Chalmers, Jan. 1st. Sailed bark John ('.
Smith, Foss, Kaipara.
Manila. Arrived prev. to Mareli .7th, ship Dakota, (iilkey, Hong Kong.
Turks Island, Feb. 22d.
Sailed soli. Editli I*.
Coombs, Thompson, Belfast.
Yokohama. Prior to March s.
Arrived, ship
Frank Pendleton, Niclmls, New York.
Havana, March 7. The crew of sc hr. Helen M.
Simmons, which sank at sea while >n the voyage
from Turks Island to Belfast, Me., was rescued by
bark Emita, Crowley, from Rlachias, and landed at
this port.
Arrived sell. William
Cardenas, March 1st.
Frederick, Patterson, Baltimore.
Nuevitas, March Stli. Arrived seh. Austin D.
Kniaht, Drink water, New York.

S

Si perfine,

50 Boils of Extra

from :>0r.

IVeclv Cliains

LBONY ROLES, BRASS TRIMMINGS,
at 8 i .75 each.

NEURALGIA, RHEUMATISM,

It is a well-known fact that most of the Horse
and Cattle Powder sold in this country is worthless; that Sheridan’s Condition Powder is nbvtely pure and very valuable. Nothing on
vli: will make hens lay like Sheridan’s
condition Powder. Dose, one teaspoonful to
cacti pint food.
Sold everywhere, or sent by
mail for 25 els. in stamps. \\V furnish it in 2^
tb. cans, price §1.00 By mail, §1.20.
S. Johnson & Co., Boston Mass.

AHl'i: riNi,>. i;7 l-y

l

A LI.- W

:i"

*:i on.

Rings
to

CERTAIN 1‘oKKs, BLACK WAI.NCT,
at 81.(10 each.

A

|Vom

yard.

CROUP, ASTHMA, BRONCHITIS,

FOREIGN PORTS.

Baltimokk, Mareli 1). steamer lvanhoe reports
M arch <>lli, lat. JJ J2, Ion. 7-7 17 fell in with schooner
M
A. Folsom, of Bueksport, Maine, from Baltimore for Charleston, with loss of boats, spars and
sails, and in a sinking condition. She took off Capt.
Rose and six men, who were in an exhausted eon
dilion.
When they left the vessel the sea was
breaking over her.* They brought the captain and
crew to Baltimore.
We have received from the Boston branch of the
L. s. Hydrographic. Office, the Pilot Chart of the
North Atlantic. Ocean, for Mareli. The chart shows
an unusual number of icebergs on the Banks of
Newfoundland, and several wrecks and obstructions on the coast between Charleston and New
York. The month of February was characterized
by severe gales, on an average of one in every eight
days. Their course has been over the line of transAtlantic steamers, their general direction east, and
their force strong, although no cyclones were
reported. The chart states that for March the
storm era is comprised between longitude 1.7 degs.
and 7.7 degs. W., and north of JO degs. N. latitude.
At.7.7 degs. W. longitude it gradually moves to the
northward, passing just clear of the Azores. In
this area seveie gales, generally from the westward. are usual once in about eight days, and
along the coast of the I'nited States once in ten
days. To the eastward of the Azores and south of
40 degs. N. latitude severe gales are unusual. Cyclones are not expected. Bergs and Helds of ice
may lie met as far south as 40 (legs. N. latitude, and
between 4J and .7.7 degs. W. longitude.
Seh. Helen M. Simmons, of Provincetown, from
Turks Island with salt consigned to Swan & Sibley
Bros., Belfast, sprung aleak at sea Feb. 27 anil
sunk. The crew' were rescued by bark Emita, of
Maehias, and were landed at Havana.

Bracelets

TAl’ESTERRE HANGINGS, inelegant
designs, from S7 l-Bc. to .*1.75 per yd.

DIPHTHERIA

lioli.

ALL-WoOL

Superfine,

IB Bolls Exira

Hold 1 'luted,

7 be., s7c. and s7.no each.

NOTTINGHAM LACKS, from IB I -Be.

In Forlorn Hope, La., Fob. -27th. Nathan 15. Mm
formerly of Searsinont. aged about c,7 years.
In Rockland, March nth, Catherine ( sjover, aged
7.') years, I month and 27 days.
In Hope, March 4th, Tileston Harrell, aged bb

4
Pollock P tb,
1 fa 11
Pork P tb.
1. in
Plaster P bbl,
live Meal P tb,
Short." P e\Vt.
l.-a
SUifar P It..
Sy'.l
in
Salt, T. I., P bush,
0«n
s. Potatoes p tb,
Wheat Meal P tb. 4y4‘2

Bins,

Bar

DIE1D

ltKTAIL MAKKKT.

lVt f. form'd, F II.,
71*"
liultcr >alt, F box,
•_'<>
Corn F bush,
77
Cracked Corn F bush, 77
Corn Meal F bu>h,
77
Cheese F tl>,
lay 111
otton Seed F r\vt,
l..V»
(Jodtish, dry, F tt», ‘nil1,
» ranberries, F <jt,
l.'.yjo
I I y.'a
Clover Seed F 1!>,
Flour F bill,
l».(ll)us..">l)
II. (C Seed F Ini,
10y2.-_>._i
ll'.ai:*,
CardFth.

Rowe.... Mrs. John M. Dow of tills town, who has
been married many years and is a grandmother,

birthdays to celebrate,

ruu’Ks

••

in his

seventeen

makkkt.

h- lei'li,
:»u,t |(M)
dried fe- II.,
'Tati
Beans,pea, tr lin,2 aij.no
2."e.
a2.t;.">
medium,
ye I low -ey es, 2. To a :5.un
Butter & tt>,
1 >a22
Beef #* It.,
fat*
Bariev b- bush,
r.Oa<u
Cheese b*’ tb,
!2 a Ia
Chicken b’ It.,
12 a la
Calf Skins b' tb
I2a 12 2
I nek b*' tb,
I lab';
2d
Eirjrs b* do/..,
Fowl b* tb,
12 a 14
Creese b*’ tb,
12 a 14

■\l»ple>

were

was

Barque Carrie K. I.onjr, Park, from Cardenas for
Portland, was spoken March Ttli, lat 40 *2U, Ion 71.
Reported havinjr lost two men overboard.
spokkn. Bark Carrie K. I.onjr, Park, from Cardenas for Portland, March 7th, hit. 4n
I >n. 71 ;
reported having lost two men overboard.
The whaling bark Kmma F. Harriinan, :?1»1 tons,
built at Searsport in is*‘d, has been sold to parties
in San Francisco, Cal., at about flo.ooo.

CURRENT

('orrect> >i

dered him for the faithfulness with which he has
discharged his duties and Otis \\\ Lane was elected

has had but

PRICE

Bar

Goods.

Upholstery

•

■j

10 Rolls

direct from the

Jewelry

oil

OPERA KIDS only *1.75 per pair.

Ingrain,

I M BliKLl.AS, tis in.,
SI.(ill.

NOTIONS.

I Lot oil (Moths

CASHMERE G LOVES at B7 1.2c., marked down trom 02c. per pair.

BURKETT,

81 & 83 Main St..

Buttons, best
being *1.50
at

10 Rolls

war-

pair.

old Cold Embroidered, splendid quality,
S7.00 each.

CEO.

at £1.00 and £2.00.

from IB I Be. tu7.'ie. A large lot just, purchased from the manufacturers.

LISLE GLOVES from 25e. to 50e. per

2 Garnet Piano Covers,

BURKETT,

2

goods, the actual cost,
per pair, we shall close
per pair.

50c.
s 1.45
1.50
4.00

■

GLOVES, in

Extra heavy, only Lie.

I Lot at Sl.t!."), si ;,n to Stl..">o.

ranted.

TABLE COVERS.

regard-

I Case T.KST pi WL1TY LX A.ML I.S at
Tie. per yard.

81 & 83 Main

ORS, *1.25 per pair, every pair
I Lot KID

Enamel Cloths.

CEO. W.

>1.25
1.7 .">

FULL DOUBLE WARD,

manufacturers.

work,

75c. per pr.

*•

Lot, Extra Quality,

I BCTToN KIDS in BLACK and COL-

10 Lairs WHITL BLANKLTS

ROLLS

I Lot CAM HUH' I'M Hill .1,1. AS at (itlie.

Lot of Ladies' LEATHER RAOS, llat,
at 50c. each.

LINEN

GLOVES.

KS at tide.

UMBRELLAS.
I Lot 11 INI III AM

VALENCE1LLES LACES from Be.
to Se. pet yard.

TORCHt >N LACES, 5c., Oe., Sc. and 10e
marked down.

50c.

Ul’AlJl

HOLLAND at Itlte.

••

ode.,

EMBROIDERIES, 5c., Sc., 10c.,
121c., 15c. and 17c. per yard.

BLANKETS.

holesule price.

In LAD1 I.S ,1 A( K K I S to he sold
less of cost.

BURKETT,
St.,

w

>1.

1. \RKS. chat.* mil U1 l.l.IM ANTIC
Spool Thread, 4c.

••

ii

Hand Satchels.

SWISS

l’AISLLY SI 1 AM I.S from s7 to*:{oeach.

d.5 I' AUMIIX TS marked down do per et.

extraordinary bargain.

wide,

Warp Carpetings
:i? I -tie.

ALL \\ OOL FILLlNti. .'»Oc, ;in<l ***>r.

••

I Case Rubber Circulars.S1,45
I
1.50
I ’laid lining and warranted.

Winter Garments.
at

at

n.

5B doz. I’ll,LOW SHAMS, B7ic. each,
lo
from .'Oe. to
*1.00 each.

Rubber Circulars.

-•

••

city

in l’ieees Cl'lM’AIN

wide,

••

*7.50.

si/e, only
marked down l'nun >17.'), and

GEO.

Belfast.

St.,

“

s.5.50 and *0.00. marked down from

BASTIN'!; TURF AD HI.-, per do/.

BURKETT,

81 & 83 Msin

this

■■

yds. DEN TELLE LACES, 41
only 17c.

200

EMBROIDERED CORSETS onh 45c. per pair.
I Case CORSETS CORDED, 50c. each.
10 doz. No. 000 CORSETS, 44c.
Sold in

si I FT 1. VXD Sll \ \\ I.S_sl.oo
I d.5
1 50
1.75
d.oo

:i in.

S

to mateh tin1 Curtains.

17c., worth 25c.

Portemonnaies
.yds. BRABCNT LACES,
121c., worth 25c.

Half Duuble

make......... Lie.

Curtain Cord, Loops & Tassels

lar value.

I

LACES.

SICK

••

Machine Thread.

I.ddd yds. 4d in. Blea -hed
otto,
m.t
Ide. per yd., heretofort sold at lie.

BURKETT.
St.,

juilts
;ii

1, ddd yds. 1 yd. wide RLE At IIED Cottons, die. pel y ard.

ck ot spring styles just received.

W.

I * as«I <';!>••

I7ie.

d.diid yds. Flit'l l' OK 1 111. LOOM Cottons at 7if. per yard, worth Ic.e.

All- Wool Plaids !
GEO

Brown Cotton,

I

Bleached Cottons!

75c. and c7jc., marked down from
SI no per yard.

en su

d

Lot

I

Toilet Guilts.

4> in. wide Brown Cottons (Con•
stitutnm> only de.. worth 14e

yds.

j

I
I
I
I
I

Kuekley's

at

1 Lot ot LADIES HOSIERY carried over
from last year at one-half their regu-

CHEMISES, Hamburg tucked and
ruffled, from 75c. to 1.50.

re-

CORSETS.

Shetland Shawls.

A:

l’utnam's make.Hie.

20 doz. Gent's SHAW KNIT HOSE only
25c., worth 27 l-2c.

1

Scotch Yarn 15c. per Skein.
Case

Sawyer

HOSE, tineuualty, regular make 25c.

CORSET COVERS from Tie. to *1.00.

Germantown Yarn 121-2c.
tide,

Cushman's make....Tie.

NIG11T ROBES from *1.00 to .*2.00.

75

I tile.

yds.

odd

i-4 Flannel Dress Goods

;

from (14c.

nnlv 10c. per ball.

V

1 Dale ds in. wide Remnant Brown Cot-

I."'ik at the Cashmere at 7>(lc. per yard.
A mil stock lit Brocades and all the spring
!i
ieitie:-- iU 1
{rnmis lit low prices.

A

50c.

Woolen Ball Yarn

I

Cotton Flannels.

ide.

Brown Co ton. 7<■.. worth
de.

id

odd

.it

Cnderwear, 45c. each

linvs’ Wear.

yds. All-Wool MKLTOX'S, only
per yard.

doll

ton,

<

I Lot

yard.

QOO Yds.

25 doz. I NRLEACIIEI)

50 doz. Hose at

at ‘Jdc. per

Knap's make.:ioe.

25 doz. COTTON HOSE, regular finish
silked clocked at 25c., worth .'17 I -2c.

Lot DRAWERS, Hamburg ruffle and
tucks, 75c., *1.00, *1.25, *1.75 and .*2.

I

Spring Fixtures !

WOOLEN Hosiery for Ladies and Misses
marked down to close, (hir 75c. Hose
we shall sell at 50c., (>0c., 45c., and 50c.
grade shall close at .07 1 -2c.

CNDERWEAR.

75c.
All the Cnderwear in stock has been
vised in price and marked down.

yds. CASSlMLKKS. all-wool, heavyweight, 75e.

to l.Otl

7r.

bales Id in. wide Brown Cotton, heavy

weight,

Ottomans !

•'

price.

COTTON UNDERWEAR,

EA D1ES' VESTS :I7 le., former price 50c.
50c.. heretofore sold at

Ide.

Brown Cotton, dje.. heretofore ! W lili I'liil KS. Pile., I5e.. I7e.,\!5c., :i:te.
and 4-e. per \aril.
sold at sr.

•i Dales

Ai mures, -lit

si no per

quality, worth

••

5<lr.
(;o0,
75c.
.*1.0(1. I

N. RFMNANT i. \(T.
l'llg'KS,
only lOe. per yard, in ant'd apron
worth
17c.
lengths,
per yard.

I.OO"

d Dales BROWN COTTONS at 54c. standard

Napkins,

White Goods !

j

COTTONS!

Armures !
n

CENT'S

••

Dt(CHI.F and 'TWIS T at doe.
worth d.5e.

yds.

I.imii»

per do/..

I.nonyds. REMNANT l’RIN'i'S tie.

Elegant All-Wool

cV

I Case Cent’s
1
lo doz.

WOOLENS.

at 1.7c.. 70c. and tide.

doovtls. CASSlMF.ltF.S I'm

I" (ii'z.
ID
i"
ill

1.1 KM)

!

A Pieces
in.

LADIES

yds. Cretonnes, splendid variety, at
Sold in this
only Idle, per yard.
city at d5e. per yard.

NAPKINS!

yds. of UKST tyl AI.ITV si atldald
i’l ints at 7>e. per yard.

0. 1 Kid

Rich shades and an entire neir shirk.

y t

Suspenders,

HOSIERY.

“

heavv weight, splendid goods, 4.5c.,
worth 50c.
5 doz. CENTS SILK EMBROIDERED
SLSI'ENDERS from 75c. to si.50.

.500

.....

DRESS CAM ERICS !

1
ni.i R- and BLACK, at si.nil. SI.do.
-1 An -1 7A. sd on. d oll per vard, marked down do per cent.

>

IOe.,

CRETONNES.

Tabling. 1.7c.
Turkey
.dl 1.
Real Herman ltamask at onlv
7.7c. per \ard.

SILK Hdkfs. at 25 per cent, reduc-

1000 Yds. Wide Ribbons,
8c.
300 “Satin
8c.&IOc.

to s l .45.

Silk Velvets !

77m

5 Doz. Gent’s

worth Tie.

tion in

45c. to Tie.

••

le d

d I’ieees

real value.

Ale,, iid;

Skirtings.

Twilled, dOe. per yd., worth I5e.

Heavy

I

■

■

25c.,

10 Doz. Linen Cuffs,

ldie.

It

LINEN, PRINTED
BORDER Hdkfs. 12ie.. and I lot at

Underwear.

quality and patterns.

Bordered CAMBRIC
lldkfs., 5c. each.

to doz. Gent’s ALL

100

Lot tit.
7oe
Lot at.
S7e.
Lot at. .si.tin

1
I
I

Colored

SILK, from

15e. each.

yard.

per

20 doz.

10 Doz. Linen Collars,

yds. Heavy Shirting, cheeked cable
cord, only Idle.

I

A fen ne ve Brocade Silks on hand at‘doe
C e. and fide, per yard, one-halt' their

i:

yard, worth

yard.

I,IKK) yards Splendid Style Ginghams,
spring work, at Ide.. sold everywhere

5(1 doz. TIES in SATIN and
44e. to 75e.

j

Slimmer Skirts at 50e., tide.. 75c
sl.oo
and si d5 each, new styles just re
eeived.

d

in good dress styles,
die., worth ldie.

at

at ,8e. per
loe. per yard.

25 doz. Ladies’ALL LINEN Colored Bordered Hdkfs., 10c. each, heretofore
sold at 15c. each.

Gent’s Neckties.

10c. to

full line of XHW skirtings at
I die. and l?e. per y aid.

A

ode. per

yards Gingham*

:

yds. Cheviots

Summer

lo doz.
:n.

GINGHAMS I

(’HE(’KEI)
>.lks ai <>;m ."iOf.,
.cal 7.V per yd.
It >il'< r Urms. (runiets, Blues, Blum,
Jihtei. 'Did U Itde Stripes ntt Clw Ls.
«■>

500

lo do/.

y ard.

heavy, eleyant

are

j

yds.

5oo

Splendid shades, All-Wool

!

Summer Silks!
20 piet

Veiling’!

•To noz. (Oat .Meal) Linen Towels, 1}
long, d.7 in. wide, doc. each.

Look at tiie Present Prices!

,l

CHEVIOTS.

do/. Linen Towels, handsome border,
only Idie. each.

■70

Colored Cashmeres !

«>f shades

assortment

hand

at

Heavy Ducks and Denims from
17c. per yard.

!

do/. LINKS ToWKI.s, Id in. long, dd
in. wide, Idie. each.

•7o

Id ill. W ide. tide, and 7or.

Colored Silks!

Ducks & Denims!

TOWELS!

ldie. ALL
Wool Buntings, -Id in wide, at ode.
and Toe. per yard.

1.00

..

I

In BLACK and colors

HEMSTITCHED HDKFS.

••

BUNTINGS

1(1. ACk DKKSS SILKS at 75c.
per \ard. worth S 1.00

Laundered Shirts.

••

1.000 Yds. Tartan Plaids

BLACK SILKS!

TICKINGS!

Plum
are

of

net

goods,

Silks,

nice

and

heavy weight, and
the
best bargain ever
certainly
brought into iHaine. Call early
as

the assortment cannot last

mare

than

C&eo.

one

week at most.

W, Burkett,

March

X

DR. B.

X« Mjiin X,

A

..

ItolthMl.

MERRILL,

Cor. Main and High Streets,
BELFAST.

Eor Ladies of all sizes.
Extreme sizes if not in stock will be ordered.
11

B. F. WELLS.

MAINE.

Examinations given by “Second Sight.”
•holo
A. T. STEVENS, Business Agent.

EXPRESS ROUTE
For

Sale.

CHANCE FOB THE BIt.HT WAN.
little rapltal required. Hating decided
17MNKAery
to
and
West, I will sell
BUSINESS

Maude S. At Dancing School, “Why how pretty
jou have your Hair curled to-night.”
Jennie M.
’Tls false, I bought it at the V Y.
store, doesn’t it look natural, l only paid .'{!» cts.
have
They
everything cheap. You ought to see tin*
new style ones just arrived.”

go
route between

m>

express

passenger

Searsport and Belfast with the following eomplete mailt: Three horses, twelve pas-

senger covered wagon with under gear for summer and w inter, eomplete set harnesses and robes.
The mute has been established six years, and is a
good paying business.

G-

W.

HAMMONS.

Searsport, March 13, 1S84.—lltf

For Sale.

CARD.
'IMIE LADIES OF THE CONI*RELATIONAL

A

CIRCLE congratulate Dr. 1’. 1*. Nichols upon the entire success of his paper. “The Cabbie,”
and sincerely thank him for his liberality in presentlng them with its net proceeds #4.».
Searsport, Me.

March

House and lot on Bridge Street.
Belfast, cheap for cash. For par- j
tit ulars impine of W. H. Foglkk,
Belfast, or
JOHN IS. AM I>, Soarsport.

13, ISS4.—3\vll*

THE

BEST THING KNOWN

*»

WASHING*«3BLEACHING
IN HARD OR SOFT, HOT OR COLO WATER.
LABOR, TIME ami SOAP AMAZ'
INGLY, anil gives universal satisfaction.
No family, rich or poor should bo without it.
SAVES

Sohl

by all Grocers.

BKW ARE of imitations

well design oil to mislead. PEARLINE is the
ONLY SAFE labor saving compound, ami
always bears the above svmbol, and name of
JAMES PYLE, NEW YORK.
26teow7ls

Ballad

CAIN
Health and

Happiness.

r-

rt In- uybt me from my pruv.* j,s it
1 il.id 1- II j. (I 11JI l.v 1 .est doctor-- 111
M. VV Dcv« raux, Mechanic, Ionia,Mich.

,u !.

1'viro:!

Are your
"

K
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••
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l.

Have

< ‘h

ired »
m in-rvo,.
w
akness
•.
x ■
| t,. In
Mjx M. M. U.
rtslinu Monitor Cleveland, U.

alt

,r<d
,o
when liiv water was just
t.o n
.in* l,|o,.,l.”
1- nmk Wilson, Peabody, Mass.

till

I hart
I.I..S :»:::*•*-' 1 111..c.!cito r* lief.”
J'r. l’li ilip c. hall- u, M -nkton, Vt.

used.

Have

*u:.-.!
«1-

In

■

L:'>

••

<

Diseases

iuar-l, N. Y.

Nat.

i.

Any fancy

Is your Ba. k Same and aching?

you

Kid!.. y-’A
t.r years

a

$•"

a

'•

lh

ir*

!• an

•■•'-'Ail

i::.

Hod;/.

S..m I

x.

in*

■•••..rinir.
Wii-iaiustown,

',

au-.-s easy
v. ;trs us.
f

!-on

ami cured
inodi -mes.”
iid, M. Alban "• t.

.ici.ati.nis

#■*.

an

Have you Malaria?

Are you Bilious?
I

ut her

.A

n-ini

:.

1 b

v.

ak> u."

<

Mr.-.

lat

...

•!-•

n.

Are you tormented with Piles?
*.
”K nit.i
V.
e1M \V
hi.SIC
a.'..
t"
II. II**r

J

lip

I.

f i,, ., .I,- ■'
1 o Jo lit. .’
i.i:o.. y.yoiv.own, l’a.

The

Are you Rheumatism racked?
Kidn- y '-V.>rt
lie
ii■

« an
a

im

;11;•

v

lieolm,

1 si:tV.

■.

tlbralt'c

Ladies,

’K dii ;
it.

Ii

no

»

>i:a t:si*< i:

We

know

xvhen

>>dh

xviii

play

horn of

hi*

bra**.
And diaries hi* elarimjet. alas 1 alas!!
e
know xv hen come*
he dulcet lish-horn

W

tolie.
Put hang it! thou lia*t

The Blood Cleanser.

all time for thine own.
<), xx histler.

When old pianos iiaxe worn out an air.
And voices e;aide have worn if very hand
I hy puckered mouth doth stiil emit the -truin.
For all our praxtrs that thou didst cease are
vain.
(>, whistler.

hih

WW

Long after hone*; folk* liaxa* gone to bed.
Weary with Puling for their daily bread,
hell thou.
lazy, mng-eared. mid-night
bird.
’Mid nianx inijn- ea!ion* *1ill art In ard
W

TOOTHACHE,
SORE THROAT.

SPRAINS.
Soreness. Cuts. Bruises.

FORM OF GOVERNMENT
MISSISSIPPI.

IN

As it alwav.

lire- -lu

FIFTY CENTS A BOTTLE.

The diaries fl. Voyeler Cu.

! call thee bird
one of the shrill-voiced sort.
Foi. hi* ‘piitc plain that music's not thx
:
i'hou shotihist be I. atii red a* file x 11 i: u: <*.* are.
You gd tin feather* and /
liud the tar.
< >. xvhistlei.

't he fexver words
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■
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polished
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!.••'
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*

sane

creatures!

Wendell

'1 •.!• *i

b,

>

I

.*

!'

..

Iyr20

——-

N" t b|£Co t: :it is
and-mokecan b-asp
an i-!::•**

M|»rit

jua

le both

t

chow

kit.iri ur;*
wertain i!urret.-i sin.-kin*.

I !'• -ru.
s

t

..
••

.•.-.•--■iry

di- nts v. iiu-li impair iN \-:lu.
In lJlackwo! -s Thin iMrhiiu Sm--kini-r To.
Bat*
est
ai
and the in.-, -liable result is. that l..r nnokl you
will fmd a le w eliorin hi j*ij••• t~14:• >' ,t.l_'• >1 »:,<’<• »11 1- the la: ir>
Bull I mr
-t sal.
••f
in :!m
v-.'.r <1
Nope Lo-intii v ith
•'lit trad.- marl: •■!
the bull.
Ask y. -ur
dealer !
it, if he hasn't it on hard ii
will '--i it f .r v.>n. Insist on tr«*ttiti-r th**
s'--:
will never mrret it.
..

If he'rltrone fora :uka ire of Blackwell's Bull
«-urbani Smoking- Tobanco, as be was t->1«1. lie
wouldn’t have l>eeii
irnere.l by ll-.-rbnll
<

[< ariylc

Phillips.

was the great**-! orator ol our dav
who heard him nn que.-t n»n. I remember the lir-l time 1 heard liim.
It wa- at a
thinly attended tin <*ting of al»«-liiioni-ts In Id in
tin* **i*I l>o-toniun- railed ii
•1'annei" Hull
in 1>4n.
IJ< wa--peaking a- I entered. T>> nu
In* look'd like a king among hi- fellow-. No
om- coud imitate him.
Kv**reit. tin* i*oii-hed
man who madt ever) ge-turc a -ludy, with all
lii- lini-li. wa- no lnuieli for the great agitator.
IF* im|*re--e«l om* with hi- might) eariie-tue—.
Tin- w orld wa- hi-mission field. 'Such men are
rai-cd up and tilt'd to drive the plough-hare
through tin -oil of eon-ervati.-ni and ea-te and
prepare tin lield tortile more progr**—ive halve-' of -lustier and Ti ulh.
In the language of
i Lowell

all the time

coining around over the spot we
from, only one degree further up the stairs.”
“That is a pretty illustration,” remarked her
friend, musingly, gazing into tin glowing coals
which radiated a pleasant heat from the manvwindowed stove. “You know we cannot stop toiling up the hill, though.”
“Mirelv we cannot, and for myself I don’t find
fault with that necessity provided the advance in
life is not attended with calamity or mi tiering, for I
have had my share of that. Not long since mv
heailn utterly broke dow n. Mv system was full of
malaria. My digestion became thoroughly disor-

ever.

Thou art doomed for the thankless to toil, thou art
left for the proud to disdain;
The blood of thy sons and the wealth of
thy soil
shall be lavished, and lavished in vain.
Thy riches with taunts shall be taken, thy valor
with coldness be paid,
And of millions who see thee thus sunk and forsaken, not one shall go forth in thy aid.
In the nations thy place is left void; thou art lost
in the list of the free,
Even realms by the plague and the earthquake destroyed, may revive, but no hope is for thee.”

m:
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a

Also

now

SOI

TI1KKN SOLIDARITY IS

Babbitt Metal for
TYPE

Machinery.

Send

COMPLETED.

last witness before the Danville, Ya. investigation revealed one of the methods by I
w hirl, ( <»iirts and
.jails are rendered superfluous !
in the old Dominion. The mob concluded that
a leading colored man was
responsible for the
riot, and lie was given three
days to leave !
tow n.
This is another southern wav of combating Sout hern solidarity. Its open defenders 1
live south of the Potomac—but there are
apologDts(,f this deviltry north of the Potomac just
a- there u>ed to be
of
apologists
slavery north I
of the Potomac.
I he

j
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After

cornices
constantly

poles Simplicity
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years
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READ & CARTER,

hand.

sewing machine

S3.,

Indies. Healers in .Machinists’ Supplies and
steam Kitting'. Patterns tor Brass t astings can
be procured of us if desired.
Manufacturer*, of
Holler Bushings and Holler Skates. Agents for
to ‘J

t. ii.'.vi>.

\v.

ever

!

a

At

50

^

.»!i

!
I

as

Mrs. Newcomb is the wife of

one

/’.

/-.

F h. II.

,»■
ILOUVi DKshi\s of all descript'dMJs procured on short no*
ill I
flowers prr-rrvcd. We have a full line
•»i (.holographs ol the (liilVmtl designs, to order
t'eom. and can iiil all orders, promptly, and al
prices to suit.

in the

t'nited States
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i'.i Il.isl. I •!..
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She

1

REMEDY

save:

“1 have used Dr.
for

Indigestion

husband has also used it.
as a

Kennedy’s FAVORITE

family medicine,

and Biliousness.
We

keep

and consider it the best

ever

made for the purposes recommended.”
Dr. Kennedy is daily in receipt of letters from

patients expressing similar sentiments as these expressed by Mrs. Newcomb, of State street. These
letters are spontaneous and putin ail varieties of
phraseology, hut invariably setting forth one thing
—the value of

Kennedy’s

FAVORITE REMEDY
Jt may be just the thing

:

s5

i

f

1\

1, R-i.

!

Is your Liver disordcred? Have you Derangement of the Kidneys or
Bladder associated with Constipation of the Bowels? If so, you want Kennedy’s FAVORITE REM-

EDY. I>r. Kennedy practices Medicine and Surgory in all their Branches. Write and State your
| case. “Favorite Remedy” is fast becoming a trust! ed household friend in ail cases of Female Weak*

\

mess

and diseases of the blood. One dollar

; Tour druggist has it.

a

bottle
Jmi*
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| Sulphur
Send two «<*..
lv- inn.
cards free.
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12 for $2.
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CROWLEY
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i'r.-iimiiii

l.}?l.
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For Hhtumatism, Seuralyia,
fra ill/is,
Hncl. ache.
tins,
Sciatica, Hams and Scalds,
liraisis. Trusted fee' ,f Ears,
and alt other Cains and Aches.
A safi
sure,
and effectual

if

H

IO(lp

u

Till-; i.REAi

Ili.N
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A 'J v..\ Co

STATE STREET, I;OS ION, Mass.

PARIS, 1878.
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U'lllTK Wo.MANoiKilltl.tn
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la 1 h<*ti»r work.
\.Mivs.s

VA BlF.TIESr y
your CHOICE^ j13 for S3.
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Uosefl than lim.-t e
only concern :i ,i:
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No 1«1
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Spring
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■

Days!

bmttku goods THAN HYMK shown in Till-: city.
only one in Belfast that buys directly of the manufacturers, therefore my
prices are lower. NT.U ami TBKS11 stock ol

to close out at

that

!I

44

NECK-TIES

,n

astonishingly low prices.

Stock

of

Fancy

I have

Hosiery

just received

Cambric

my

Shirts

prettier and cheaper than ever. Also new spring shades in Flannel Shirts.
KEUbMRER this is only for hit days You will linil these goods are
exactly as represented.

OWICHT P. PALMER, flilasonic Temple, Belfast.
r—^__

FELLOWS' HEADACHE SPECIFIC!
It ARltAXTKit to cure uny case of sick

or

neuralgic pain in the head, seasick ness
stomach from any cause, in .10 minutes.
at HO cts. per bottle ; trial bottles l.~, cts.
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The schr. ORION, of Bili'aM, cJ
tons measurement, is offered for sale
at a great bargain.
The schooner is
a New York coa.-ter, well found in
sails, rigging, chains and anchor*.
All ready to put into business. For
further particulars inquire of
THUMBS .Y OSBORNE.
Belfast, Feb. -Jo, 1884.—tfs
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PORTLAND, ME.

Orders by mail and express receive prompt attention. Correspondence solicited from Dealers
and others.
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hereby
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New Barber Shop.
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Miss Sawyer’s Salve,
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land free from stone, vv II watered, a part of which
is intervale; two orchard'; good buildings wiln
barn cellar; a miv'frv with |.'»uu or -Jonii trees. Will
be sold lor les.~ than real value. A l-o a v aluable
wood and lumber lot w ill be sold with the farm it
desired by the purchaser. For further information
call on or adore
:s*nl.O
P. II. KANE, East Palermo. Me.

razor and will be pleased to welcome them at hi
new shop over Hiram (’base’s, No. ‘23 Main street.
Chair new and everything in lirst-elass order. Call
and see me. Satisfaction guaranteed.
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The brig .LAMES MILLEIi, now at
a wharf in this city, i* offered for sale.
She was built ii» lsGG, mclalleil in Issi,
is a good carrier, excellent s,.:t boat,
and is rated A l1.. in the Record, she
has had some new sails and rigging this year, ami
can be made ready for sea at a small expense. For
II. A. (.’AKTER, or
price enquire of
•JOHN (, BROOKS.
Belfast, Nov. 7, INS;;.—tt'T>
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combined with a Porous Flash
lor 25 cents. It annihilates
OF A
Pain, vitalizes Weak am'
SUFFERING RERV? Worn Out Parts, stmigthens
Tired Muscles, prevents Disease, and doe- more in
one half the time than any oilier plaster in tinworld. Sold everywhere.

ninety miles and on the west side all except a
few elevated places are covered. The loss to
planters is enormous. There is much suffering
j among colored people.
Th” appraisers appointed by
Judge Nelson of
j Boston,
report that they estimate the value of
|
the wreck of the City of Columbus as she now
j lies at £2.700.
They find the freight that would
I
I have been payable, upon the due and proper
of
the
delivery
cargo at Savannah to be worth
£00,708. The passage money prepaid was $903,-

I
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Bank officers express alarm at the
large payment of silver certificates
by the government
and are of the opinion that there are indications
that the evils of silver
coinage in this country,
which have for certain causes been
long delayed, will soon begin to show themselves.

1
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worth
rills ron.-.-vn iI.: 1:
hut i- tin* _'-miinr lupf tliat will -jiv you a
••••!
trade .-m l a square deal every time.
Thanking Hie p. "pie very kindlv
i.< ir !i n.,!
patronasre in the )»a-t. I tru-i m\ hu ire-- v.:i.iions have been s<
to merit a •*
lion of the same. Y-»urs rcspeetfu!i
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Willow Ciiaits and Sockets

e

<s:;o.oo.
sio.oe
Blankets from 7 >r. In *7.00.

lap It.dies from yi.v'.

1

$1. Ask for S axford’s RadicalCci:k.
drug and chlmical Co., Boston.

t
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elegant line of
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50 to 821.00.

Horses tor Sale or
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RKPCBLICAN STATE.

Nearly all the river plantations for a distance
<d 100 miles above New Orleans are under wat'T.
Below the city the flooded district extends

bowel 3

EXTENSION TABLES, &c.

lap Uobes from *7.<W> to ,*|s.00.
00 to $:{(>.00.
Wolf Itches f rom

r*\

said that tin* Democrats of Virginia,
North. Carolina, Georgia and Tennessee area
unit lor the repeal of the internal Revenue
la\\>. and failing in that will bend their encrgir< toward putting on the “free list’’ tobacco
and spirits distilled from fruits.
li

i.

Ml

Senator

|

an

by all 1 > -tggists.

prostration,

s

bio

.Mi.

SANFORD'S RADICAL CURE.
Hoar says that from the testimony of
a number ol Louisiana
Republicans it is evident The breat Balsamic Distillation of Witcii-ilazcl,
that that State is Republican
American IMne, Canadian Kir, Mangold,
by from twenty to
tbirty thousand majority, but'the election 'maClover Blossom, etc..
chinery is so controlled by the Democratic ] For the Immediate Relief and Permanent (hire of
State ('cutnil Committee that the Fourteenth 1
every form of Catarrh, from a Simple Head Cold or
and Fifteenth Amendments to the Constitution
Influenza to the Loss of Smell, Taste, and Hearing,
:"v
practically nullified, and the majority re-, Cough, Bronchitis, and Incipient Consumption
turned for the Democratic candidates is regula- j Relief in live minute's, in any and every ea-c.
ted only by the whim of the committee which Nothing like it. Onleful, fragrant, wle>fo-ome.
Cure begins from lirst application, and i- rapid,
prepares the “returns befoiehand, aud sends radical, permanent, and never
failing.
out the statements of the number of votes reOne bottle Radical Cure, one box Catarrhal Solquired from each district.
vent and Sanford’s Inhaler, all in one package,
forming a complete treatment, of all druggists for

A

mat

Belfast.

for “How to Cure Skin Diseases.”

c

f

li.n
i:
>us
rtonr 1 !•.

.b:uv:NK is in* aiiiablo.
\n
ink. '! the im><; womb rful inviip
su-mined tin- pinking system,
‘I u HR.
A. If TCI I
s..id
::m i»r
.Mo.
Pr.n.r tors, sr..b»- j
MON 1) MI'.in <

ie.

Mrs. S. K. Whipple. Decatur, Mich., writ
her face, head, and some parts of her hodv were
almost raw. Head covered with-cabs and* .-ores.
Sintered fearfully and tried everything. Perm
neatly cured by the Ci Tin it.t Rkmkimks from a
Skin 11 umor.
•-old hv all druggists. I'rnci n.\, :»u cents; Rk
SOI.VKNT, $1.00; So A I’, 2") Cents. PoTTKK Dltl <.
AM' Chemical Co., Boston, .Mass.

lookci very much like reconstruction. In a
~°°d many countries in the civilized world it
would he called treason.’’

world’s fair and cotton centennial
exposition, under the joint auspices of the governincut, the national cotton
planter's association
of New Orleans, is to be opened on
; and the
Never before or since have I heard anything the first city
in December, 1884, and will
like it. Many an eye wa* dim with tears when close not Monday
later than May 31st, 188T>. All
arts,
he finished the recital.
No wonder that Irish- ; manufactures and
products of the soil and
men placed upon his
casket Uoral offerings mine are to he on exhibition.
consecrated with their tears. The scene in the |
cradle of liberty where he lay in state teaches
The storm of Feb. 28th was the worst of the
a lesson of value to our
young men who are winter. Boston was nearly insolated, teleentering upon their life work. It teaches that graphically. Thursday night the eitv was in
the sure road to success is to take the side of almost total darkness owing to the withdrawal
justice. No matter how unpopular it may be of the electric lights bv request of the mayor.
at the time it will triumph iu the end. There The storm had caused numerous fire
alarm,
is implanted iu the human heart a monitor to police and telegraph wires to fall upon the
tell us the right thing to do, and. like Phillips, electric light wires, and the mayor’s request
we should keep step to its
promptings. The was made with a view to preclude any possiof toil-Worn men and women who bility of serious accidents to telegraph
repairprocession
looked lovingly upon the face of their great ! men who might be brought into contact with
champion as lie lay dead was an ovation worth I the powerful current.
the labor of a lifetime. His crown was of
more vaiue than any earthly diadem.
Those
An experienced married man of
says,
METAL, the best anti-friction metal for who sneered and scoffed at liim sleep in obliv- “If tiiere is one time more than Plattsburg
another when a
i Ining machinery boxes, for sale at
ion; while Wilberforce, O’Connell, Phillips, woman should be entirely alone, it is when a full
istuo
THE JOURNAL OFFICE.
Harrison, Sumner and Lincoln live in the hearts line of clothes comes flown in the mud.”

dered and my nerves were in a wretched state. I
was languid, ate little and that without
enjoying it,
and fad no strength or ambition to perforin even
mv light household duties. Medical treatment faill"
ed
reach the seat of the trouble. The disease—
which seemed to he weakness of all the vital organs—progressed until I had several attacks which
my physicians pronounced to be acute congestion
of the stomach.
The last of these was a desperate
struggle and I was given up to die. As the crisis
had partially passed, mv husband heard of the
merits of PAHK Ell'A TOXIC as an in vigorant in just such cases as mine. I took it and felt
its good effects at once. It appeared to pervade mv
body., as though the blessing of new life had come
to me.
Taking no other medicine I continued to
improve, and am now in better health than I have
been for a long time.”
lmcow’J
K '.tract from interview with the wife of Rev. P.
Perry, Pastor of Baptist Church, Coldbrook, Mass.

of ail kinds and

Buffalo Robes, Lined & Uniined,

II. K. Carpenter, Henderson, v a
cured of
Psoriasis or Leprosy, of twenty years’ standing, n;.
<
ru t ka Rkmloiks.
The most wonderful cure
"ii
record. A diistpauful of scales fell from him
daily. Physicians and his frien I- thought he mu-t
*'ie. * ure sworn to before a justice of n,e juxace
!
and Henderson’s most prominent citizens.

Moral

and all

Sold

T11, f), Merwhose s"d-

Lounges & Easy ('hairs

HATS, GAPS, &n.

Hound in tin*
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treason.”
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il.r <111 Ua>i KIT«'IKK\ 1I KMT5KI uill do
I »a it* b« Ioit purr basin:: risen here,
aoiin; lo s, ii everything In our line
at mi i:s nm < ivnut in in \ r in the rii>.

eS-IE3INrs3?,S

anil Mrs. Kverelt Slebblns, Beiehertow n.
Mass., write: Our lithe hoy was t«*vrii»ly .illln-ied
with -erofula, Salt Ithcuin. and Krysipela- \»-r
sinee he was horn, and nothing we could give him
helped him until we tried Cl rirt it v Ri:mi:i*ii;>,
wliieh gradually eured him, until he i- ihw a- lair
as any child.

simply

hi- was Phillip-'s way of doing things, and
could excel him. He w a- a volcano in
bla-t when he assailed the “sum of all villyrti
lainies.’’ He loved to prai-e w here In* deemed
it just. Who that heard his masterly tribute
to O'Connell, the lirst of orators and
agitators,
can forget his manner w hen, in-the midst of
his -oul stirring eulogy of that noble lover of
liberty, be paused and repeated those lines:
In risible A rehiteeture in a Xe?r
‘O, Ireland, my country! the hour of thy pride and
thy splendor hath passed,
Hny/au(I J*arsonaye.
The chain that wa- spurned in tbv moments of
-s,” she said, “our children arc married and
power, hangs heavy around tliee’at la-t ;
There are marks in the fate of each clime, there
gone, and my husband and I sit bv our winter fire I
are turns in

are
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t int
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Mr.

-word decorated with the Confederate
colors,
and addressed
“to the President." was
I .resented to the noted ex-Confederate party in
ihe box. and was
accepted. “And.” said one of
1 lie committeemen. “I did not think
that that

I

we

worm

drape., with Confederate Hags; that

lull

started

II
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Plush Parlor Suits

I

(’lias Houghton, Kmj., lawyer, 2- -into Street.
I lost ot;, reports a case of sa
Riieuui under his
observation for ten years, which eo\cr--dthe pati(*nt s hoilv and limbs, and to w h i * 11 all known
methods of treatment liad been applied without
benefit, which was completely cured
p
hv the
Ct I'KTltA 1»i.mi;iui;s, leaving a clean and' he'alll
skin.

1 he Republican members of the
Copiah Commiller say that at one of the balls
given in New
1 *riean> at
tin* Madi Gras, Jefferson Davis,
wiih his daughter, the
daughter of General
Ia
i, eiirral
Longstreet and some other noted
< oi.i -1. rate
Generals, sat in a box which was

none

as we did beioiv the little onescainc to widen
the circle. T.il(* is somet hing like a
spiral stair cas?;

HI IX CA tSKfij.

l

it

sincerity.

nuiHi
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DYE
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8RAYTDN PETHOLEUtVS ENGINE Co.

Cuticura Resolvent, the new Wood Purifier,
Diuretic, and Aperient, expel- di-e.a-e germs from
the Idood and perspiration, and tints remov*-- the
t'tnisc.
CfTld’KA, the great -kin Cure. im-tantL
ahav> Ilebiug and Inllaiiiuiatiou, clears tue -kiii
and -e;tlp. Peals I'iecrs and Sores, restores the ( ,>mplexion, ( t net it a Snvf, an exquisite -kin Beau
tilier and Toilet Requisite, i- indispensable in : re,ating skm diseases, and for rough, ••napped, or greasy
skin, blackheads, blotches, and babe humors. < rII*
i:\ Rk.mi-DII.s are the only i'ntaiiihle
i.
puriliers and skin beautifiers.

pus.

democracy

Liu* fortunes of men,
Hut the changes of realms and the chances of time
shall never restore thee again.
Thou art chained to tlu: wheel of the foe
by links
which a world cannot sever;
With thy tyrant through storm ami through cloud
thou shall g*», and thy sentence is bondage for-

ture-, the

■

■

LOOK out:
DURHAM
BULL

I :< )H<. I a
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OK
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ont.;rv
Irr r

1

.,

lit -food upon the world’s broad threshold; wide
Tia* din ol battle and ol "laughter r«»-e;
He -aw <•<>•! stand upon iu.- weaker side,
That sank in -eeming lo— before it- loe-.
Many there w ere w !;•> made great lia.-tc and -old,
uto tin* eomnioii enemy their swords.
He scorned lheir gift- of fame, and power ami gold,
\ ml, underlie;'.til tlieir -oft and
ilowery word.*.
Heard the cold serpent his-; therefore he went
\nd humbly joined him t the weaker part,
Faimtie-iiaim-d, and fooi, yet well <*,,111*111
><> he could he the nearer b> Hod’s
heart,
Vnd feel it -'deiiin p* 1-* -emling bloo<l
Through all the wi<lesprea<l veins of endless good.
His heart was on fire for equal rights.
His
\va- a
that was rooted and grounded
in tin* “Sermon on tin* Mount.” There wa- no
compromise with wrong. To him tin* cry of
tin* oppressed was 1 ik«* a moan from the famih*
cradle. The auction block, with all of its aeur-ed surroundings, represented a sale of hilirst born, and the lash of the overseer cut hi-eii-itiv** nerves and mad** him keep tinn* with
the groan- of tin* tortuied. The
-tamp of Hod's
image was current, whether east in -ilver or
With
a
creed
him,
or pulpit that decopper.
fended such a system, was the rankest atln ism.
lb* was terrible in hi- denunciations of the
apologists ami trimmers of his day. who were
ready to condone and -hare in the spoil- of -la*
v ery.
The abolitionists neither asked nor
gave
quarter, and they were right. Great evils must
be overcome by steady blows
their
founupon
dation with the sledge hammer of truth and

<

'I’m

tVrrod
|.
T.adi*

r

">' ••

chants, I'.ankv

Scaly, Pimply,
fuloiis, Inhcrited, and Contagion- Humor-. Blood
Poisons, I'iecrs, A !>-(•,•--«•>, and I nfantile-kin Lr-

long treated with do-

nite.l Stales Supreme Court rendered
11 deei-iou
March .‘M ifi the Georgia Ku Klux
i-e >'j
^ ai’1h,rough and others.
They are petitions for writs of habeas corpus to release a
number of poisons now imprisoned under a
judgment <>t the Dinted States Circuit Court
1"1 the Northern District of
(ieorgia, rendered
tier a trial and conviction of the
prisoners for
the otl'encc of threatening,
beating and otherw i>e
intimidating colored voters at an election
in (ieorgia lor a member of Congress. Tiie
principal question presented by the case relates
to the
constitutionality of tin* law under which
tie prisoners arc held.
The Court holds that
'If* idle lice* set forth in the indictmentis
fully
covered by sections bbus and b.Vihof the Revised
atute> and denies them writs of habeas cor-

1 m.

1 be

*■

t ii

•••...

J."

so

keatl-Ts are u-*t ass ai of tin met. but a fa*-:
it i'of dails increasing magnitude, and
already
of terrible importance to r< *•;• r-. that their
lirst grand nece-siis iu i-ea*lin_ i- to be vigiie
;
n, |
Jo
kllOW
lantly. eoiisei* 11 ioil'1 S
'■verywhere tiiat book-, like buman souls, are
aetualls divided into what we mas e ail **sh<-' p
and iroats.” tin latter put inexorably on the
left hand of the «Judg< : and tending, ever)
coat
of them, at all moments, whither sve
know, and nnn h to be as oided, and. it possible,

Thai In*

M*

I*!icy lum

hope

nn n

none

l>

doubt.

1'iie South leads, controls the
Hungs now.
Itemoeratie party of tlie country, and northern
Hemoerats how their necks in subjection to
their southern masters and dare not raise voice
"f hand again-t tin- great crimes
by wliieh they
keep tin- >oiilh solid for D^iocraev. [Kennebec Journal.

ignored by ali

pleasure in iiifore.iuir m> freiiels aiei
patron*, an.I the people -euerally, tha!
I have npennl a

wliioli i- fitted up in lir-i -i i-- order, w iih one
mir*Mrs. drr--iiu room, and plenty of li-iii
!o examine
! have open, o
l>\.
with a N !•: \V' I < >T of
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DISEASE.

< LK.-\N<K
rj'“
J. lteliing.

lb

it. P. Hall vV 1

trike

PltnPLES to SCHPFU1.A

n-ion all attempts to establish
justice in the
Soulh and the landing of free and fail elections,
tii.it
ii seems impossible to
for better

and women, de\our mans
a
di-appointment between br> akfa-t and dinner-time: keep back tin* tear-and look a little
pal* about til* lips, and ill all-ssa r to inquiries,
'as : ■•<>!*, nothing!" l’ride In
ip- u>. ami pride
i' not a
bad tiling svheii it only urges us to
hidour
own
hurt'
nol t
imrt others,
[(.eorge Kliot.
We mortals,

e

I*r i.h

J

.earn to

!:■

or

Jan. 9, 1884.

AMBKIIM.F, ( apt. Otis Ingraham,

"ill leave Belfast for Boston and intermediate
landing.-,c-very Monday and Thursday at 2T-2 P.M.
Betimiing leave Lincoln’s wharf. Boston,*every
Tuesday and Friday, at 5 o'clock P. M
Fox.n i.< rioss At Sears port witn stag* lor >t"*kt**n on arrival of steamer. At.
Bueksport v\ ith stage
for and from Kllsworth. At Bangor for Moosehead
Lake auil all stations on ttie B. & P. B. It. aud M.
<
It. B. < onneeliuns made for Portland at Bo*kland usually ev erv Mondav evening. Nteumer Mt.
Desert
SteamerHockland, 1* i\* Bo* kl. mlcveiy
Wednesday and Saturday at 7 a. m., or * n arrival
of steamer from Boston. ’Loaves Sullivan, et*• •v
ry Monday and Thursday, connecting at Bockland willi steamer «or Boston direct. Passengers
and freight will Be forwarded to Portland By conic -i ing usually at Boeklami w ith steamer
ewiston.
Tick* Is ma’. Be oBtaim*i| en Board steamers for
Lo w 11. luivivncc. New York ami Philad* lphia.
While the river Is closed -reamers
lined
it
Bm ksporl with M. (
B. B.
Through tickets to
Bangor sold on hoard <d steamer.

\viu>ki:k>

b*r ;j

m '.

:>

shade,

u ell to rai
as ur are

SKIN & iJLOOD

>

ElKNITl'KK of any kind from

Haiti of

—

l.iver, arc quickly cured bv the u-e of Baxter’'lamtrake Bitter-. Nr notice ,,f Arnica ami Od
Liniment in another eolninn.
im-

democrats.
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ides

art

d
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SUITS

Many people think that Rheumatism cammi be
II is caused by a bad -tab' of liu blood
deposits poisonous mailer in the joint- and
muscles, causing lameness, stifl’n *ss and sucking
of the joints and < \,-ruciating pains. Kidnev-W it
will certainly ellcet
cure.
It act- on the kidnevs,
Liver and Bowel-, .stimulating: them |.» a In a!t‘hv
action, purities and enriches the blood and climb
nates the poison from the -y-!cm.
Do to the neat
est druggists, buy
Kidney-Wort a cl b curcii.

\\ briber l>emoerats in tin-North will endorse
>u<-h aids and opinions as are endorsed and
maintain' d by their southern brethern in Cop'ah. and ridi- ul<- tin- agilatiou of such matters
-w a\ ing iinbloody shirt.” hardly admits of

look for the permanent in
and lid-ting: let him learn to hear
the disappearance *»! thing- In svas svont to
reverence. svithout
losing in- reverence; let
him learn that, tin ugh ubvs- open mid* r aby-s.
ami opinion displace opinion, ad are at lea-t
contained in tin tern a I cau.-e. [Lin -t'oii.
Let a man
tin* mutable

northern'

of

th:.

.'lie one

|...

causes a

POSITIVE CUHE

Aiim m:

H

lhe best

Soiitlu rners insist—between campaigns
that the colored people vote us they please
“How shall w e prodmre paying crop- of grain?'’
and are not disturbed for exercising their polit- asks an agricultural
paper. Don't know, nmle-.ical rights.
A few days ago, however, a Copiyou take to raisin'notes. Caution, don'; rai-e too
ah county i.Mi's.) Democrat informed Senator
many on the same man
Ildar's outrage committee that “if you should j
Castoria.
send your biggest man—General Grant—down
W hei; Baby v\:t-sicNl
wrgm lier Ca-toria,
into <mr county to organize the negroes he
W hen -ho ,\
a Child, she era a t, .y < a-t,
>na,
would he killed at once," and this expression of
" lien she wa- a Mi--, -In clung i„
ori.i,
W hen -he had Children, she gav m m < a-t' ria.
sentiment was applauded by a crowd of Democratic listeners.
As organization is absolutely
1 yr.j
m ci ss;»ry to men who expect to work together
“What i- this big corner in pork ! hear about ?"
olitjeully. the rights of colored voters appear asked Laura. aero-- tile eiieerv tea t d,|e.
I'mio amount to nothing in Copiah
county, unless big corner in pork," replied .. who i- a big,
this witness is a mere braggart, more fond of rough, coarse man, “is the ham.”
tie sound of his own voice than of the truth.
Ask your tirorer for Bold Medal
N 'i
Herald.
\n I take no otln r.
I: makes whiter ami lighter
Not FIT FOR "liLF CiOVERNMEXT.
cookery ot ,-s11 kinds, is more healthy, lake- lc-s
Tin iv an* portions of the South which are so ; to do the work than any other -al.-ratus or so,;a
1
far In-hind the times that they do not seem to ever produced in America. A fair trial will,
every uiibbt-e | per.-<»n of the .above trmti.
belong to this age. Any community in which a vim-e
\N holesale by swan A spdev Brothel-.
man cannot live in
lyrlf
safety and peace because of
hi- politics i> not tit torself-governmeut. That
“Do people ever lire of the piano? u-k- a
nv.
i- the condition, evidently, of Copiah county, -pondent of the itull’alo
.,h nm
Lxpiv—. It i
.Mi--.
ihit political outrages do not pay. fact that many good < hristian- seem to think n-d.
Shooting down men in cold Mood because the\
belong o a ditferent political party, followed
by praise of the murderers instead of punishun lit, i- not. calculated to make states
prosperous.
Mississippi re polled capital of old by repudiation of ils debts. She now says to all men :
You can come hen if you like", hut you can
have no guaranty of protection, especially if
> 'U happen to belong to a certain political part v.
for every form of
[Iloston Herald.
mi:
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(uticura

I’ieastite i- vers seldom found svln-re it isought : our brighter! bln/.- ot gladness mv
eommonly kindled by unexpected sparks. The
ilossers svhieli -eatter tle ir odors from tine* to
time in the path of life gross- up svithout culture. from seeds scattered by chain
"amu*
-loliU'Oll.
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Letts vexations mas at times be petty, but
'til!
are
vexations. Tin* smallest and
most inconsiderable annoyances are the most
piercing. A- small letter' sycars the se most.
al'o so the smallest aIl-drs disturb ti' m .st

14 2-10 karats
A j dale <■!' >.iun
line i.> snidered "ii cat'll sitie <»1 a plate oi
i'> !l
and the
hard l;
e]

pa-M-d

obstacle to tin production

>i» r motion: and
the\ are miserably out that take laughing for
the
seat
of
it
i- within, and there is
rejoicing:
no eii. ertulnes> like the resolutions of a brave
mind, that has fortum und* r its feet. 'Seuee.t.

(('<>ntinhedfrom !a*t week.)
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our oxvn eolieerns.

I do not v-c \v||\ a Mice. --ful book i- not a-<'eat an < v.*nt a-a -u
ml campaign. only
dith rent in kind and not easily compared.

No other Baking Powder or
Yeast does this.
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Fallacy.
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70 Main Street.
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[Kiehter.
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“Did you put it in with tacks or putty?*’ i-ked a
merchant traveler fora Pittsburg glass house, ahe gazed, in an absent-minded wa\ at the hotel
clerk's diamond.

FROM COPIAH (WNTV.

fl. VIN TALK

excellence a* the poxx
producing xvha:
I with ea*e and rapi lily, i Aikin.
Tin- late of war i- to In ‘-xailed in I!i-* morning. and low enough at nigh; ! Then*
but
one >tcj> fr.>iu triumph t*• ruin.
Napoleon.
i*

AND Will'll ai;e

»•

spoil like

<1

removed with
the bran,

1

we

does a man betray his oxvn character
vividix than ill hi- manner of portraying

If )"ll seek adx i*e about
"tiy will say it i* while and
it is black.
[< ’ervantes.
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some
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[Luther.
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How Watch Cases

the better prayer.

Thoughts shut up
bale*

It restores to

required by
system.

Thought.

omit obscures
should have known, fKuskin.
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ift*-Keep This in Mind. In tin1 Diamond Dvcs
more coloring is given than in any known dves. and
they give faster and more brilliant colors.’ io.\ at
all druggists. Wells, Richardson A Co Biiriinglon, \ t. Sample Card,
colors, and book ol directions for 2c. stamp.

Popular

medicine be
a specific for I’pilepsy, Dyspepsia,
Alcoholic m
Opium Katina, Rheumatism, Spernintorami fifty other
or
Weakness,
Seminal
riue,
We claim it a fipr<‘tH<\ simtMuupluiuts?”
ari.-.-s from
lie
all
disea<<
t
virus
of
be<
ause
ply,
t lib blood.
Its Nervine, Resolvent, Alterative and
J,a vat i vo proport k-.s meet nil the com lit ions herein

—A T—-

“Yes,” she said, “I always obey my husband, but
i reckon I have something to say about what hi
commands shall be.”

A

saysaskeptic.“IIow

Sold by all Drugs'Ll s and
in
Direction.II
Dealers.
languages.
'Biiajf ssom

popular remedy win sueli

a

people like it i'nr its wonderful power to
restore to tln-ii w liitrnine locks their original
color alto beauty. Middl tged people like it
because it prevents them from getting bald,
keeps dandruff .; .\. .ml makes the hair
g.'ow thiciv and strong. Young ladies like it
•••
dressing becans<* it gives the hair a beau*
t;:•' gi'-ss
in.-ivc. and enables them b> dress
a V' icttever form
they w i>h. Thus it is the
of all, and it ha> b. come so simply
l> .in.-- it disappoints no eo,..
«

can one

BERKS. St'ALOS.
And all other bodily aches
and pains.

Halt imore.

scalp,

“Yon claim too

much f>>r Samaritan
Nervine,”

FROSTBITES.

brute.

itan Servine cured me.”
disorders. At druggists.

South.

FURNITURE

QU1 NSY. S\VEL 1,1 NGS.

said that it was justifiable to kill negroes if that
>he said, “Oh, yes, I am very fond of little bovs
was necessary to prevent them from securing a
and as a snow ball struck her in the back ot' toe
majority, aud that it was the duty of the intelli- ne k she added, “1 fed a- though I cudd cat a
gent minority to crush the ignorant majority by couple this minute, boiled.'
all possible means. There was no dispute of
Butter Buyers
lie essential facts of the Copiah outrage, and it
is only the Democratic members of the eommit- everywhere are refusing to ;.,ke white, lardy look;e<
who admit any explanations ot it. The ing butter except at “grease” price-. Co;,-timerwant nothing but gilt-edged butter. :.nd biivcre.i
xplauation that the bulldozers of Copiah therefore
recommend their
i.,, keep a’unieounty made was that tiny shot and whipped 1 "rm eolor throughout Hie patioeyear bv ii-uig the Im
because it was necessary to intimidate the Reproved Butter Color made bv Wei!.-, Richard-m k
publican vote and put tin* minority in power. C'*.. Burlington \ t. Ii i- 11 .• only color that
h.
ITint Matthews, who was murdered in cold idled oil to never injure the butter, amt to alwavs
Idood b\
challenger at the ballot box, was not glve the perfect color. >..|d bv druggi-ts and merthe bad man that the Democrats had tried to chants.
paint him. on the contrary, he and his family
It is 10 common thing n London to -cc the girls
for fifty years have been the leading family of with red heels on their
shoes,— md the men witii
( opiuli
eounty. They have been among the real noses on their lace.-.
wealthiest men in tlie eounty, owned large
i had severe all nek of gravel and kidnev trouble
plantations, were the leading men in business was unable to get a medicine
or doctor to cun1 nm
* ntei
prise. built churches and school houses, until 1 used
and ihev cured me in a
and were men whose characters and bravery "hort time. Hop \ Bitters,
I>:si in.,i i-m.i» Lawu.i;
the whiles admitted. The w hite men respected Wai ni. Co., x ,i
and 'tood in awe of them, as they were always
“I am going to plant my toot down,' -aid tl,-read\ to lake their lives in their hands for their
'») the
convictions.
T.hecolored men loved them. The lady to rai-thouse in ?"wrathful tones. "Wual er
corninn tT'-gai d the in in id ’the
going
trouble was not of recent origin in Copiah
house from behind In- paper.
county. It dates from the beginning of the 1
< d a million bottles Him»
war. when Print Matthews stood by the Union
Radii. vi.( okn Rkand remained a steadfast Union man to the end, MovKit, -old and guaranteed, md one m a tlnm-and
has been returned.
1 vr.'Id
too
lame
to
be
the
Conbeing
conscripted for
ic,Prate army.
He made a speech after the orThe following i- a literal fran-ei-ipt ot
a
-jgw
dinance of secession was passed, and some of Pennsylvania village -tore. “Tea md Lti.r-, -aMe w iinesses who denounced him as a had man
gar and Si,ingle-. Brhhdu-i and La—
W hi-’kev
admitted on cross-examination that his villainy ’Par and other 1 M ug.-.*'
■•oiisisted iii flic fact that he made that Union
it Tells its Own Story,
“The situation." said Mr. Frye, “is
'p"ee 11.
L \N< VSTKK. N. 11., I lee. b *7‘.«.
had. beyond the power of language to describe,
By the way I will sav that 1 think Down-’ Klixir
and tie* pitiful thing i< that this great Govern- tlie he-i cough
nicdy that I can :a. | a: mir Druguieiit i' too weak or too contemptible even to gists. \\ e always u-e it.
the
d.
>. I'kavkv. i’i-b.
witnesses
who
will
back
protect
go
poor
Republican.
All disease arising from Biliou.-nc-.- or
there, many of them doubtless to be killed."
Torpid

To whistie.

would Banish Disease
and gain Health, Take

HE.4 DA (HE.

Years’ Dyspepsia.
”1 suffered with dyspepsia for i:» years.” writes
•John Albright, Ksq., of Columlun, Ohio. "Stnmir-

supposed that it could be possible for
'ii« h a state of things to exist.
There is no republican from of government in Mississippi.**
Mr. Frye s:iid that the Democrats under oath.
oe n eailed respectable, leaders in society, had

<;.\iuti.T.

a

Bangor

iStemiiwliip

strong hold upon tlu* public confidence as has
Hall's Han: Klmwiil Tim cases in which
it has accomplished a complete restoration of
color to the hair, and vigorous health to the

IIACKACflE,

Thirteen

never

hoot.

you

N

and called him

H. Smith.

Seldom does

Neuralgia,
Sciatica. Lumbago,

near

SICILIAN

Hair Eenewer.

cures

RHEUMATISM,

sighted man in a street ear, seeing a wo.
man ho'ding a pug dog on her
lap, asked if she had
left her other children at home. And she got mad

w is tli" fact that the hundred and fifty respectable Democrats who organized a club to prev in Republicans from
voting and to resort to
murder if necessary still patrol tlie county and
maintain a reign of terror there. “Why," said
Mr. Frye, “the half has not been told.
1 had

time to croak and owl* to

ihcir

KIM'll Lit'A

A

AxULij io

FOR PIU.
Relieves and

Boston and

IT A T T ’G VEGETABLE

REMEDY

The extraordinary popularity of Ayer’s Cherry
Pectoral is the natural result of it- use by intelligent people for over forty years. Jt has indisputably proven itself the very best k iown specific for
all colds, coughs, and pulmonary complaints.

useless to have endeavored to hold the sessions
id the committee at Ilazlehurst,Copiah county,
as there is
but one small hotel there, without
accommodations; but the determining reason

Whistler.

Tiir

U

Solid

THE GREAT GERMAN

Nothing makes an editor so tired of life as to see
the brilliant emanations of his colossal brain confiscated by a thieving exchange and passed off as
original matter.

> nator
Frye talks very freely of the Copiah
investigation. He said that it would have been

The patieni Ihitest hath hi* time to toot.
The tiddler tiddleth when hi* \x #»rk i* done.
Put thou. <), here, hath no set time —ah, none

suffering?

you

.:

t on

Frogs have

d ne.
f
'.liar 1 J- unles of
ars.'la* dm-. Many frm nos us.* am! praise
M -• H. Lam x aux, Isle Joi Mott. \ t.
V. or,

raly.

sc

are

xximii.N

gm
up t*.
hirt' vei
W. >t Jhu'i. y:i,n.
was

W.

The

Hut s!e•'* g rting >;d*-r now.
And although they're almost frantic,
mill thex hope she’* learning how
To b" gentie and le-* antic:
>
1 hat soon a dav m.»y r.»me
Wlrm tlit*v*11 call th• ir little peart
'i
a sad. and a bad
Hut a good. i.(>i> girl!
M. F. 15.. m M u-.-li Wid Aw,v.

”K infy-U.>ri h:.- done Inn*: than any other
*•
jik.!\ ll.-i'c c'ci it- d
jtra. ti..
!1
K. K. < lark. S-utli lb-i-.., Vt.

r«

Portland, Me.

If her mamma, -r her aunt.
Asketi for :nn lit t le fax or.
She'd sax
<>'. and she'd sax
With the very souresi tl.ivor:
She xvould pout, and she'd limit.
Till lln ir brains xv«-re in a whirl.
For she xvas
ye*, she
Such a *ad. bad girl!

1 kidm ys
As worth
’.Vest Va.

Are you Constipated?
v
>:

aid::•
allt

ii

her:

■

she '••»»- <». she w,>
Such a >ad, bad girl!

Disease?

Kidney

i.

!•!

A helper of the human race,
A soul of beauty ana of grace;
A spirit firm, erect and free
That never basely bends the knee;
That will not hear a feather’s weight
< U
slavery’s chain, for small or great;
That firmly speaks of God within,
A ml never makes a league with sin;
That snaps the fetters despots make,
And loves the truth for its own sake;
Thai worships God and Him alone;
Thai trembles at no tyrant’s rod,
A soul that fears no one but God,
And thus can smile at curse and ban;
That is the soul that tilled this man.”

imperil!

t«»

For

"1\.■::i■
■ iped
-W,>rt A I- •; !.
r.
when 1 w.isso
If-me
had to l.l
t of I.. .I,
C. M. TaJImugo, Mid* nuk«v. Wis.

Have

of all who love freedom and hate wrong, and
The retention of any waste matter in the system
their fame will grow brighter every year until j produces injury. The collection of “phlegm” or
the principles for which they contended shall diseased mucus in time of cold.tr throat affection
should be promptly removed. Dr. Hull's Cough
prevail the world over.
does it more quickly and effectually than
We shall not soon look upon another like Syrup
any other cough syrup made.
Wendell Phillips. Horn and reared in the lap
A man named (iassbill wished to change his name
of luxury and pride, the pet of intellectual
Boston, he turned away from what seemed the because his girl always objected to Ids tig lire when
1
he’d meter. She said he was too high, and turned
path of success and became of no reputation. him off.
Like O'Connell his heart was so large that it
took in the oppressed of all lands. To them a
She Blushed
nation without liberty was like a planet without awfully when I told her what h1 do for those horan atmosphere; it was dead.
He took up its j rid pimples with which her face was covered, she
bamu r and bore it like the brave, grand man now says if you want a pink and white complexion
that he was. lie kuew nothing about evasion with a nice clear, smooth skin, you must use that
best of all blood purifiers, Sulphur Hitters.
or concealment.
He was

For slu* wanted h r own way
And you couldn't turn or t w i*t h“r.
>he*d say yes. or slic'd sav nay,
>pit#* of mother, friend, or *;*
Mow she'd tly if you'd trv

Liver Complaint?

you

"Li in. y-V.
a! t.
1 bra ve 1
11. nr-

Ciirl.

■

Stiff. .ring from Diabetes ?
C ol

Bad

Her hicks were touched with «rold.
And a three-foot rule would scrap
She was only five years old.
And her linger tips were taper:
She could run just like fun ;
With a rush and with a swirl:
< i. she
S: in "h w i•'
Such a sad, had girl!

Disease?

Bright’s

you

"dot

”k. mu

l;lo

■

\.

.lwm,

weak?

nerves

Sad,

a

was

Her cheek was like a rose.
Her mouth was like a cherry.
Slic'd a pretty, pert.snub no^e,
And her laugh was gay and niern :
She was sweet to her feet.
And her teeth were made of pearl.
But she was—O.
was
Such a sad, bad girl!

Are your Kidneys disordered?
V.
hi.It
V

of

pretty, she was bright.
She was brave as she was bonny.
Her eyes were full of light.
And her smile was bright and sunny:
She was rare, she was fair.
And her hair was full of curl,
But she was—< >, she >••*»..■
Such a sad, bad girl!
She

1
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\ -ate

LOMBARD,

sure

Liniment !

remedy for Rheumatism, Neural-

In (lamed .Joints, Bruises, Burns, &e., Ac. Buy ti,
it. and vou will he satisfied that your money
n\ KsrKD
wki.:
Price 25 cts. per bottle. l’rc
MISS CLOIK M
pared only hy
ITBBKTTS,
Rockland, Me.
For sale by Druggists.
Btn41*

it

DENTIST
Corner of Church and Spring Sts.,
Itf

and

*na, sciatiea, (unit, Fains in the Chest., side, Rack
or Limhs, Nervous Headache, Karachi4, Diphtheria,
Sore Throat, Cramps, Colic Fains. Corns, Stiff or

is

Belfast.

!
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